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studies ware made of tha e£feots or tc,11peraturo and nutrient lovel an 
salinity opt:Una for gram.h and sporulation of Chaotan.ium ~lobGsum (I) arxl two 
marina Pyranonzy-cetes• !:>rpedospora radiata (Il} and <·. Halospl1aeriopais ep. (llI)o 
a,thods of' culture and evaluation of aporulation wera alao investigated. 
Ascocarps or (!I) dawloped in artificial sea water containing chelated 
trace zootals, MitiOO:J• 111IiH2:fOU, biot1n. thiamin, cellulof!e1 and tria (hydro;x;r-
oothyl) az:dno methane buffer. Tris satisfactorily buffered fungus cultUJ."Oa., 
but. inhibited sporulation, particularly 1f' glucose was tho primary carbon source. 
Precise evaluation of sporulation was acccmplishad by counting aporaa in ten 
fields ot each or three 0.03 ml slide preparations dsrived .tram suspensions of 
spores, which were prepared by washing agar from tube cultures with hot water 
and grinding nzy-celia with 2 ml or 1fater in a Corning 7725 t'issue hcmioganizer. 
Salinities favoring sporulation of (Ill) decreasod as temperature or yea.st 
extract content of media increased. Salinity favoring tructification and g1"09th 
of (II), and growth of (I}, increased 11ith temperature (the "Phana. pattern" ot 
growth) and thia.min-biotin lovel, indicating the dependence of oamo-reeulation 
upon respiration. Fruiting or (I) decreased as salinity increased, regardless 
of temperature or vitamin level. EXplomtory studies suggested that the ca:ygen 
content and specific gravity ot sea water, not salinity or pH, may exclude (I) 
from marina envil'omnents. 'W..naral rmtrition studies indicated that the fflama 
. 
pattern ot (II), more than that of (I), ~nvolvoa salt ant.agoriism and sodium 1on. 
Discussion focused on ecological implioatiom or data, in particular., on 
the probable survival value to a marine-fit .fungus or a Fhoma p:ittern mechaniam 
I 
1 
-envolving veeetative and reproductive phases. Aa the seasons proeresa, the region 
where coooentrations and proportions or salts are most favorable remains similar 
to that t~'here vita.min requirements are least and biotic factors &1"9 moat. ta~le0 
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!Nl'RODUCTION 
Intensive investigations or the physiology and ocology or marine 
fungi have originated only within the past six years, although Barghoorn 
and Linder in 1944 initiated such studiesc Alnong several topics that 
have received attention are nutritional requirements and determinants 
of the distribution or estuarine isolates. principa.lly 11.gnieolous 
Pyrenomycetes and ~uteromycotes. 
A relationship between temperature and salinity optima was discoVtired 
by Ritchie (1957) in 'fbcrna herbarum West. and in a species of Pestalotia, 
both or which wore isolated from Limon Bay, Pana.mac The fungi were 
cultured at several temperatures on graded serios 0£ sea-\'later a.ga1" 
containine o.1% yeast extract and o.,% glucose, and radial growth rates 
\1ei-e determinedo Salinity optima were a.tfected by temperature, but 
conversely, temperature optima were not affected by 88.linity. Growth 
at all salinities was best at 2S Co Sub-opt1mal temperature increases 
caused salirdt'.f requirements to increase slightly, and increasoa ln 
temperature above 25 C cauaod salinity requirement., to increase markedly. 
Thus, temperature increases resulted in progressively great.or salinity 
requirements until temperature became liroi tingo The meehanisma of this 
phenomenon were not investignted beyond the computation of temperature 
coefficients. but Ritchie atatcs1 "the rise in temperature causes in the 
system an imbalance which is compensated for by a shirt in the reaction 
o! the oreanisn to salinity.•• .Growth at low temperature proceeds fastest 
when salinity is low, or at hieh temperature when salinity ia high." 
Ritchie indicated an apparent silr.ilarity of thiB shift to proaau.re-
temperature-volume phenomena in gases and to presaure-temperature-
growth relations in bacteria studies by ZoBell and Johnaon (1949 )o 
l 
Ritchie (1959) similarly cultured i'i vo marine and terrestrial isolates 
!ran tropical and temperate olimates aeekin4; to indicate whether this 
temparature-ealinity phencxnenon1 which he termed the 11 Phama pattern," is a 
characteristic of most fungi, of marine !wlgi1 or oncy of isolated ca.seso 
Only' a species ot Curvularia isolated fran Delmrare Bay grew in what Ritohie 
interpreted as a Phcna pattern. Salinity requirements increased with 
temperature, though not progressively. Thia pattern of growth was displayed 
in more highly modified form by a terrestrial fungU8 and by another marine 
isolate. Fungi collected fran marine habitats varied in their prope118itia21 
for sea water, but only a terrestrial Mucor was inhibited by these salts at 
all temperatures. Fungi collected from mild climates had temperature optima 
higher than those of northern isolates. Ritchie suggested that growth patterns 
so obtained may offer a possible clue to the ecological adaptation, seasonal 
. 
and geographic distribution of some f'u.ng1. 
Gold (1959) ~ working independently of Ri tohie, counted reproductive 
structures ot fungi occurring onwoodsn panel traps rran. sal.1nity gradient 
stations in the Newport River, North Carolina over a 36 weeka period. 
Throughout the invastigation several species were found exclusively in 
fresh water portions of the estuary, others apparently were restricted to 
sea. water, and a few were isolated from fresh, brackish, and see. water portions. 
Five species were distributed in a manner highly suggestive 0£ a Phana pattern, 
and or these, the pattern or a Trichooladium sp. was the mo3t striking. At 
4 C this fungus was found only in i'rash water. The salinities at which the 
species could be detected rose with rising temperature, and at 28 C it was 
found only at salinities apprCXKimately 34 o/oo. 
As Ritchie (19.571 1959) and Gold (1959) worked with different si:eeies, 
certain assumptions mwst be made to correlate their tindingsa Discrepancies 
2 
in the laboratory and field data should be mentioned. Ba.rghoorn and Linder 
(1944} and Ritchie (19571 1959} have demonstrated that tho temperature optima 
of marine lignicolous fungi are generally 2$-JO c. It can readily be assumed 
that the temperature optima of Gold's .five species lie somewhere nour or 
within this range. However, Gold graphically indicated that his possible 
Rtana. pattern fungi were datected only in sea-'later portions of the estuary 
when water temperatures were 25-30 c. '!'ha range of ~alinity tolerance of 
Ritchie's species was greatest at these temperatures. r..nyers and Reynolds 
(19SM)indicated that in nature the same conditions of nutrition may favor 
both vegetative and reproductive phases of marina PyTenomycetas, but it has 
not been demonstrated that both of these phases are !avored by the same 
conditions of temperature and salinity. Neither has it been determined to 
what extent Gold's fungi responded to factors other than the dual stress ot 
temperature and salinity. There is evidence th.at this ostuarine distribution 
may have, at least in part, manifested a temperature-affected distribution 
or nutrients essential !or sporulation. 
TeStraka (1959) studied the seasonal distribution of aaprolegniaceoua 
fungi in the Neuse River, rlorth Carolina., and determined their saline 
tolerance at several temperatures on nutrient media in the laboratory. The 
highest salinity at which the wator molds occurred in the estuary was 2.8 0/001 
but colonies developed on hypersaline corn meal auar at temperatures 20-JO c. 
Miss Testrake concluded that nutrient level, which was higher under laboratory 
conditions than in the field, is an essential determinant of too estu.arina 
distribution of soioo fungi. Johnson (1960) proposed frClll' the foremantioned 
evidence and from his own work with the halophilio Lafenid1um chtt>..a.ma.lop!lilum, 
that salinity tolerance of some fungi is a partial function of water temperature 
and nutrient level. Neither TeStrake nor Johnson stated specifically which 
nutrients JIW.Y be involved in.salinity tolerance mechanisms of fungi. 
3 
Barghoorn and Linder (1944) observed that in nature mtlrine fungi 
commonly become established on materials which• upon decomposition• 
f'urnish a supply of organic nitrogen. Gustafsson and Fries (1956) studied 
nutritional requirements or eit;ht lignicolous Pyrcmomycetes in 1.ov1 salinity 
mineral salts reedia and reported five of t.heoe fnnei to be at leant partially 
thiamin heterotrophic. !·:W!lerous papers advocrlte the uso of yeast of.-tract• 
a substance of high organic nitroi.:;en and B-vitarriin content, for tho propagation 
of marine fungi. Special attention is called to the work of Ueyers and 
Reynolds (l9S9a)~vrhich shows that all staecs of th13 lifo cycles of several 
marine lignicolous Pyrenomycetes are supported by wood ar.d wood products 
in sea. Y!&.ter fortified with yeast extract. These authors also reported 
that good veget<itive growth, but not fructification, was s~ipportcd by c;lucose 
and either yeaat extract oo: a thirur.in-biotin-nitrc.·io" rni':-::.ure in the ASP2 
synthetic sea wo.ter of Prov.:woli et al. (195?). Johnson et al. (1')59) 
surveyed m1triti..ma.l requirement:; of 21 marine lit:nicolous Pyrcnor::ycot<is and 
Ibutcromycctcs. Pcptone -.'las a:!.most invariably the p1·crcrrod :.ii ~,roe en souroe 
on a vitamin-free B"'.fnthetic sca-.1a~cr acar ~ase, thour)l nitrogan ~ontants of 
s:.ibstit.utions a.o nitrate and a>J.::oiiil.ll!l -were in som(:! casen ~rcatc:r, and al.t 
!l.4"1gi appeared to utilizo the::ie inorganic sourcos. 
On. the 11holc• these nutritional da+,a suggest that defk:i.cncies !or 
thia:nin and biotin may be coiru~on among marine lienioolous funei. As mo8t 
4 
of the nutritional studies cited were ca1•ried out at 20-2:) C on hieh (approximately~ 
34 o/oo) salinity media, one possible reaao11 r or some vitamin deficiencies 
ia suggested by the work of Robbin3 a.r:d iiavana.U[;h (1933 ). These investieator• 
reported P'J;thi~ butleri to be thiamin deficient in a mediurr1 containing 
16.4 g/1itcr mineral 33.lts, out thiarain a~totrophic when mir~ral salts were 
reduced to 1.64 g/litcro Instances in which the dennnd,, in culture, for 
tniamin a.~d several other vitamins has been affected by condition9 of 
temperature and salt concentration are cited by Lilly and Barnett {1951)1 and 
Cochrane (1958). These texts also point out that aano organic nitrogen 
compounds are vitamin-sparing. 
The literature which has been reviewed aur.,gosts that saline tolerance 
of several marine and non...marine f'u.ngi is a partial function of temperature 
and the level of viti~ins or their equivalentso One purpose of this theai~ 
is to present experimental evidence which supports that hypothe~ie. Marine 
mycoloa, however, is a young f'ield1 and much basic data must be accumulated 
before effective investigations ca.n be ma.de or the many physiological and 
ecological problems. Of the problems that have bean recognized many are not 
clearly defined. Because of the nature of marine fungi, and of' their 
environments, new methods of i:!lolation, culture, '1.Ild oor.amination must be 
devised. Therefore, the greater intended purpose or this thosis is to meet 
some of these needa. F.xperiments have been conducted which shed light on 
several problems suggested by the literature. All of these can be related to 
technical and thaoretiCal aspects or the broader problem of determinants of 
occurrance and distribution of fungi in marine environments. Topics that haw 
been considered are as follower effects of temperature and nitrogen-vitamin 
level on salinity optima for vegetative, asexual, and sexual phases ot 
terrestrial and marine PyrenomyceteeJ precise technics for evaluation of 
. 
sexual and asexual aporulationi developl!lent of reproduce!able synthetic modia 
which support mature ascooarps or marine Pyrenomycetes; natural soa-water 
media. £or physiological, ecological, and developnental studiaaJ the utility 
of tris (hydroocymethYl amino methane as a buffer in fungus culturesJ habit.at 
designations and physiological criteria for dilimiting the marine nzy-cot&.J 
mechanisms, prevalence, and functions of the Phom.a. pa.tternJ possible 
interrelations of the above as they apply to academic problems of the 
definition of marine lignicolou.s fungi. 
s 
MATERIALS AND !XTHODS 
Ao General llathods 
Torpedospora radiata Meyers F-J.87 and Halosphaoriopsis sp. F-11~ 
were furnished by Dr. Samuel Pa ?.eyers or the University of l!iarai M:lrine 
Laboratories. The fonner was isolated from yollOl"I pine submoreed in 
Biscayne Bay, Florida, salinity about 30-32 0/001 temperature 18-25 c. 
The latter was isolated from basBWood submerged at st. And.rmm, New Brunsvwick 
for 176 d.ays (July 29, 1957 to Januacy 211 1958 ). Viator temperature 
during submergence at tho Biological Station wharf was 12-2.5 C and 
salinity Jl-32 o/oo (Mayers and Reynolds, 1959e; Mayers, 1961). Chaetomium 
5lobosum was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection, nll.mbor 
6205'; this is a vito.oin autotrophic, lit:nicolous .funguso Stocks subcultured 
from the above were maintained in 18/150 mm scrmv-capped tubes of salinity 
34 o/oo media Ns-l. and NS-7, to be described. 
Inocula for all experincnts TJcrc of one or four types, which will be 
described and subsequently referred to by Roman lfumerala 
I. Suspensioll3 or conidia and ascospores (F-115) or ascospores (F-187 and 
6205) fran stock subcultures in 0.05 cc dolivery medicine dropper 
bottles of strength 1/4 artificial sea water AS-1. AS-1 vms altered 
in constitution as necessary, It is to be assumed that liquid inocul.m. 
contained none of the variables to be teoted in nutritional studies~ 
e.g. potassium in potassium studies, or vitamins in vitamin studies. 
Spores, hO\?ever, were neither washed nor subcultured free of the 
variables to be considered. Spores were taken directly froo stock 
subculturesJ 
II. Similarly prepared and dispensed suspensions of F-187 ohlrucydospores 
6 
derived f'rom colonios on strength l/h AS-1 agar which had been incubated 
at. 30 C for two weeks or moreo Subculture to AS-1 agar was from 
original stock subcultures in screw-capped tubes1 
I!I 0 Sma.11 pieces (lesfl than one cubic mm, generally) of colonies on l/2 
strength NS-l agar incubated ten days or more at 30 o. Inocula for 
NS-1 agar ~ere derivod directly from atock subculturasr 
IV. Similarly-sized pieces or colonies on 3tronr,th 1/2 AS-1 agar incubated 
ten days or more at 30 c. Inocula for AS-1 were from stock eubcultures. 
Sea water used in all natural sea water media was obtained (17.5 o/oo) 
in lare;e quantity from Gloucester Point, Virginia, aged one month, filtered 
through Pyrex wool, and enoueh e•raporated in eruunel pans to make 20 gallon:t 
or salinity 68 o/oo, as determined hydrometrically and by AgCl gravimotric 
methods. This 20 gallons or stock was stored in the dark at about 25 c, in 
cotton-plugged carboys. Dilution of this stock for the preparation or media 
was accomplished with graduates and single-distilled water. 
For brevity and, in the casa of several experiments, much greater 
clan ty, the marine salts content of both natural and artificial sea waters 
will be designated by the term "strength", rather than by salinity in cr<l.llla 
per kilogram. Strengths 2, l}, 11 3/4, 1/2, 1/4• 1/16, and O refor to the 
salts content of media, and correspond to salinities a.pprax:im.a.tely 68, 511 
34, 261 17, 8.5, 2 o/oo, and distilled water media, respectively. A graded 
series of AS-11 NS-7, or US-1 arars, atrcngths l/L. through 21 refers to 
salinities approximately from one-quarter to twice those of "norrr.al" 
(salinity 34.5 o/oo)sea water. These ~trength desir,nations do not refer 
to levels of added nutrients, which were held constant for all salinities, 
or strengths, of sea water base. Dilution series contained a eradient 
only of those mitrients present in rotted natural sea watero Salinities 
of natural and artificial sea water madia of the same strength did not 
l 
correspond beyond the nearest grar.1 per kilogram, but this was considered 
close enough ror the types of canparative ~tudies which wore conducted. 
The three most coll!.~only used culture media will now be described, 
and subsequently referred to by letter-number designations. 
NS-1 was an aged natural sea water base (strer.pths 1/4 to 2) contain-
ing BBL yeast extract 0.1 %, glucose 0.5 %, and Difeo Bacto agar 1.8 %. 
NS-7 was as l&-1, but a 6/25 mm (approximately) strip of Whatma.n No. 1 
chromatography paper was substituted for glucose. 
Strength 0 NS-1 or NS-7 refers to distilled water-yeast extract-glucose 
or cellulose media, respectively. Glucose was autoclaved with other 
ingredients of media. With one exception> all ingrodionta of all madia 
used in this entire investir;ation were autoclaved togather. Autoclaved 
chromatography paper was added aseptically to slants of NS-7 saa-water-
yeast extract base. 
AS-1 ~as an artificial sea water d~visod for thi3 invostieation 
largely from information in Sverdrup et al, (1942), Lilly and Barnett 
(1951), Provasoli et al. {1957)1 and Johnson et alo (1959). All reagents 
used in this medium were C.P. grade, with the exceptions of disodium 
ethylenedinitrilo tetraacetate, to be designated N-12EVI'A, and 2-a.mino-
2-(hydroxymethyl )-11 3-propancdiol, to be designated tris. Tris a.nd 
Na2EDTA were Eastman Practical grade. The basal medium consisted of 
salts in the proportions they occur i~ sea water, of a chelated meta.la 
mixture6 and of tris buffer. Two ten gall~n lots of this base, salinity 
approximately 68 0/001 were separately prepared, with double Pyrex-distilled 
water, and stored in carboys in the dark at 4-10 Co One lot of this base 
was used for the first run of an experi:nent,, and base for repeats of that 
experiment ?las taken irom tha second lot. AS-1 media. were prepared by 
6 
single-distilled water dilutions of these salinity 68 o/oo salts--cootals-
bui'fer solutions, and the addition of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, vitamiD.!1, 
and agar as desired. In some instances the pH gradient resulting tram 
dilution or tris was undesirable, and a.rt.er dilution of the stock to desired 
strengths, enough buf:f'er was added to all dilutions to make it constant for 
all strenr,ths. In ExperiI:lents 131 14, and 16• nevi AS-1 base was prepared 
with the appropriate deletionn, which will be dasoribed in these respective 
sectionso 
In Appendixes IV, v, and VI, are data, in tabular form, which were 
used for manipulation of the constitution of AS-1. Vfu.ile presentation of 
these data was not considered necessary for adequate description of methods 
and interpretation of results, they will be of value to any investicator l'Vho 
wishes to use AS-l or a similar nedium for mineral nutrition or other 
physiological studies, ar who wi3hes t.o scrutinize aspects of the results 
which were not thoroughly enough treated by tho author. 
Presented below are the five "systems" of As-1 ineredients, as conceived 
by this investigator. Weights or ingredients are based on one liter of 
strength l medium, chlorinity about 19.l o/oo, salinity 34.S o/ooo Systoma 
A, B, a.nd C comprise the basal medium. Contents of systems C and D closely 
approximate the concentrations and -proportions of those salts in normal 
~ea water, as presented by Sverdrup et al. (1942)0 The carbon1nitro~en1 
phosphorus ratio of the entire medium was 1001721, with 2 g carbon, 140 mg 
nitro:;en., and 20 mg phosphorus per liter. Agar >'ias added in 108 % concentration 
as desired. The pH of t.l-io medium, after autoclaving, l'IM s.2 to 806. 
A. Buffer system 2 Tris 1 g 
B. Mstals and chelator system.: 
Fe >/. as chloride 1 mg 
Zn 2,l as chloride OoJ mg 
9 
10 
Mn 2./- as chloride o.5 mg 
Co 2./- as chloride 0.01 mg 
Cu 2./- as chloride 0.02 mg 
Mo as Na2Mo°4•2H20 0.01. mg 
l~EDTA 30 mg 
c. Major invariable salts system (abbreviated "mnj or") 
NaCl 23054 g 
MgCl2•6~0 10.63 g 
1'lt5°4 3.92 g 
Ca0l.z2112 0 lo47 g 
KCl Oo7) g 
D. Uinor invariable salts system (abbreviated 11minor") 
SrC12.6~o 40 mg 
HJB°.J 26 mg 
Na2s103.9H20 20 mg 
Na Br 83 rag 
lhl' 3 me 
E. Ct:~1:P:Vit3l!lins system 
glucooe (dextrose) 5 g 
1ffiJ.ii-T03 0.374 g 
NE4H2P°L, 0.074 g 
thiamin HCl 100 ug 
biotin (free acid) 5 ug 
inositol 5 mg 
pyridoxine HCl 40 ug 
n1ootinic aoid 100 ug 
Vessels wsed in this investigation far cultures, nnd in the preparation 
of media and raaeents, were washed in hot ta.p water and Alconax datergent 
with an electric rotary brush :set, rinsed in running hot and cold tap water. 
rinsed once in single-distilled water, inverted until air driod, and .t1..I1'llly 
heated in an oven at lBo-250 C from four to six hours. Pipettes wero soaked 
in chromic acid cleaning solution, na3hed Reveral times in tnp water and 
twice in single-distilled water, and air dried. Sterilization or pipettes 
and Petri dishes was effected by stacking them in oans in the hot air oven 
mentioned above. 
Liquid media wero dispensed into 125 or 200 ml. Jrbmmeyer fin.eke in 25 
ml amounts with a 25 ml volumetric pipette, the tip of which waa filed for 
rapid deliveryo Volumes of liquid media viere therefore constant. All na:sks 
were capped with dust covers formed from aluminum foilo No cotton plugs 
were used in acy nasks. Solid media for slants ".'1ere dispcnBed hot,, after 
agar had been boiled into solution, with a rapid delivery 10 ml pipette. 
Thus, slants contained fairly uniform volumes of mediao Lips of tubes were 
in all cases slanted 6 mm abova the horizontal. Slants were plu£mcd with 
absorbent cotton., All r.tedia v.ere 3terilizcd 1n. an electric autoclave at 
i 15 lba (121 C) for 15 mimttea. I.bdia for Petri dishes were prepared in 
l liter boiling flask~, in volumes ranging from 200 to 600 mlo These were 
capped m th aluminum foil and autoclaved. Flasks were cooled in 55 C in 
a water bath, and plates poured.. Uo special effort rms mada to maint~in 
a constant vollune of medium in plates; that is., beyond tho accuracy normally 
expected or a technician eXperienced in pouring plates. It was e9timated 
that vol'llr.les ranged between 15 and 20 ml per plate. The final few ml, which 
contained heavy precipitates if salinity was greater than 805 o/oo, were 
not used. Due to the large number of replicates and ropeats (runs), it is 
ll 
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not likely these differences in plate agar volume constituted much source of erroro 
Colonies of the marine species were grown one to three par plate, as colonies 
were relatively small and readings never made after l.5 days of growth. Plates 
were stacked three high in incubators, but stacks only contained replicates 
of the same condition. As will ·be eVidanced lator, even this amount of 
stacking i.nfiuenced results at highor temperatures. 
Failure to maintain constant incubator tem:p9ra tures was probably the 
greatest source of error in all experimentso A temperature of 20 C refers 
to incubation in a darkroom in which temperature fluctuated between 17 and 
21 C during the courao of this investigation. 25 C refers to the mean 
temperature in dust-f'ree cabinets in a room where temperature nuotuatad 
between 2J.$ and 26.$' Co The JO C incubator fiuctuated between 29 and ll c. 
The 3$' C incubator, in constant use by other investigators, varied £ran 
33 to 38 c, though the calculated mean waa 35 C for any two weeks pariodo 
As it was feared experiments would not be reproducible due to these temperature 
fiuctuations, repeats or an original run were set up at one day intervals,. 
incubated with the original run, and results were gathered at ono day intervals 
after equal incubation times. Experiments which required the use of these 
incubators did not require extremely constant tempcrat1,lr6s. Absolute values 
were not sought, but only trends at low, high,and intermediate temperatures. 
Colonies or !• radiata and Halosphaoriopsia on agar media were eurpri:singly 
circular, so the average of tl'lo perpendicular diameters was recorded a.s the 
index of growth of these species. Diameter of the inoculum was not subtracted 
unless there was no growth, but diameters of inocula seldom exceeded l mm. 
Colonies of £• globosum on agar media varied from reglilar to quite irregular, 
so recorded diameters are the average or from two to six diameters, depending 
upon the apparent symmetry of the colony. Averages reported for experiments 
which were run in triplicate are based upon average diameters or from six 
to nine colonies; that is, three repeats of three replicates each, less 
contaminants. Contamination was no problem in tubed media or flask media. 
The growth of cultures in liquid media was measured in terms of dry 
weight or m;rcelium. For this purpose 28/28 mm aluminum culture tube caps 
11ere cut into shallow 1'eighing cups or 3.S/- gror.is each. These cups were 
polished 'With emery cloth,, washed, and heated at 100 C until constant 
weight was obtainedo Cultures were poured onto a closely woven circle 
of cotton fabric in a buchner funnel, both washed with hot tap water and 
pressed four times, and harvested into weighing cups with probes, policemen,, 
and fingers. When it was estimated that the total amount of harwst from 
all replicates of a eiven condition would be less than 2 mg., the contents 
of all replicates were pooled for a single harvest. Flasks estimated to 
contain more than this amount of mycelium were harvested individualzy. 
Losses through the fabric constituted littJ.e source of error except in 
harvests whieh averaged less than 2 mg per nask. However, as 1nocula 
were neither washed nor subcultured free of the variable ineredicnts ot 
A.5-1 to be tested, little faith was placed in leas-than-milligram averages. 
Weighing cups containine harvests were heated at 100 C for from four 
to six hours and weighed immediately upon cooling on a magnetically-dampered 
cha.inarna.tic calibrated to 0.1 mg. Gain in weight due to absorption of 
atmospheric moisture was not observed to exceed 2 mg per hour per 50 mg 
or dry harvest. A desiccator was not used. Cups were soaked in distilled 
water for a few hours, cleaned with a policeman, rinsed in distilled water, 
and dried. After the first three harvests each cup was reweighed empty, 
but as weights never varied more than 0.3 mg, only spot checks were taken 
subsequently o 
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reteminations of pH were made with a. H-20 Hydrion seto Readings obtained 
wsing Bydrion papers varied between o.o and o.4 units from pH obtained using 
a Coleman modal 3 D pH electrometer. Tho greatest discrepancies were in the 
ranges above pH 6.8. Whenever pH readings were ma.de, these were taken frcxn 
each 0£ several replicates or the same condition, and a pH ranee was recordado 
In the results section a ranga was not reported, ror the sake or brevity 
in tables, but it will be uncler~tood that plus or minu.s 0.2 units or the 
recorded figure -nould usually include that range. 
Microscopic examinations were performed with· a Spencer three-objective 
monocular, diameter of HPF 0 • .35 mm. A Spencer wide field lOX-40I binocular 
was used to count ascocarps of the marine species, and a Quebec counter 
those or £. globosum. 
B. Experiloonts Performed and Special Tochnics 
For the sake of organization, ruq:eriments have been numbered l - 22. 
Actually 1 more than 22 discrete experiments 1'cre conducted, but different 
approaches to a common problem, and similar experiments using different 
organisms, have been placed undor tho srune number. Experiment numbers 
do not indicate the sequence in which experiments were performed. Experiment 
22 was one of the first to be set up, and several experiments were run 
concurrently. 
,EitPeriment·1 
The general methods of Ritchie (1957) were :followed, using NS-1 1n 
strengths 0 to 2 at 201 25, 301 and 35 c. Three roplica.t&s were run 1n 
triplicate ror each species. Dia.meters or£• globosum were taken at six 
days, and the plates re-incubated for ascocarp counts at 12 dayso An 
estimate or all distinguishable perithecia was mad.a without re(".ard f'or 
maturity. Colonies or !• radiata and Halosphaoriopsis were measured at 
12 days, and those of the first run also at lS days. Initial pH readings 
ware made. Inoculation was by method III. Typical colony morphology was 
observed for comparison with Experiment 2, but no detailed record of these 
tindines was kept. 
F.i!p?r:iJ:lent 2 
This was a repeat of Experiment l, essentially, but using AS...11 with 
tu.11 nutrients, in strengths 1/16 through 2, at four temperaturezs. Initial 
pH readings -were taken. Inoculation was [1\J method IV. Typical colony 
morphology waa recorded and a few microscopic oxaminations made at 1$ days 
grCJRth. As £• globosum colonies were irregularly shaped on many dilutions 
of AS-1, the average for nine replicates was recorded rather than the 
individual three-replicate averages. 
~riment 3 
This was similar to Experiment 21 but vitamins \tere not added to A5-l.. 
Intended as a screening test, only four replicates of each condition were 
ma.de, and the experiment not repeated. Various microscopic and macroscopic 
descriptions were recorded and compared with those of Experiment 2. Readings 
of£• globosum were made at six and 12 days, and those of the marine species 
at 12 and 15 days. Initial pH readinge were taken. Inoculation was by 
method IV. No special effort Tlas made to keep the size o.f inocul.a unifo:rm. 
Experiment 4 
Four replicates each were made of AS-l strengths 1/4 and 3/4 containingt 
l. complete AS-1 vitamin mixtureJ 
2. no pyridarlneJ 
3. no nieotinic acidJ 
4. no inositol; 
5. no thiaminJ 
60 no biotin; 
1. no vitamins. 
Four sets of plates, each containing four replicates of each condition, 
were prepared, two sets for each of the marine species. These were incubated 
· for 13 days, one set at 20 C and t.l-Je other set at JO c. !Jedia l ar.d 7 served 
as controls, and also as a partial repeat of Experiments 2 and 3,, respectively. 
Inoculation was by method IV. Colony descriptions were racordedo 
EJ:p:riment $ 
Iillosphaerioysis was plated in four replicates on AS-1_, strencths 1/4 
and 3/4, which containedt 
l. thiamin and biotinJ 
2o thiamin Onlyf 
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3. complete AS-1 vitamin mixtureJ 
4o no ·ntaminsJ 
5. biotin onlyJ 
6. inositol only; 
7. nicotinic acid onlyJ 
8. pyridrocine OnlyJ 
9. AS-l vitamin mixture less thiaminJ 
10. AS-1 vitamin mixture less thiamin and biotin. 
Toryedospora radiata was plated in four replicates on 15trengthe 1/4 and J/4 
AS-1 containing vitamin mixes corresponding to 1 and 3 above. All plates 
were incubated 13 days at 30 C. Ooloey descriptions were recorded. 
Inoculation was by method IV. 
~riment 6 
The periphery of a coloey of !o radiata which had developed on vitamin-
free strength 1/4 AS-11 at 20 c, was used as a source of inoculum for om 
plate each of vita.min-free ~nd vitamin-complete strength 1/4 AS-1, and 
these subcultures were incubated at 20 c. In like manner, inocula from 
peripheries or colonies which had developed at 2,, 301 and 35 C on strength 
1/4 AS-1 plates, were subcultured to vitamin-free and vitamin-complete 
strength 1/4 AS-1 plates, which ware then inc11bated at the temperatures at 
which inocula had developed. This crol!ls-inoculation wa.s repeated, using 
as inocula colonies fran vitamin-free 3/4 AS-1, vitamin-oontaining 1/4, and 
J/4 AS-11 which had been incubated at 201 25, 30,and 35 c. ThW!J, every 
combination of temperature (201 25, 30, and 35 C), of salinity (1/4 and 
3/4 strength media), and vitamin content (with and without vitamirus), was 
subcultured to oi:o plate each of a vitamin-free and vitamin-complete medium 
of' the strength upon which the inoculum developed, and. was incubated at 
the temperature at which the inoculum had developed. 
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This was run in three replicates, as three colonies on one plate, 
a.'1d "Was not repeated. Diameters and colony densities were noted at l) 
days. The procedure was repeated identically using Haloaphaeriopsis. 
EJcperiment 7 
To::pedospora. radiata was placod, by inoculation method IV, into 12 
200 ml flasks each of l/4 and 3/4 AS-1 containingt 
1. no vitamins; 
2. thiamin 100 ug/liter and biotin 5 ug/ literJ 
3. biotin S ug/literJ 
4o thfamin 100 ug/lit.er~ 
'Jheee were incubated at 30 c, and harvests made at 15,, 261 and 42 dayso 
Each harvest resulted in weights for at least throe, and most often four, 
replicates of each condition of aalinity and vitamin contento Four replicates 
of c~ch condition were set up,, in anticipation of conto.mination, which uas 
rareo Due to contamination, howevnr, :rnmc avnragea recorded are for three 
replicates,, and others for .four. Initial pH Tlas ta~:en. Cultures were not 
agitated during the incubation period. When harvests wore made, culture, 
filtrates were collected prior to washing the mycelium1 and a cold iodotom 
test was run, as follov1s: 3 % iodine in 6 % pota:rnium iodide was mixed 
one to ten r.ith the filtrate; this vms rr.ade stron~ly alkaline l1ith 20 % 
Na.OH; yellow precipitate and iodoform odor wore noted. No melting point 
was taken of the suspected iodoformo This experiment, as described above,, 
was repeated at 20 c. 
A similar experiment was run using Halosphaoriopsis in 1/4 and 3/4 
AS-1 containine: 
lo thirunin; 
2. pyridoxine; 
3. no vitaminso 
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This was run at 20 and 30 c, and harvests made at 261 )61 and 44 days. 
Experiment 8 
In this three part experiment, the tria content of all strengths of 
AS-1 was held constant at Ool %0 Initial and final pH of media was datanni.nad. 
Still-cultures \1ere grown in 125 :ml flasks, and harvosts in all cases were 
. at 20 days. Torpelospora was inoculzited by method IV 1 and Halosptaoriopais 
by method I. There were fi vo replicatas of each condition iu each of two 
ruruJ. Cold iodofonn tests were run on filtrates, as dascribed in Experiment 
1. 
·a. Torpcdospora rms cultured in strengths 1/41 1/2, and l AS-11 with thiamin 
constant at 100 ug/liter. Biotin was varied in all salinities as 5, o.~, 
0.051 0.0051 and o.ooo, in ug/litcr. 
b. Torpedospora was cul tu.red in these three streneths of AS-11 with biotin 
constant at 5 ug/litcr. Thia.min was varied as 100, 101 11 Ool1 and 
Oo01 in ug/literp the greatest quantity serving as the repeat of the 
hiehest biotin level in part a, as these \'1crc identical mcdiao 
c. Halos;Xlaeriopsis was cultured as T. radiat~ above, at three salinitios 
and constant pH, but no biotin v:as added to the r.wdium. The only vitam:i.n 
added was t'.1.irunin, 11hich vn.rted lOG, 10, 1, 0.1, and o.o, in ug/liter. 
Experiment 9 
Streneth l/li AS-1 containing no tris buffer wan used in 125 ml flasks for 
ntill cultures at 25 Co A r.ioasa.rcd amount of C.P. CaC03 was placed into 
each flask prior to autocla,~ng. Initial and final pH determinations were 
t:atleo Six replic:i.tes of each condition were set up, and harvests were all 
at 21 days. The experi!r.ent Y.as not repeated. Before harvesting, 10 % or 
concentrated HCl, rea£ent grade, wa::; placed into each flask in sufficient 
quantity to put all calcium into solution. After this was accomplished, 
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harvesting proceeded in the usual manner. No iodof'orm tests were run. 
Inoculation was as in Experiment 8. There 11ere three parts to thi~ 
experiment1 
a. Torpedoapora was cultured with thiamin constant at 100 ug/liter, and 
biotin was varied 5, o.5, Oo051 0.005, and o.ooo in ug/literJ 
b. Torpedospora naa cultured with biotin constant at 5 ug/ liter and thiamin 
varied 1001 101 1, 0.1, and o.o in ug/liter, the highest concentration 
serving as a partial repeat of part a of this experimentJ 
c. Halosphaeriopsis was cultured with thiamin as the only vitamin addedo 
Thiamin varied 100, 101 l, 0.1, and o.o in ug/1.iter. 
E?9zrilnent 10 
Still cultures in 125 ml flasks were grown at 25 C ror 21 days. AS-l 
11as used in strengtl1s 1/4, 1/2, and 1, but pH waa constant for all naaks 
( tris Ool % )• Initial and final pH determina t1ons were made. Vi t;arnin 
level was constant, and high, as biotin 5 ug/l1ter n.nd thirunin 100 'U.E/litor. 
Glucose was constant as 5 g/liter, but added nitrogen and pnosphorita, per 
litor bd.sis, varied as folla.-is1 
AS-11 nodified I;aNO~ l%1H2PQJ. (NH h )2 fil'.01 ~ Total N Total P 
lo 4 rug 0.37 mg none Oo7 me Col mg 
2. 0.0;;4 mg no no Oo004 mg 10 ug l ug 
3. (control) none none no no none added none added 
These media, therefore, contained inorganic nitroGen and phosphorus in 
amounts cooparable to those in the soa (Sverdrup, 1942 )J both maxi.mum and 
minimum levels, plus a controlo It will also ba noted that, as is 
characteristic of the sea, the NH4 s N03 ratio increased aa tot..-'ll n1 trogen 
decreasedo These fungi are reported to utilize either source (Johnson 
et al, 1959 ), and an attempt was made to better simulate natural conditions. 
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Inoculation was by method IVo Five replicates or each condition were run 
in duplicateo My"celia were examined microscopically .for conidiao 
Experiment 11 
As-1 strength 1 was used with glucose 5 g/liter, thiamin 100 ug/11ter1 
and the AS-1 level of phosphorus was added as K2~. Biotin was varied 
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o.5, 0.05, OoOO$, and o.ooo, in ug/litero On tho basis of the AS-1 Ool.40 g/liter 
or nitroeen, this element was added as foll<X'is1 
1. all NaN03J 
2. half as Na.NO) and half (by n1 trogen content) as aspartic acidJ 
3. hall' as NaN03 and half (by nitrogen content) ae casein hydrolysate 
prepared by boiling Pfanatiohl vitamin free casein in 6N reagen erode 
HCl for six hours and neutralizing \'11th C.P. rlaOH and outside indicator. 
No am;nonium nitrogen was used. Flasks containlng 2.5 wl of media -were 
inoculated by method II, and t!;en incllbatad for 19 days at 2$ c. Five 
replicates of aaah condition were duplicated, incl12ding preparation of the 
hydrolysa te. 
Experiment 12 
AS-1 strength l only was used in lS/150 run screw cap tubGs, which 
ware incubated at 25 C in a slanting posltiono Nitroeen and phosphorus 
content of all media was standard for AS-11 but 20 different combinations 
of carbon source and vitrunin content uere set up. Carbon eources tested 
for vitamins were as £ollaas 1 
a. 3/16 by approximatgly 2 inch balsa stick; 
b. approximately 1/8 by' 2 inch Puritan pine applicator stickJ 
o. two 5/25 mm strips of Yfnatman No. 1 chromatography pa.perJ 
d. a small measure of What.man No. l celluloseJ 
e. C.P. glucose, Oo5 %0 
These carbon sources were placed into tubes of AS-1 and autoclaved along 
with other ingredients. Each of these five carbon sources oontained, in 
addition, each of fattr vita.min mixess biot.in o.5 ug/liter and thiamin 
10 ug/literJ biotin Oo5 ug/liter; thiamin 10 ug/literJ no vitamins addedo 
Five replicates of each of these 20 combinations was inoculated by method 
II with !• radiata, and five replicates each of ten combiMtions not 
containing biotin were inoculated by method I with Halosphaeriopnis. Care 
was taken to prevent liquid from coming into contact with washers of the 
screw caps, lest these furnish vitamins to the media. Tubes containing 
glueose served as a control for such chemical contamination. Relative 
growth was recorded at 20 dll.ys, and tubes discardado When this entire 
experiment was repeated, hcmever, it was decided to hold tubes loneer than 
20 days to observe tructification. Rlotographs "ftere taken of several of 
these tubeso 
F?g>ariment 13 
Several variations of the ba~ic AS-1 formula were prepared, but the 
CrN:P:vitamins system was held constant. To 1/4 strength AS-1, enough 
metals and chelator, minor, and major systems were added to mako the 
medium strength 1/2 with respect to all systems but the buffer, which 
remained at 1/4 strength. 'fo more 1/4 AS-11 all 3ystems but the buffer 
were built up to strength 1. This was also done, keeping in turn motals 
aad chelator, minor, and major at 1/4 strength while all other systems 
were built up to 1/2 and lo 'l'o determine the exact amounts of each substance 
present in the eight media which were prepared in thia manner, reference 
can be made to Appendixes V and VI. For the purposes of this survey test~ 
however, it was considered necessary to know only the relative proportions 
ot ingrediente present. The proportions of ingredients in each medium are 
given in Table 13-A. 
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Fifteen l'eplicatas of each or these eight conditions, plus fifteen 
replicates each of l/L., 1/2, and 1 AS-1 comi:nrison plates were inooLJ.ated 
by cethod IV with !.• radiatao Five replicates of each of thaoe 11 oonditions 
TJere incubated at 20 c, fiw at JO c, a.nd five at. 35 c. Thia experiment 
was repeated tor Halosphaeriopsio and£• globes~. Diameters of the marine 
species were taken at 12 days, and those of .£· blobosum at six days. 
~riment 14 
Various ingredients of the major s-1ntem, and another monovalent cation, 
lithium, were added to 1/4 AS-1 in tho following manners 
Medinm No. l - Strength 1/4 AS-1 comparison plate8.f 
Medium No. 2 - Strength 1 AS-1 comparison plates; 
l!edium No. 3 - Enough of the entire major system (Na, K, !,fg,. Ca, S<\, and 
Cl ions) was added to 1/4 AS-1 to build up only the strength 
of the major system to 1. Buffer, metal8 1 and minor systama 
remained at 1/4 strength; 
~dium No. 4 - All ingredients of AS-1 except NaCl remained at 1/4 strength. 
Enoueh NaCl was added to make the meditml strength l in that 
nalt, and to furnish a sodium-ion molar equivalent or the 
other major system cations ~hich were not added. Dissociation 
and ionic strength were not considered; 
Lfedium No. 5 - Strength 1/4 AS-1 was made strength l in major system 
1ngrediente only, but molar equivalents of LiCl and LiS<\ 
replaced all NaCl and NaS% in the medium but that fu.rniehed 
by the 1/4 strength base; 
Medium No. 6 - Strength 1/4 AS-1 was made strength l in Ca, Mg, and K onlyJ 
all were added as chlorideso 
In Table 14-A r.J.edia 1-6 are referred to as additives 1-60 Ten replicates 
of each of these six media were inoculated by method IV with !o radiata. 
2.3 
Five replicateB of each of these Bix media \1ere incubated at 20 c, and 
five of each at J5 c. This experiment was repeated for Halosphaeriopsie 
and _£ 0 globosum. Diameters of the marine specie:s were taken after 12 days 
or growth, and those of £0 globosum after six dayso 
~ri:ment l~ 
ao NS-1 agar, strengths 0 through 2, was pipetted into clean deep-wall 
slides, which were placed into Petri dishes and autoclaved. The deep-
Tiell contents were allowed to solidify, and then wero inoculated with 
£. globosum ascospores. Coversl1ps were placed aseptically over deep-
wells, and observations of the progress or ascospores gennination were 
made at 2, 4, 8, 24, and 48 hours. Incubation was at 25 c, in subdued 
daylight. Five replicates or each salinity \1erc made. 
b. Natural sea water (salinity 26 o/oo) media of three different nutrient 
constitutions, each containing seven different concentrations or tris, 
were inoculated by method III with £• globosumo tt!dia A-1 throup,h A-7 
were NS-1 plus varying amounts of tris. Media B-1 through B-7 were 
NS-7 plus varying amounts of tris1 a circle or sterile filter paper was 
placed aseptically on the surface of each plate of solidified yeast 
extract-sea-water agar. Media C-1 through C-7 contained a circle .of 
filter paper, as B.media, above;.but 0.157 g/liter of NH4No3 and 0.037 
g/liter or NH4~~ was subl!tituted for yeast extract~ NsP content of 
this medium was one-half that of AS-1. Kedia A, B, and c, 1-7 contained 
trie 0.000, 0.01, 0.1251 0.25, o.So, 1.0 and 2.0 g/liter~ respective:\3'o 
Five replicates of each of thesa 21 combinntions of pH and nutrients 
were incubated at 25 c, in the dark, for tour weekso Perithecia were 
then counted, and some from each plate crushed under coverslips and 
examined ror asoosporeso The initial pH of all 21 combinations was 
taken, and the final pH of plates containing Oo2 'f, tris. 
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Co The continual-:tlow sea water apparatus of Johnson and Gold (1958) waa 
used, with slight modificatioruJ in the original design. An outlet was 
inserted between the reservoir and the first culture chamber. An air 
line was passed throueh the Siginamotor pump, through a cotton air-filter 
cartridge, and terminated in the reservoir as a piece of perforated tygon 
tubing which was plueged 'With a short glass rodo A good head or air was 
maintained through this perforated tubing throughout the period ot 
circulation, the Sigma.motor functioning both as air pump and water pumpo 
Pure cultures of P.aloaphacriopsi!! and £• ~lobosum were Dtarted on 
sycamore and balsa, respectively, in S3linit7 20 o/oo sea water containing 
0.01 g/liter yeast extract. Other wooden blocks were a11toclaved in their 
respective culture chambers. The reservoir and circulation tubing waa 
sterilized with 70 % isopropyl alcohol, and the alcohol was washed out 
of the system with sterile tap water. The four c11l ture chambers were 
inserted into the system and1 in order with the direction of flow, oontaineda 
Chamber l - pine, ~ca.more, yellow poplarJ 
Chamber 2 - basswood, cork, .mapleJ 
Cha.:nber 3 - balsa containing Soo,l mature perithecia of £• elobosuma 
Chamber 4 - sycamore containing vegetative hyphae and ascocarps ot 
Halosphaeriopsis1 only about ten ascocarps appear3d to 
be near maturityo 
Into the reservoir was placed apprcxx1Jnately ten liters of fresh, 
unsterilized, unfiltered, brackish water, (ealinity 18 o/oo), which 
had been collected by submerging a sterile carboy at Gloucester Point, 
Virginia. A sterile solution containing 10 g of tris and 0.1 g or 
yeast extract was added to the fluid, and circulation was begun. 
Initial. pH was taken, and periodic observations were recorded. Arter 
one month or constant circulation, .500 ml of this nuid 'Was placed into 
a flask, 9 g or agar added1 and boiled into eolutiono This sea-water 
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agar was autoclaved. Several plates were poured, and sterile filter 
paper was placed on the surface ot half of theseo Jblost11acriopeis, 
Q• globosum, and the raw circulation nuid were planted, individually, 
on each of' these two media. Theee plates were examined ror growth and 
ascocarp production. Chaotomium asco:5pores that developed on tho filter 
paper-sea-water agar medium were examined !or ascospores. The final pH 
or the fluid was taken at the end of the month of circulation. The 
chambers were drained by' clamping off the tubing between the reeervoir 
and the i"irst chamber, opening the outlet whioh was inserted in that 
position, and contirru.ing to operate the pump. All fluid in the chambers 
was returned to the reservoir. The added outlet was plugged with cotton 
and sterile air was pumped throur,h the chambern tor an additional month. 
The blocks were then examined for ascocarpa or the two knaan species 
and for other organi81l18. The balea block that had originally contaiMd 
£• Blobosum was used a19 inoculum for malt extract agar plateso 
Experiment 16 
Pota:5isium requirements in media with and without trie were determined, 
and also potassium requirements at high and low salinity. Strenrrth 1/4 
AS-1 liquid was modified to contain 1000, lOO, lo, 1 1 and o.o mg/liter 
potassium, ae ohlorideo The normal amount for l/4 AS-1 is approximately 
100 mg/liter. Calcium carbonate was used as a buffer in one set of these 
200 ml flasks of modified AS-1, and both Caco3 and 0.1 % tris were used 
in the other set. Strength 1 AS-1 was modified to contain 400, 100, and 
40 mg/liter pota~sium (ae chloride), 400 mg/liter being the normal mnount. 
These latter media contained only Caco
3 
as a buf!ero Initial and final 
pH was detennined for all media. Five replicates of each of those 16 
conditions were inoculated by method I with £• ~loboirnm, and likewise 
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with Halosphaeriopsis. Still cultures were incubated at 25 c. Chaetanium 
was harvested at 15 days, and Halos@aeriop'!is at 20 days, caco3 being put 
into solution with HCl prior to harvesting. 
Experiment 17 
This was a determination of salinity optima for fructification or 
To radia.ta at 20, 2.S, 301 and 35 ~o NS-7 a;:ar in J • .3 ml amounts was used 
in 12/100 mm cotton-plugged tubas. Yihat."!lan paper slips were 6/25 m;n 1 and 
slant~ vrnre made by resting the lips of tubes 6 mm above the horizontal. 
Ton tubes of oach of sevan strongths of r~-7, 0-2, were made for each of 
the four temperatures, for a total of 280 tubes. An additional 280 tubes 
of iiS-1 containing Ool % tris ware made. All tubes were inoculated by 
oethod II and incubated in the dark for JO dayso Ascocarp produetion was 
then evaluated as follm'lS. All tubas were given a prel:iJninary exaniination 
under 20X magnification, and a bank of eight standards was selecteda The:ie 
standards v1are considered representative or various der,rees or fruiting, 
from none to the most luxnrianto 
Standard Noo 
-----
0 
1 
2 
J 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
~!'cription 
no ascocarps observed 
tra~e of :il:rma.ture ascocarp3 
few immature ascocarps 
several immature, b11t no mature ascocarps 
feyJ mature and fe-n ir..:natm·e ascocarps, but ir.ature rather emall 
few mature and many immature ascoca.rps, but mature rather small 
many ma.ture and many immature ascocarps, but mature rather small 
many mature and r.iany ir.mature ascooarps, and mature large 
luxuriant production of large, mature ascocarps 
Ea.ch tube Wa.3 compared to the bank of standards under,20X magnification, and 
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a whole mmiber or decimal fraction between 0 and 8 was assigned to each 
tube. The average of these numbers !or each aet of ten replicates or a 
given condition l'HlB recorded as the relative degree of :fruiting for that 
condition. Therefore, both numbers, and maturity of ascocarps as eetimated 
from their size and color, were used as criteria for estimating optima, but 
maturity was considered a better criterion than numbers. 
At the temination of this evaluation, paper3 were removed from tubes, 
perithecia were picked from them and replaced into their respective tubes, 
and papers were discarded.. These tubes "ftere then prepared according to the 
method described in Experiment 18, and mature ascospores per HPF were 
determined. Ascosporea in JO HPF ware counted for each tube, and the average 
per HPF was recordedo 
Experiment 18 
This was designed to determine the optimum salinities for sexual and 
asexual reproduction of Halospl1aeriopa1e at 201 25, 301 and 35 o. NS-1 
was used in 3.3 ml amounts in 12/100 llD11 cotton-plugged tubes. Tan tubea 
of each or seven strengths, O through 2, were prepared tor each temporatUI'G, 
:for a total or 280 tubes. This entire operation was repeated using NS-1 
containing Ool % tru, ror a grand total or 560 tubes, half with tris and 
f 
half 1'i thout. These were autoclaved and slanted, the lip 6 mm above the 
horizontal. All tubee.•were inoculated by method I and incubated in the dark 
for 42 days. Initial and final pH was determined. After the incubation 
period, contaminated tubes were discarded, and six tubes were selectod at 
random from each set or replicates of a given condition. This wae accomplished 
by scrambling the tubee of a. set and selecting six 1'1ithout looking at the 
pile. The remaining tube8 were used for pH determinations 1 and were held 
in reserve in case others were broken during centri!ugation, or were otherrtise 
lost in the process of evaluating sporulation. 
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After the sets of six replicates wero selected, all tubes were placed 
in racks in a 100 C 11ater bath, the level of water approximately oven with 
the to~ of the slants. Cotton plugs were discarded1 and 5 ml of boiling 
tap water from the bath was added to each tube. Slants were loosened lli th 
a probe, and the tubee were heated in the water bath until all asar wae in 
solution. A set of six replicates was removed from the water bath and 
centrifuged at approximately 21000 rpn for about three minutes, and the 
supernatant was than poured out. The entire mycelium remained together in 
the bottom of the tube. Boiling did not dierupt the perithecia, .so ascospores 
were not lost in the washing process. ?lieroscopic examination o! this and 
subsequent wash waters revealed no oonidia or mature ascospores, but only a 
rare bit o! vegetative hypha or an immature ascus. Brownish soluble pigment 
was present in the first waeh water. An additional S ml of hot water from 
the bath wa:s pipetted into each tube of the set, and the six tubes replaced 
into the bath. All other sets were treated similarly. Each set was washed 
and centrifuged four times, after which the concentration of agar in each 
tube was not sufficient to gel upon cooling. After the final centrifugation, 
2 ml or hot water was added to each tube with a. 5 ml pipette. Mycelium and 
the 2 ml or water from a single tube at a time were added to a 13/100 mm Pyrex 
tissue homogeniser, Corning No. 7725, and the !Iij"Cel1um was ground manually 
until no sizeable particles were observed. Clearance between the ground 
mortar tube and the pestle is maintained between 0.004 and o.oo6 inches, 
which was tmfficient to rupture per1 thecia and homogenize mycelia, but not 
sufficient to destroy spores, of the species teated. 
After continued uaeaga the clearance became too great for efficient 
homogenization. In the entire course of this investigation, in which 
over 500 nzyeelia were homogenized, only two homogenizers were U8ed, and 
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only one or these became so worn that it was no longer of'ficient. This 
hcmogenizer lM7 be electrically driven "ftith a slip clutch, but such equip-
ment was not available for trial. From one to three minutes of manual 
grinding was suffioient to hanogenize moet riwcelin. Suspensiorus.were 
replaced into their respective cultura tubes, and set a:side until all 
tubes had been so treatedo The mortar and pestle were lfa.ehcd with tap 
water between treatmonts or indi vidnal tubes. 
A tube or 2 ml of suspension was sea.lad with tho thumb and, vigorously 
ehakeno With a o.5 ml eorological pipetto, Oa5 ml of the suspension was 
quickly removed before the contents could eettle appreciably, and 0.03 ml 
was placed on the left end of a one inch by three inche~ slide. The 
remaining Oa47 ml was replaced into the tube, and the tube was shaken 
again. This saopling process waa repeated twice, so that three 0.03 ml 
samples were placed on the 8lide1 one at each end and one in the middleo 
Glass covarslips (18 mm aquare), were carefully placed over each 0.03 ml 
sample 1 so that there were few air bubbles, and the suspension wns 
distributed beneath the entire area of the ooverelip. 
All spores observed in ten high power field.a per coverslip uere 
counted. Thus,spores in 30 HPF were counted per tube, and six replicates 
of each condition resulted in averages based upon the spores observed in 
180 HPF. Spores ·were counted in the same general areas or en.ch oovorslip, 
but random selection of fields was accomplished by not looking into the 
microscope until the rechanical stage was moved into positiono General 
areas counted 1'ere: lower lef't, 10?1er middle, lower right; middle left, 
center, and middle right; upper left, upper midrlle, and upper right; 
approximate center again. In each HPF selected in this random manner, 
all spores that were observed were counted, even it cl umps were present. 
Clumps were rare, however, even when counts were high. The only condition 
that caused a field to be rejected and another in the same general area 
randomly selected, was the presence or an air bubble. 
Several inmature a.scospores and immature aaci T1ere observed, but these 
were not counted. All re.fractile bodies appearing as mature ascospores 
were counted. The word "mature~ as cos pores has been used, b;ut this is . 
not absolutely descriptive in Inal\Y oaseso Evan though internsl dewlopnent 
or ascospores was not advanced, or appendages not distinct (boiling tended 
to make appendages poorly defined), a spore was counted if it appeared 
hyaline, fusiform, and constricted at the midseptum. Ascospores not 
counted were also h:raline, but were spherical to oblong, apparently 
a.septate, not constricted, and :smaller than 11mture11 ascosporeso Occasionally 
a group of ascospores was found clinrring tor.ether, making the general outline 
or the destroyed ascue wall. In this case, each apore which met the standards 
of •maturity" previously described was countedo 
Datining conidia was a greater problem than defining a mature aecoapore, 
but due to the enormous numbers in ~hich they are produced, it is doubtful 
that grave errors in counting occurred. Maturity of conidia lfas not considered. 
All eells recognized as conidia were counted. When a chain remained intact, 
each cell was counted individually, and the basal cell wae not counted. 
Counts of ascospore:s and oon1d:1.a were made simultaneoruily. Conidia 
ware counted with a hand tally while scanning the field, and ascospores 
were then counted. The total of each type of spore observed was recorded 
before proceeding to the next fielda Ir a cell was distinguishable as a 
sexual or asexual spore, it was counted even if more than one-halt ot it lay 
out of the field. Focusing on two levels was occasionally necessary to count 
all spores. 
One tube was selected from those se~ral which had not been examinado 
ll 
This was hanogenized to the same degree as the otherso Spores were counted 
in tan HPF' or each or three 0.03 ml samples, and the avera:ge per HPF ot 
these thirty fields was recorded. This was repeated, using the same suapansion. 
until ten such averages had been recorded. These averages were then oompared1 
tor a rough index of the thoroughness or hanogenization and precision of t.~ 
sampling teehnic. 
~rimcnt 19 
Three media similar to NS-1 were prepared. Glucose and agar content 
were as for NS-1 1 but yeast extract was varied loo, 101 and o.o mg/titero 
Ten tubes of each or these three nutrient levels were made in eaoh of tour 
strengthSJ 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, and l. Tube size, time of incubation, method ot 
inoculation, and method or spore evaluation was as in Experiment 18. No 
tubes contained tris. Initial and final pH determinations were made. All tubea 
'were· grown at 25 c, in the dark. 
Experiment 20 
Tubes of streneths 1/4, 1/2, J/4, and l NS-7 were prepared,, with and 
without O.l % tr-ls. These were inoculated by method I with Halosphaerio:psis, 
and grown in ten replicates of each condition at 20 C and 2$ C for 40 day's. 
Six tubes of each type were randomly selocted fran each set of ten tubes. 
Papers were easily removed, and perithecia on the paper and in the tube 
w<Jre counted. Mature pP.ri thee ia were picked fran papers and replaced into 
their resp~ctivu tubes. Papers wore discarded. Spores were than evaluated 
as in &cperiment 18. 
Attempts were also made to eval~1ate spores in the '3ntiro contents of 
the remaining tubes, aa well as those in 3ome fe~ tubes of T. radi<lta that 
were aaved from Experiment 17. \7ith papers still in the tubes, agar 'Was 
romoved a~ in Experiment 18, and Schweitzer's reagent added. The papers 
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and fungi were allowed to stand in the reagent overnight. Attempts were 
then made to grind tho entire contents or tubes in the tissue homogenizer, 
and suspensiorus were examined microscopically as in Experiment 18. 
Experiment 21 
Torpedospora and Balosp11aoriopsis were grown in Petri plates of each 
or seven strengths o:t NS-l containing 0.1 'f, tris, at 20, 2~, and )0 c. 
Initial pH was taken. Coloey diametors were recorded after 12 days. 
Exgariment 22 
Torpedospora radiata and Halosphaeriopsis wore each planted, by method I, 
on twenty replicates of each or several natural sea water (salinity 34 o/oo) 
mediao Ten or each type were incubated in the dark, and ten in natural 
alternating daylight and darkness, all at about 25 c. Media numbered l through 
8 were slants containing l.B % agar, disperused in J.J ml amounts in 12/100 mm 
cotton-plugged tubes. Media numbered 9 through 16 were liquids, containing 
either balsa or pine sticks, dispensed in 1 ml amounts in 15/150 nnn screw cap 
tubes. Odd numbered liquid media (9 1 11, 131 15) lfere incubated in a slanting 
position. Even munbered liquid media (101 12, 14, 16) were incubated in a 
slanting position for only one weekJ the liquid oontente of these tubes were 
then poured out, and the wet stick incubated in an upright position until it 
was examined. Media 2, 4, 6~ 8, 11, 12, 15, and 16 contained tris 0.1 %. 
Three different mJ.trient bases were used, but carbon source substitutions, 
tris content, and conditions of incubation were the same for all media which 
were similarly munberad. Nutritive bases for NS media, J Ill0dia1 and K media 
are listed below. 
lkdium J-1 (after Terry \'Jo Johnson, Jr. J original formula.) 
Based on one liter of aged sea water 
Bacto-peptone 
K2HP°4 
0.1 g 
o.os g 
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Ferric citrate 
agar 
glucose 
Medium K-1 
18 g 
1 g 
Based on one liter of aged sea water 
Bacto-peptone 0.2 g 
Fe(N03)391120 0.0072 g 
NH4II2!'°4 0.0185 g 
sodium succinate OoOl g 
agar 18 g 
glucose 2 g 
Medium NS-1 
Based on one liter of aged sea water 
BBL yeast extract 
agar 
glucose 
1 g 
18 g 
,g 
To make NS, J1 or K media 2-16, glucose and agar were varied. 
JI. Ka 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
or NS No. Description 
as presented on preceding page 
as No. 11 plus tris 
as No. 11 Wha.tman No. 1 cellulose substituted for glucose 
as No. 31 plus tris 
as No. 3, pl'W5 0.01 % glucose 
as No. 5, plU8 tris 
as Noo l, but slip of Whatman Noo l chromatography paper 
substituted ror glucoseo 
as Noa 11 plus tris 
liquid mediumJ no agar or glucoeeJ Puritan pine applicator 
stick in liquid nutritiw baseo 
10 
11 
12 
13 
lh 
15 
16 
as No. 91 but liquid poured out after one week incubation 
as No. 9, plus tris 
as No. 10, plus tris 
as No. 9, but l/16 inch square balsa stick substituted for 
pine stick 
as No. 101 but balsa stick substituted for pine stiok 
as No. 11, but balsa stick substituted for pine stick 
as No. 12, but balsa stick substituted .for pine stick 
Thus, all media or the same munbe::- tiere simi.lar in physical state, tris 
content, carbon source, and method of incubation. NS, J, and K media differed 
in that they contained respectively, a hieh, low, and intermediate nutrient 
level base. 
After the incubation period, several sticks of the stick-liquid media 
supported ascocarpso Liquid wan poured fran the tubes or some of these, 
and the tubes containing sticks or ascocarp3 were filled with the following 
preaervati ve: 
elacial acetic acid 
glycerine 
f orrnalin 
artificial sea water (AS-1 base), 34.5 o/oo 
JO ml 
200 ml 
50 ml 
720: ml 
After four months, sticks were removed and a few observations were made of 
the morphology or the rnnei. 
Several sticks of Halosphaeriopsis ascocarps from media NS and K 
numbers 91 101 and 131 were placed into a fresh water aquarium, and the 
feeding activities of f'lshes were observed. 
A send.synthetic medium was also devised and tested. 
Hedium AS-2E 
To one liter or 3/4 strength AS-1 basal medium 11ere added 100 ug or thiamin1 
5 ug or biotin, and l ml or the following stock nutrient solutiono 
Sodium succinate 0.01 g 
ammonium acetate OoOl g 
ammonium citrate 0.01 g 
L-glutamic acid 0.01 g 
1-aaparagine 0.01 g 
t.;.;tyrosine 0.01 g 
L-leucine o.m. g 
glycine 0.01 g 
inulin 0.05 g 
cellobiose 0.02 g 
xylose 0.05 g 
glucose Ool g 
KNO) 0.25 g 
NH4~PC\ 0.07 g 
distilled water 100 ml 
To this solution was added 18 g Bacto-agar, and 7 ml slants were made in 
cotton-plugged tubes. Whatman chromatography paper slips (6/25 mm) were 
added aseptically to one-half of these slants o Inoculation of these slants 
with Haloaphaeriopsis and !,o radi.ata was by method IV. Tubes were incubated 
at 25 C in the dark, except for periodic examination, for four months. 
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RESULTS 
Tables and Figures have been placed in a separate section, and in the 
text of' the Results, those will be referred to by numbero The rnunber of a 
Table or Figure oorresponde with the Experiment or the same number in the 
Materials and Methods and Resulta section:s. 
~riment l 
Vegetative Phan.a pattern affinities or the three species uere sought, 
-
and the salinity optima for fructification of £• elobosum, using a high 
nutrient level natural sea water medium. 
On NS-1 a salinity approximately one-quarter that of "nonnal n sea 
water was optimum for the vegetative growth of£• globoeum in the temperature 
range 20-30 c, (Table 1-A, Fir,ure 1-A) o At 35 C the optimmn salinity lay 
between strengths 3/4 and 1, or at approximately 30 o/ooo 'Fructification 
decreased as salinity increased, regardless of temperature, and at 35 C no 
fruiting occurred, (Table 1-C, Fieure 1-C ). The optimum temperature for 
fruetifieation waa 25 c, and for vegetative growth was JO c. Colonies on 
25 C strength li and 2 were quite regular, puffy, and white, but colonies 
on NS-1 were generally fiat, spreading, yellow to white, and irreeul.ar. 
The 20 C salinity optimum of!• radiata was appraxi.mately 17 o/oo. 
At 25 C (Table 1-D, Fieure 1-D) this optimum did not shirt, as detemined 
by the average or 12 day diameters, but the range or ealinity tolerance 
was extended. Fifteen day diameters of one run (Table 1-E, Figure 1-E) 
indicated that the 2S C aalini ty optimum is 51 o/ooo The density of all 
25 C colonies, as determined visually, was similar for moat salinities. 
but the 51 o/oo colonies were apparently less dense than those .from lower 
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salinity plates. furthermore, 1n the lower salinity range more energy may 
have been devoted to the developnent of reproductive structures, though 
the .t'ungus did not fruit in the absence or cellulose. The salinity optimum 
shirted to strength 3/4 at 30 c, the optimum temperature for vegetative 
growth. Colonies of !o radiata were dense, white, and di:sk-shaped, with 
few to no visible aerial hyphae. Some brown hy'Jjlae and orange pigment 
developed in the centers of the larger colonies. 
The optimum salinity for vegetative gronth of Halosphaeriopsia,in the 
20-JO C temperature range, was appraxima.tely one-quarter that of no:nnal sea 
water, and at 35 C approximately one-half'. The ranae of salinity tolerance 
was greatest at 25 C and 30 c, the latter being the optimum temperature for 
vegetative growth. Colonies from different salinities and temperatures 
generally appeared to be or similar densitie3. Colonies were composed ot 
gray to gray-green aerial hyph.ae arising from a dense mat of dark green 
to black hyphae. Many conidia were produced, and were most abundant in 
the lower salinity ranges. 
When replicate plates of £• globosum 'Viera stacked three high in the 
35 C incubator, growth in the bottom plate of any given stack was almost 
invariably less than that on the middle and top plateso The cause of this 
phenomencni was not determined. Data on growth in one such set of stacked 
plates are recorded in Table 1-1!, and calculations derived from those data 
are presented here. Diameters or middle plate colonies were appra:d..ma.tely 
70 % of diameters on top plates, with the exception of diameters of strength 
2 middle plates, which were 45 % of strength top plateso Diameters of bottom 
plate colonies were 6o-80 % of those on middle plates, and approximately 
50 % of those on top plates. Strength 2 bottom plates were 27 % of top-
plate diameters. Surface areas of bottom-plate colonies 11ere about 30 % 
of top Pl.ates• except for strength 21 which was only 10 % of the top-plate 
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colony9 Except ror strength 2 and possibly some strength 1-! plates an 
increase in salinity did not intensify the decrease in growth in bottom 
plates. The salinity optimum at 35 c, as detennined by diameters on 
either the top, middle, or bottom plates, was 51. o/oo. Though decreases 
in bottom plates were not as marked on vitamin-tree AS-1; (Table J-B), th~ 
"stacking" phenomenon was consistent on that medium. 
Stacking infi.uenced the growth o! To radiata to a lesser degree, and 
did not influence the diameters or Halosphaeriopsis colonies. Torpedoapora 
radiata 35 C plates of run number one, Table 1-.D, from top to bottom of 
stacks weret strength J/4 - 13, 10, 61 strength 1 - a, 1, 6J strength 
l! - 5, 4, 3. 
The reaction of NS-1 was in the slightly acidic to neutral range. 
The initial p..9: of strenp,th O was 6.h-6.81 a.nd or other strengths was 
6.6-1.2. 
Experiment 2 
The objectives of this were ,the·~same as those in Experiment 1, but 
AS-l artificial sea water was used instead of NS-1. 
The temperature optimum or 30 c, the form of colonies• and the amount 
of vegetative growth and fruotification or £• globosum on AS-J. (Tables 
2-A. and 2-B, Figure 2...A) was similar to that on NS-1. Salinity optima, 
ho-Never, shifted more in response to temperature increases. The 20 C 
optimum was between strengths 1/4 and 1/21 the 25 C and 30 C optima between 
1/2 and 3/4, and the 35 C optimum between 3/4 and 1. 
The amount or growth and form of colonies of the marine species on 
AS-1 was also similar to that on NS-1. The salinity optima of !.• radiata 
(Tables 2-C & 2-D, Figure 2-C ), were strength 1/2 at 20 c, between 1/2 and 
3/4 at 25 c, 3/4 at JO C and between 3/4 and 1 at 35 C. 
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The greatest diameters of Haloephaer1opsis (Tables 2-E, 2-F, Figure 2-8) 
in the 20 C to 30 C ranp,e were between strengths 1:/2 and Jjh. At 35 C 
diameters or Halosµ;aeri?Psie colonies were greatest between S/4 and lJ 
at strength 1/2 there was a marked decrease in growth, and another increaea 
at 1/4. The dip in the 35 C curve wa3 consistent in AS-1, but absent in 
NS-1 (Figure 1-F). 
A pH gradient,, as well as a salinity gradient,, existed in t-he AS-1 
dilution series. AS-1 strength 1/16 had a pH or 6.2-6o4J 1/4, 6.6-7.0J 
1/2, 7.4-7.BJ and B.o-8.4 in other strengtm,. 
J&cperiment 3 
This was a screening test to indicate whether any or the three 
species is vitamin deficient, and to detemino in a general way what 
effect temperature and salinity have on those deficienoias, and what 
effect vitamin level has on salinity optima. 
Removal of vitamins from AS-1 (Table 3-A, Figure 3-A) depressed 
growth of £• globosum and caused salinity optima to shift to the left. 
Though the fungus is not normally vitamin deficient, erawth was poor in 
salinities greater than that in strength 1/4 if temperatures were below 
25 c. Grovrth and salinity optima at 30 C and 35 C were more nearly com-
parable to those on vitamin complete AS-1, but were still depressed and 
shifted somewhat to the left. After 12 days the amDlmt of growth was 
nearly that after six days on vitamin media, but salinity opti11la were 
still to the left in the less saline range. Colonies were eenerally 
similar in appearance to those of vitamin-complete AS-1, but the 20 C 
strength it and 2 colonies were quite sparse. Fructification (Table )-.C) 
was less than that on AS-1 with vitamins, and decreased as salinity increased. 
All T. racliata colonies on AS-1 less vitamins were whi ta and growth 
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was sparse. The only appreciable growth occurred at 20 C on strengths 
1/16, 1/4, and 1/2. As growth at other temperatures was so sparse, little 
faith is placed in those diameterB as an index of growth. It did appear, 
however that the 25 C salinity optimum was at 1/41 and that the 30 C and 
35 C optima were at it. Frce these data it was concluded that !.• radiata. 
is deficient for one or more vitamint1, and that larter concentrations ot 
these vitamins are required at a lOlf salinity, if temperature is also lon. 
Diameters of Halospl1aeriopsis on AS-1 less vitamins (Tabla 3-E, Figure .3-E) 
were comparable to those on AS-1 vitamin media, but gronth was eparseo 
Salinity optima. were shifted to the laft at 20 C-JO c, but not at 35 c. 
The strength 1/2 dip was present in the 35 C curve. 
Colony and micro3copic morphology or !• radiata and Halosphaeriopsia 
on AS-1, with and without vitamins, is recorded in Tables J-F and ,3-G. 
Dralfings of !.• radiata are presented in Figure 3-F. As-1 plus vitamins 
supported colonies similar in appearance to those on NS-1. In the absence 
or vita.mine colonies were lighter in color and gror1th was sparse. Production 
ot chlamydospores of !,o radiata, and of oonidia by HalosphaeriopsiB dacreWJed 
as salinity increased. The initial pH o! vitamin-free media was the same 
as that or vitamin-containing media.. 
Experiment q 
Thie was the .first of three screening taste (Experiments 4, $., and 6) 
run to determine specifically far which vitamins !.• radiata and Halosphaer1o}?'!1f! 
are deficient, and to indicate the influence o.i' temperature and salinity on 
these deficiencies. 
From Table 4-A and Figure 4-A it appears that !• radiata 1!'1 totally 
deficient for biotin and partially deficient for thiamin. Growth in the 
absence of biotin was as poor as that in the absence of all vitamins. In 
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the absence of biotin growth was best at a lmr salinity and temperature. 
Colony diameters on strength 1/4 and 3/4 less thiamin, at 201 251 and 30 C 
were comparable to those on vitamin-ecr.iplete media of the sruoo strengths, 
but growth was sparse. The f'uneus did not appear to be deficient fw 
vitamins other than biotin and thiamin. 
In the absence or thiamin, diameters of Halosphaoriopsis on strength 
1/4 •ere comparable to those on vitamin-complete media incubated at the 
same temperatures. The 1/4 medium, less thiamin, supported diameters 
smaller than those on 3/4 media with thiamin. Growth was sparse in the 
absence of thiamin. In the absence of all vitamins, diameters on both 
1/4 and 3/4 were less than those on vitamin media of the same strengths, 
and growth was eparae. It appeared that Halosphaeriops1s is deficient only 
for thiamin1 and that the presenco of other vitamins and a lCM salinity 
decreases thiamin requirements. 
F9eriment·5 
This was the second screening test to determine the specific vitamin 
requirements or the marine species under various conditions of salinity 
and temperature. In particular it was a search for vitamins which increase 
the efficiency of thiamin for Halosphaeriopsis. 
Colonies of !.• radiata on AS-1 plus only thiamin and biotin were 
identical in form and diameter to those on media containing the entire 
AS-1 mixture or five vitamins. This fungus apparently was not inhibited 
by the pre8ence of vitamins which it could synthesise. 
Halosphaeriopsis colonies which developed on AS-1 plus thiamin only, 
. 
were similar in appearance to tho8e on media containing the complete 
vitamin mixture. In the absence of thiamin, growth was increased slightly 
by the presence of several other Vitamins, added eingly or in combinatiorus 
(Table $-A). In the absence of thiamin1 the addition of biotin resulted 
in greater increase in diameter than other single additions, but this 
growth waa urusua.lly sparseo Judging .from both diameter and density, the 
addition of pyridaxine appeared to result in the ereatest increase of 
growth in the absence or thirunin. 
Experiment 6 
This was the third and final vitamin soreenine testJ and essentially 
was a cross-inoculation test to determine whether diameters recorded in 
Experiments J, 41 and 5 were due to residual vitamin content of method IV 
inoculum. 
This test proved that the growth of !• radiata on Vitamin-free AS-1 
in previous experiments was rnado possible by the presence of vitamins in 
the inoculus. Inooula from vitamin-free plates did not erow when subcultured 
to other vitamin-free plates, but emall colonies developed from inocula 
derived from vitamin-containing plates (Table 6-A). 
Halosphaeriopsis inocula derived from vitamin free plates did not 
grow aa well on vitamin-free plates as did inocula from vitamin-containing 
plates, but some growth did occur (Table 6-B). Tho reasorefor thia small 
amount of growth were not apparent, but there are several possible explanations. 
Halosphaeriopsis may concentrate thiamin 1 or thiamin may be present in 
AS-1 reagents in trace amo'.l.'1ta1 or this fungus may be only partially 
deficient under conditions of lots salinity and low or optimum temperature. 
Experiment 7 
This is the first of more precise studies of vitamin deficiencies in 
the marine species. The experiment was primarily designed to stuey the 
ability of !• radiata to synthesize thiamin and biotin, and of HaloGphaeriopsi• 
to synthesize thiamin, in a siX weeks period under various conditions of 
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salinity, temperature, and pH. 
In the absence or biotin, even though thiamin was present, !• radiata 
did not grow after six weeks at any temperature or salinity tested (Table 7-A). 
It was concluded that this fungus 18 totally deficient for biotin. Growth 
was not appreciable when biotin was the only vitamin present, but dry 
weights were sufficiently laree to indicate a partia1 rather than a tot.al 
deficiency for thiam1n. In the absence or this.min grat1th 1'f8.8 poorest in 
strength J/4 at JO c. Because the concentration or buffer was low in all 
strength 1/4 media, little could be concluded regarding· the influence or 
temperature and salinity on thiami.n demand. Early in the incubation period,. 
pH must have become lillliting in strenr,th 1/4 flaskso Filtrates fran soveral 
flasks gave a sliehtly positive iodoform test, but this teat was grossly 
positive in flasks containing only biotin. 
Arter seven weeks Halosphaer1ops1s had not [µ'Own appreciably in the 
absence of th1am1n even thouGh pyridoxine llas present (Tabla 7-B). This 
5Uggests a total thiamin deficiency. The data from solid media in 
previoue experiments sugee~ted either a partial thiamin deficiency or 
traces of thiamln in AS-1 rearents such as agaro In the presence of 
thiamin, gronth was poorest in strength 3/4 at 20 c. Weiehts from various 
salinities and temperatures were not comparable, due to the early limiting 
pH in strength 1/4 flaslcs o The iodof onn test was slightly positive for 
filtrates of media that contained no thiamino 
Experiment 8 
Thi8 was designed to deten:rl.ne the quantity of thiamin and biotin 
necessary for maximum growth of !o radiata, and of thiamin for Halosphaeriopsis, 
at 25 C and salinities approximately 8.5, 17, and 34 o/oo. 
The 25 C salinity optimum of !• radiata was 17 o/oo in AS-1 containing 
100 ug/liter of thiamin and either 5 or Oo5 ug/liter of biotin (Table 8-A, 
Figure 8-.l). Gronth was best in strength 1/4 media when tho concentration 
of biotin was reduced to 0.05 or OoOOS ug/liter. The final pH or strength 
1/4 cultures containing the!e lower concentratiorus of biotin was also 
slightly lower than that of corresponding strength 1/2 and 1 cultures. The 
tWlgue did not grow in the absence of biotin. The iodofonn test was moat 
positive on f'iltratee of culturee containing 0.05 ue of biotino 
When biotin was held constant ot S ug/liter, and thiamin was reduced 
to 10 or 1 ug/liter, growth was best in strength 1/4 media (Table 8-B• Figure 
8-B). Little growth occurred in media containing O.l ug/liter or no thit.unin. 
At these lowest levels, growth was best in strength 1 media, but many 
ehlamydospores were produced in streneth 1/4 flasks, and these were not 
recovered in the harvests. Also the final pH of l/4 cultures was lower 
than that of cultures in etrend.h lo The iodoform test wae strongly positive 
for filtrates of several tlask81 but most strongly positive for those con-
taining 1 ue/liter of thiamin. 
Contrary to what was previously indicated by colony diameters on AS-1 
agar, gronth in the strength 1/4 medium containing 100 ug/liter of thiamin 
(Table 8..C, Fi eure 8-C) was much erea tar than that in strength 1/2 and 1. 
Ae the concentration or thiamin was reduced to 100 or 1 ue/liter, rrowth 
at all three salinities was comparable. No appreciable crowth occurred in the 
absence of thiamin, or at a 0.1 ug/liter level. The iodofonn test appeared 
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to be most positive for filtrates of cnl tures containine 1 ug/litar· Of thiamin. 
Conid1a developed in these media, and some harvest was lost as a re~ult. 
Though it does appear that the data on solid media give a false impression 
of the effect of salinity on thiamin demand, the results on solid and liquid 
medfa so drastically contrast that f11rther inveatiP,ation Aeerns Trarranted. 
This experiment should be redea:tgned, perhaps using inoculation method IV, 
a lower initial pH, and other nitrogen sotn"ceeo 
Experiment 9 
As tris has not often been used as a buffer in nutritional studies 
of tungi (see Provasoli et al., 1957 ), this experiment was sat up to 
determine whether results or Experiment 8 would be much different had 
a more conventional buffer been used. 
Growth ot the marine speoieo in high Vitamin level AS-1 with Caco3 
buffer (Table 9-A) was comparable to growth in similar media with tris 
buffer (Tables 8-A, 8-B, & 8..C) o As vitamin level was reduced, howevor, 
growth in Caco3 media was cenerally greater than thllt in tris media, and 
the partial thiamin deficiency of !.• radiata wn! more obviou,,. Judging 
from final pH readings, one ca.use of this dirscrepancy may haw been an 
early limiting pH 1n tris media. 
!ryeriment 10 
This was to determine what effects inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus 
lovals have on salinity optilila or T. rndiata. 
-
The fungus grew hotter in streneth 1/2 AS-1 than in strengths 1/4 or 
1 when nitroeen-phosphorus levels were o. 710.1 mg/liter or lOal ug/liter. 
In media to which no nitrogen or phosphorus had been added, grcmth was 
best in strength 1. This was probably due to nitror,on and phosphorus 
furnished by the reagents of AS-1 base. Gronth in strength 1 was in all 
cases better than that in strength 1/4. In AS-1 containing 140 ug/liter 
ot nitrogen as ammonium nitrate, growth in the strength 1/4 medium was 
greater than that in l'Experiment B). 
1t'rce11a which developed in these predominantly nitrate-nitrogen 
media were darker than those from ammonium-nitrate media, but microscopic 
examination revealed no conidia. 
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~riment 11 
The biotin-sparing ef!ects or three nitrogen sources were investigateda 
Jlone ctthe three nitroi=en sources tested replaced biotin completely (Table 
11-A). Aspartic acid did roplace this vitamin to a slight extent, and casein 
hydrolysate replaced it to a considerable extento Because inoculation was 
by method II, a comparison of r.rowth on these nitrogen sources to that on 
ammonium nitrate (Experiment 8) cannot be made. Method II probably rosults 
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in much greater gr01'th than method IV. r.wcelia were darker on these nitrogen 
sources than on ammonium nitrate, but microscopic examination revealed no oonidiao 
~riment 12 
This was to determine whether thiamin and biotin are supplied by 
purified cellulose, filter paper, balsa wood, and pine wood in aufficient 
quantity to support marine fungi which are deficient for these vitamins. 
Data are presented in Table 12-A and Figures 12-A, B, C, D, E, and F. 
The marina species grew poorly or not at all in AS-l with glucose, 
filter paper, or cellulose, unless essential vitamins were also added to 
these media. Tor??<!ospora. radiata produced spar250 white mycelia on these 
carbon source:i if only biotin was added, but ~pers were highly degraded 
by the fungus. Vegetative growth was excellent in gl ucoae media with added 
vitamins. Absence of growth in controle indicated that screw caps did not 
furnish biotin or thiamin to the media. 
Growth on balsa was poorer than that on pine, but growth on these woodB 
without added vitamins was as good and often better, than that on wood medi& 
with added vitamins. The woods contained substances which eatisf'ied the 
vitamin requirements of the fungi tested, but it cannot be said from thi8 
evidence that these substances were actually thiamin and biotino Essential 
vitamers and other organic compounds could produce similar re3ults. 
No asexual spores or !• radiata wore observed in these media, but 
after one month mature ascocarps were supported by the following, in 
order from the most abundants filter paper plus biotin and thirunin; 
pine plus biotin; celluloso plus thiamin and biotin; balsa plus biotin; 
pine with no added vitamins; pine plus thiamin and biotinJ balsa plus 
thiamin. Ascocarp counts were made from !i ve replicate tubes of each 
eondi ti on., and mature ascospores "ftere observed. As thin experiment 
was tenninated after hO days of grCMth, the abilities of other ced.14 
used, to support ascocarps of !.• radiata, were not fairly tested. Thia 
fungus apparently does not fruit 1! glucose is the sole carbon source, 
but doe~ fruit on cellulose or high purity. 
Halosphneriopsis produced conidia in all media in which it grew, 
but sparsely in the glucoso-thiamin medium. Numerous mature ascocarpe 
(ascosporos observed) were produced on pine without thiamin, and 
i'ructirication 'Vias nearly as good on pine with th:tamin. A :few ascoca.rps 
were produced on balsa plus thiamin. Ascooarps coritaining immature asci 
had begun to develop on pa:i::;er and cellulose media containing thiamin, but 
mature ascospores had not developed in these at the time this experiment 
was terminated (40 days)o Ascospores of Halosphacriopsis which had been 
introduced into mecUa as inoculum were obf;erved to have undergone bipolar 
germination and ~mvth into mycelia. Only ascospores that had undergone 
unipolar germination were observed to remain for considerable periods or 
time in the solid media of Exper-'~ments 18, 19, 201 and 22, though no 
special effort was made· to stuc:J\v the method3 of ascospore germination or 
this species. 
E?g?eriment lJ 
From Experiment 2, it was obvious that requirements or the three 
species for certain constituents of AS-1 are temperature-affected. 
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Experiment 13 was a survey mineral nutrition study or the requirements 
of these fungi !or constituents or AS-1 when temperatures are aupra-
optiI:1al, optimum, and sub-optimalo Results of this experiment are 
presented in Table 13...A, and in tho nine parts or Figure 13-'· 
At 20 C strength 1/2 media containing 1/4 major salts supported 
colonies or £• globosum which averaged 10 mm less in diameter than those 
on 1/2 AS-1 controls (Part 1). Strength 1 with 1/4 major salts grew 
colonies 9 mm greater in diameter than those on strength l controls. 
It appeared that this .fungus, at 20 c, was inhibited by a high concentration 
of major salts, but stimulated by a lower concentration of these. At 
)0 C diameters on strength 1/2 1fi th 1/4 major sa.l ts •Tera comparable to 
those on strength 1/2 controls, but diameters on strength l with 1/4 
major salts averaged 8 mm less than those on strength 1 AS-1 controls 
(Part 2 )o Holding the buffer at 1/4 strenr,th while other systems were 
raised to 1/2 or l resulted in diameters 10 mm leas than those of 1/2 
and 1 AS-1 controls. Holding the minor salts constant at l/4 while other 
systems were raised to 1/2 or 1 did not greatly e!fect colony diameters. 
At JO C it appeared that a hip,h concentration or major salts favored 
growth if the concentration of other AS-1 systems was high, and that a 
high pH was favorable. At 35 C a high,ooncentration of major salts was 
essential to P,rOWth when the concentration of other AS-1 ingredients was 
high, and a high pH favored growth (Part 3). 
As colony diameters of £.o globosum probably offer an inaccurate 
index of the growth or that species~ only generalizations can be made. 
Holding AS-1 ingredients other than major salts constant at strength 1/4 
did not result in curves which could be superimposed over control curves, 
but all curves were nearly parallel. Linos which connected the dis.meters 
on strength 1/2 and 1 containing constant major 8alts1 and incubated at 
20 C and 35 c, bisected thase other lines. At the optimum 30 C temperature, 
as 11ould be expected, it appeared that the or!r.anism's tolerance or any 
variations in the medium was greatest. 
It was obvioUB that concentration of tho buffer noticeably affected 
growth, but this and other ingredients of AS-1, d1d not innuenoe tho 
diameter o! £• globosum as drastically as did those or the major system. 
The requirement for major salts, however, appeared to be a function both 
ot temperature and or the concentration of other AS-1 in1:rod.ients. I! an 
increase ln the co~centrati~n of systems other than the major to p,reater 
than l/h strength produced little effect on growth, diameters on all media 
cor.taining a oonstant 1/4 major system would be expected to approximate 
those of streneth 1/4 controls more closely than was tho case. When the 
concentration of the major system was l/u and that of other systems 11 
at 20 C and 30 C diameters wero similar to those of the 1/4 controls, but 
at 35 C diameters on this medium were much less than those on the 1/4 
AS-1 control plateso 
The opposite was true of streneth 1/2 media containing 1/4 major 
salts. At 35 c, diameters on this medium approximated those of the 1/4 
control plates, but diameters at 20 C averar,ed approximately 10 m.~ leaa, 
and at 30 C 10 mm more, than those on 1/4 AS-1 35 C control plates. 
Thus, £• globosum responded favorably to an increased snlt concentration 
as te:nperature was increased, but the presence of a high concentration of 
major salts 19as vital at 35 C only if the concentration of other AS-1 
1neredients was strength lo 
Torpodospora radiata grew too elO\'lly in the 20 C incubator to make 
conclusions possible (Part 4)o The temperature or the darkroom averaged 
so 
appraximately 18 c during the 12-d.ay growth poriod of this portion or 
Experiment 130 At 30 c diameters or colonies on strength 1/2 and l 
media containing l/4 major salts were 4 mm le~l!I than those or the 
strength 1/2 and 1 AS-1 controls (Part 5). The buffer concentration 
had eome innuence on r,rowth, but the concentration or thi:1 and other 
AS-1 system8 had less effect on growth than did the concentration of 
major salts. A.t 35 C only tho buffer and major salts lines deviated !'ran 
the control lines (Part 6). Apparently, a high pH was favorable at a 
high salinity, and a lower pH at a lower salinity. The constant 1/4 
' 
major salts line doviated drastically from the control line, indicating 
the requirement for a high concentration of major salts at this temperature. 
As temperature was increased, !· radiata responded favorably to a high 
mnjor salt concentration. 
At 35 C diameters of !• rad1at4 colonies on streneth l containing 
1/4 major salts were the same as those on strenr,th 1/4 controls. Diamoters 
on strength 1/2 with l/4 major salt3 were somewhat greater than those on 
1/4 controls. Therefore, concentrations above 1/4 of eystems other than 
the major had some affect on growth, but leas effect than the major system 
concentration. 
Altering the concentration of S'Jatema other than the major had no 
effect on H'llosphaerio~is diameters at 20 C (Part 7). Diameters on 
strength 1/4 major salts media. were slightly greater than those on controls, 
which indicated that a high concentration of salts was unfavorable at this 
temperature. At 30 C the concentration of metals and minor salts had 
little effect on colony diameters (Part 8). A. high pH appeared to be 
favorable in strength 1/2 media. Diameters of colonies on strength l 
media containing 1/4 major salts were comparable to those on strength 
1 AS-1 control plates, but the former colonies were much darker, with 
fewer aerial hyphae than thoso on controls. At 3S C reduction or the 
concentration or buffer, motals, or major ealtn to 1/4 in strength 1/2 
media removed the characteristic strength 1/2 dip from the curve (Part 9). 
The dip persisted in strength 1/2 media containing 1/4 minor sal.ts. 
Apparently a lower pH and a looer concentration or metals, but a i'air'.cy' 
high concentration of major salts, were favorable at 35 c. 
~riment 14 
It having been discovered from Experiment 13 that tho major .system, 
more than other sy:!tems of AS-1,, is required in greater ooncentration as 
temperature increases, this experiment was deaiened to determino whether 
NaCl alone would satisfy this requirement. 
All data for Experiment 14 arc in Table 14-A. At 20 C the dirunctero 
of £0 globosum colonios on atrenc;th 1/4 and 1 controls were comparable, 
but strength l colonies appeared to be the thinnero At J.5 C grov1th on 
control plates ;1aa better at tho hiehest salt concentration. Increasine 
the major salts or the NaCl content of 1/4 AS-1 decreased diameters at 
20 C, but increased them at 35 C. Lithium wa:; obviously toxic. Increasing 
the !!g1 Ca, and K salts concentration of l/4 AS-1 (aclditi vo number 6) 
affected diameters differently frcn additives 3 and 4. At 20 c,, dironoters 
on plates of additive number 6 media were ereater than thoso on either the 
strength 1/4 or 1 controls. At JS C~ diameters on this modium wore sreater 
than those on the 1/4 controls, but loss than those on the strength l controls. 
At either 20 C or 35 C a greator-than-strength-l/4 concentration of Mg, Ca, or 
K, or sorae combination of those,, was favorable. A high concentration or 
NaCl was favorable only if accompanied by a hieh temperature. At 20 C the 
advantage of a greater concentration of !.!g, ca, and i\ salts was apparently 
nullified if accomµmied by a hieh concentration of NaCl, but at 35 C a 
high concentration or NaCl increased colony diameter nearly as much a8 a 
high concentration or the entire major system. 
Sane or these remarks on £• globosum are partially true for T. rad.i.ataa 
Lithium 11as less toxic at 35 C than at 20 c. This monovalent cation 
appeared to replace sodium partially at the higher temperature. The 
addition o! Mg, Ca, and K salts to 1/4 AS-1 resulted, as for Q• 6lobosum, 
in a slight increase in diameter over that or the 1/4 control nt 20 c, 
but at 35 C !• radiata diameters on this medium ware equivalent to those 
on the 1/4 control a. Addi ti on or these eal ts, thereforo, did not decrease 
diameter at 35 c, but neither did this addition increase erowth, as it did 
for £• globoaum. This was the most notable difference in the response or 
these two fungi to salts. The diameters of T. radiata colonies• as those 
of Co clobosum;were increased by a hir:h concentration of either HaCl or 
the major system at 35 C1 but decreased by a high concentration of these 
at 20 c. The advantage of increasod l~, r.a, and K at 20 C was nullified 
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if accompanied by an increased llaCl concentration, and at J.5 C a high 
concentration of NaCl increased dia.~eter nearly as much aa a high concentration 
of the entire major system. 
Diameters of Ealosphaeriop3is colonies on all media at 20 C were so 
a:iJnilar that differences Yfera not discernible. It did appear that a high 
concentration of major salts decreased er~~th, and a high concentration of 
llg, ca, and K salts increased growth at this temperature. Lithium was less 
toxic for Halosphaeriopsis than for the other species tested, and a high 
concentration of this cation uaa more favorable at a high than at a law 
temperature. At 35 c., diameters on the lithium medium averaged J mm 
greater tha.n those of the 1/4 control, and 3 mo less than the strength 1 
control. Addition of Mg, ca, and K salts to 1/4 AS-1 increased diameter 
4 mm, and addition or the major system or NaCl increased diameter 5 mm 
at 35 Co It appearod from colony diameters that temperature affected 
the :lal t requirements or Halosphaeriopsis in a manner similar to that 
ot the other s peciea tested, but to a lesser degree. It is belioved 
that dry weights would havo furnished more reli.n.ble data on all throe 
species. 
EJCperiment 15 
This consisted of a ser-ies of teats and observations designed to 
determine what factors or marine environments might exclude 2-· globosum. 
The influence or salinity on ascospore germination, the influence or hieh 
pH on f'ructification and ascospore development, and tha ability to 
disseminate and compete in a simulated marine environman14 were considered. 
a. Ascosporcs of £• globosum had begun to germinate after two hours, 
and on all strengths or NS-1 used were observed eventually to develop into 
yoUl!g Iey"celia. It was estimated that germination and development were 
most rapid on strengths 1/2 and J/4. 
b. Ascoea.rps from all media listed in Table 15-'\ were examined 
microscopically, and all except young peritileral perithocia oontainad 
typical lemon-shaped ascOBpores. The .f'inal pH of media A.1 B, and C 
number 7 was 7.9, 8.4, and 8.4 reapoctively. 
c. After three days of circulation the liquid became cloudy, apparent~ 
due to bacterial growth, and abwidant vegetative growth of £0 e,Gobosum 
was observed to have developed on the balsa block. Arter six days the 
liquid was aeain clear, but with a yellow tint that was not present 
originally, and the vegetative growth of£• globosum was much reduced. 
Apparently this fungus did not continue to fruit in the circulation 
fiuid1 and peri thecia that had been introduced into the system becam 
darkly colored dm-ing the first 11eek of circulationo An additional 
0.1 g of yeast extract was introduced art.er aix daye, but failod to 
restore the 1ni tial cloudiness of the fluid, or to rojuvenate tho 
vegetative erowth or £0 globostnn. 
Chaotomiwn globosum f'rom puro culture (inoculation mothod III) 
grew sparsely on plain sea-water arar prepared f'rom the month-old 
fluid, but gronth of the funp,us was bettor where filter paper was 
addedo Ascocarps devolopod slowly, but contained aacosporo:s. 
Halospha.erio-psia from pure culture ercw sparsely on the sea-water agaro 
Better growth was obtainod on the filter paper medium, but after two 
months on this, Halo3phaoriopsis produced no ascocarps. No orcanisms 
other than bacteria wsre isolated from the month-old nuido 
Examination of tho wooden blocks and cork revealed only remnants 
of Co globosum perithecla on the balrsa upon which thi8 species was 
introduced into tho system, and no trace of tho runeu~ on other blockso 
S11bcult11res to malt extr.ict near from the surface and .from deep within 
the balsa railed to isolate £• t:lobos1un. The balsa and other blocks 
were overgrown ~ith an unidentified phycom;:rcete and a freo-livinr, 
nematode. These organisms were numerous on tho balsa block, and the 
end of the maple block in contact with the cork had been converted into 
a paste containing nematodes and their eee:s. Halosphaeriopsis fruited 
luxuriantly on the sycamore block upon which it was introduced into the 
system, and on the sycamore in tho first culture chrunbar. The phycomycete 
and neMtode were also growing on these sycamore blocks. The growth ot 
all tipecies was poorest on the pine block in tho first culture chrunber. 
Final pH of the circulation fluid was B.lo 
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Experiment 16 
Chaetoirlmn globosum will fruit on ?lS-1 plus O.l % tris (Table 1$-'.), 
but Halosphaeriopsis will not (Table 18-B ). Before it was discovered 
that the marine species will fruit on cellulose with tris (Table 2~), 
this experiment was set up to explore the possibility that failure to 
fruit on gluoose (NS-1) media was due to potassium antagonism. Should 
a marine species be one that requires, for fructificatj_on, a delicately 
balancod K,laX ratio, it was supposed, tria might be a. valuable tool for 
delimiting the marine niyeota. 
The da.ta in Tabie 16-A do not sugr,est that potassium is antagonized 
by tris. As results were quite the opposite of what would be expected 
were tris antagonistic, this experiment should be redesigned. A comparison 
series containing only tris buffer would have yielded more information 
concerning the effects on growth of soluble calcium and the relatively 
inert Caco3 substratum. The potassium requiremen~ of £• elobosum 
were between 40 and 100 me/liter in AS-1 strength 1/4 and l. Fructification 
of this species was beat in media containing 100 me of potassium per liter, 
and did not occur in flasks containine 1 mg/liter or no potassium added. 
it was again noted that the growth or Halosphaeriopsis in strength 1/4 
media was better by far than that in strength 11 further evidence< that 
colony diameters of this species mi P,ht be misleading. The .f'ina.l pH of' 
Caco3 media was 6.4-6";.61 and that of tris - Caco3 media 8.o-8.4o 
Experiment 17 
As T. radiata did not fruit after several months in NS-1 stock 
cultures, NS-7, which supports luxuriant f'ructification of this species, 
was used to determine salinity optima for developnent of ascoca.rpa. Data 
for this experiment are in Table 17-A and Figure 17-A. 
Salinity optima for .fructification on the cellulose medium were less 
than optima for ver;otative growth on the glucose medium (Fir,ure 1-D ). 
However, optima for both types frO\,th increased nith temporature. 
I Considarine desiccation of medilua NS-7• thd salinity optima. for soxu.'.ll 
reprod11ct.ion are probably closer to those for vegetative growth than data 
indicate. Desiccation proceeded more rapidly at hirh than at low temperatures. 
Eecause salinity increased with desiccation, all 35 C tubes wore wisatisfactory. 
It is probable that tho reportod 20 C optimum is nearly correct, the 25 C 
optimum slightly hieher, and the JO C optimum at lonst 8.5 o/oo hir;hor than 
that reported. 
The numbers in Table 17-A represent averages of the relative d61f~ee 
of .tructification in eip,ht to ten tuboso At 20 c, streneth 1/4 tubas wor8 
given minimum values of 0 and maximum values of 6, and strength 1/2 tubes 
values or 3 and 6, but the averar,e or 1/4 tubes was r.reater thnn that of 
tho +/2 seto The 25 C strenr;th l/L. and 1/2 sets each had minimum and 
maximum values of L. and 7, and the 30 C 1/4 and 1/2 sots L..5-8 and 5-8, 
rospectively. It is interesting that !• radiata produced mature :iscocarpa 
(ascospores obsorved) in yeast extract-paper media without sea water at 
25 C and JO c. 
Spores per HPF corresponded to the standards aelectod, as is 
evidenced below. 
Standard l!o. ;.~tura D.3COSEOres ~r HPF 
o, 1, 2, and 3 OoO 
4 ar.d .5 0.5 
6 0.1 
7 l.9 
8 J.6 
Thus, production or large carbonaceoW! ascocarps or !• radiata was a 
good indox of its ascoaporo production. However, counts of ascocarpa, 
wi. thout ro r,ard for ma turi. ty, "'"'not a good index. Tho total number of 
ascocarps in some tubes or NS-7 decreased as these ascocarps became more 
mature. 
On hieh pH media, ma tnre ascoapores de\-elopcd only at 25 C ·in 
strenF.th 3/'4 media (roax:i..mum value 5). The addition of O.l % trio to 
US-7, therefore, decreased .fructification in nearly evory cMo1 but 
most drastically in the lower salinity ranr,o. Salinity optima were to 
the right of those recorded from atnncbrd l!S-7 media, but this Vias 
obviously due to ereator inhibitory effects of the hir)1 pH at. low 
salinities rather than a favorable responae to the hichor pH at high 
salinities. 
~riments 18, 19, and 20 
Halosphacriopais demonstrates some of the reasons for tho cenoral 
lack of precise methods for evaluation of sporulation in tho mycolo~ical 
literature. The mycclium or this .fungus is carbonaceous, and perithocia1 
imbedded in the agar, are difficult to detect and enumera tc. Sclerotial 
structures morpholor,ically similar to pcrithocia arc produced by several 
of the marine Pyrenomycetos. Sterile ascocarps arc produced alone with 
fertile ones, and fertile ascocarps varJ in aizo and degree of rnaturityo 
As was indicated by Experiment 17, tho number and maturity of ascocarps 
may not alnay3 be positively correlated. Evaluation of conidia by 
inspection is certainly not a precise practice. 
A cethod of evaluating the production of conidia and mature ascosporee 
was developed in this laborato11~ and applied to problems involving 
Halosfhaeriops:..s. Experiment 18 was to determine the effects of temperature 
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and o! trie buffer on sc'.ll.ini ty opti?:la for aaoxual and sexual reproduction. 
Expcril:ient 19 dealt '\'lith the effects of organic nitrocon-vitaroin levol, as 
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yeast extract, on these Optiro. Experiment 20 '\'lllS an abbreviation Of Experir.Jent 
18, using colluJ.ose as a carbon eourca rather than eluco:Jo. As all of these 
experir.lents were designed to :f.'urnieh data on the sporulation of Ha:l..oaphaeriopsis, 
and all employed the new techn1c for evnlua.tion of eporulation doscribed 
in Experiment 18 of the Material~ and Methorus, the roeuJ.. ts of all throe 
will be considered togethor. Data pertaining to the preoont discussion 
are located in Tables 18-A, 18-B, 19-A, 20-A, and 20-B, and Figuroa 18-J\., 
18-B, and 18-C. 
a. Factors Affocting Sporulation 
The final pH or NS-1 media containinp, O.l % or 0.01 % yeast extract and 
no trie wa:i 6.8-7 .2o The final pH or NS-1 with 0.001 % yoast extract was 
6.o-<5.6. Tris IJS-1 media had a final pH of 7 .9-3.J. NS-7 "1i th tris had 
a final reaction of Bo0-8.4, and llS-7 without tria 6.d-7o4. In all caaeo 
the lowest final pH readings were taken from strength O tuoo3. 
On HS-1 with tria Halosphaeri0peis did not fruit_, and produced few 
conidia (Table 18-B). On llS-7 fructU'ication was reducod by the addition 
of O.l % tris, but fruiting did occur, as well as asexual reproduction 
(Table 20-A). Salinity optima for eporulation were ereater on media with 
tris than on lower pH media. A3 uith !• radiata in Experiment 171 this 
was obviously due to inhibition by tria at lower salinitiea rather than a 
favorable responso to tri~ at high salinities. This fact pronpted Experiment 16, 
through which it was hoped to indicate whether this inhibition was due to the 
high pH or tris media, or to potassium antagonism. 
On NS-1 Tiithout tris the salinity optima for fructification or 
Halosphaeriopsia shifted alif;htly to the rif,ht as temperature or nutrient 
level decreased (Tables 18...A, 19-A, Figure 18-A)o I! this wa:J not duo 
to more rapid de3iccation at hicher temperatn.res, then Halosphaeriopsis 
responds to salinity in a rnanr.cr qui ta the opposite of whJ.t would be 
expected of a Rloma pattern fungtlSo Hanover, due to more rapid deoiccati.on 
o:t media at hieh than at low temperatnres, salinity optina for ascospore 
production may lie proeressively farther to the ri9ht than data have indicateda 
Many immature asoospore~ were observed in stUlpensions fran tubes of strengths 
0 to 1 in Experiments 18, 191 and 20. 
Production of conidia on NS-1 without tris (Table9 18-A and 19-A, and 
18...C) decreased as salinity increased at 20 C and JO c. Except for a 
slip.ht increase in the number of conidia per HPF observed from 25 C strenr,th 
1/2 tubes, at this temperature asexual reproduction also diminished as 
salinity increased. A dip in the 25 C asexual reproduction curve occurred 
at l/h, the optimum stren{!th for sexual reproduction. As the level of yeast 
extract was decreased to 100 me/liter, asexual reproduction was rather constant 
through the strength 1/4 to 1 range. In media containing 10 me/liter of 
yeast extract, asexual raprod11ction v1as not great, and rms rathor conatant 
on strengths l/h, 1/21 and 3/h at 25 Co Production of conidia increased 
markecll.y1 however, in strength l tubes, and was greater than that on strength l 
media containing l g/liter yeast extract. 
Loa nutrient-lavel,glucosa-:iea-m1ter agar tubea1 served mainly aa a 
control to indj_cate the extent to which sexual a.nd asexual reproduction 
in Experiments 181 19, and 20 were affected by the dilution rradient or 
natural sea-water organics. Tha data in Table 19-A indicate that the organic 
nutrient level or all strenf,'ths or natural rsea water media UBed can be 
considered constant, providing at least 10 mg/liter or yea8t extract is 
added to all strengths. On glucoae-eea-water ae-ar, no sexual and little 
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asexual reproduction occurred. Conidia from this rredium were long, thin, 
slightly r:ranular, and hyaline to lipht brO"nn. 
Depending upon stare or dovoloµncnt and conditions of Growth, conidia 
from hirher nutrient level media were characteristically cylindrical, 
sausage-shaped, ellip!oidal, or sphoricalo Color and internal develoµnent 
were dependent upon n:aturity. Luxuriant production of conidia waa generally 
accompanied by darker, more clea.rly defined, and intorna.lly differontiated 
conidia. These were deep brown with one or more central, r:recnish1 slightly 
rafractile bodies, though immature conidia nonr the basal cell sometimes 
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were similar in appearance to those from the glucose-sea-uater agar. (Figure 18-C) 
No correlation between ealinity optima for the production of conidia 
and tho lenp,th of conidial chains wa~ recognized. The maxitnum chain leneth 
observed (22 eel le) was moat common in ~trengths 1/4 and 1/2 NS-1 containing 
100 mf/liter yeast extract. !.!aximum chain lenr,th obacr~d in lJS-1 containing 
the standard l e/li ter yeast extract was 15 cells. In lower :ralini tie is 
other asexual cells were also produced. Soma of theoo wore chla.mydoopores 
and others appeared as thin-walled, collapsing, darkly-colored, oil-
contair.ing cells. A few of these could have bean m12'tnkon for contdia1 
but the distinction wa~ usually sufficient for differentiation. 
From Table 20-A it is evident that c"ount~ of Halosphaoriopnis 
carbonous perithecia on NS-7 and ascospores per HPF frotl media incubated 
at 25 C are positively correlatedo After a sufficient incubation period, 
it seems likely that either asc3~pore or perithecia counts would offer an 
accurate index of' i'ructification. The mycelia of Halosphacriop~is on NS-7 
waro less abundant and less carbonn.ceous than those on NS-1, o.nd perithecia 
oould be counted eMilya On NS-7 with tris, Ylhatman papers v1ere most moist, 
and perhaps more degraded than those on ?JS-7 without tris. On the tris 
medium all peri thecia developed on the agar beneath the paper, while on 
the lmvor p.l.f mediur.i pori theeia developed on and benoath the papero 
Thoueh production of sexual and asexual spores on !~S-7 was less th1m 
production on us-1, it was noted that the trend of r1porulation in response 
to salinity was similar on both media. The decrease in a~exual roproduction 
with increaae in salinity, and the similar salinity optima for .fructitic&tion 
on both media prompted computation of the ratios in Table 20-B. The number 
or conid.ia or ascospores per Hl'i or the number of carbonaceoue perithecia 
per tube from strength 1/4 or a gi wn medium wae divided by numbers of the11e 
from strength 1/2 of the s~e mediumo Strength 1/2 values were di vi.dad by 
those from 3/u, and finally J/4 by strongth l valueso Ratios :f'rom NS-1 media 
containinc: l e/liter yeast extract wore compared with those from NS-7 media 
of the same yeast extract Contento 
The ratioe of conidia per HPF of otrcngth 1/4 to 1/2 for NS-1 at 20 C 
and ?IS-7 at 20 C and 25 C were 104, 1.3, and 1 • .5, respectivelyo Streneth 
1/2: J/4 conidia per HPF ratios for these same media and temperatures were 
all lol • Stren,~h 1/4: 1/2 aacoepores per HPF ratios for tJS-1 and NS-7 
at 25 C were 1.1 :J.nd 1.2, re~pectively, and the US-7 1/41 1/2 2.5 C carbonaceous 
perithecia ratio· was 1.2. From either curves or ratios it is obvious 
that a.sexual reproduction decreased a.~ ~mlini t:r increased in O.l % yeast 
extract media, whether f!J.ucose or eell11lose was used as a carbon sourceo 
These ratios demonstrate that the homogenization a.nd counting technica 
used in this series of experimonts could find application in investir:ationa 
requiring a precise method or analysis. Hor1ever, d.c'lta have also demonstrated 
the need for refinement of the basic technic. 
b. Technic for Evaluation or Sporulation 
When counts of ascosporea in adjacent strengths of the eraded series 
were low, results were not comparable due to sampling error. A tube in 
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which one ascospore was found per thirty HFF ·;;an re-snr.tplecl, and three 
ascosporos were fo1md per thi.ry HPF. Pereer.tnf,0-wiso, this is a p:roat 
amount of error. However, resampling of lor; co1mt tubes never pronuccd 
high counts. The functio~ of the technic in those cxperimento was to 
deten:tl.ne opti~a, at which ascospore production was l'!l.arkedly gre~tcr than 
in adjacer.t st~np;ths. The m:.irnitude of error in s.:u:iplinp; was much less 
at optima, where co1mts were h.i.r,h. This ,,as demonstrated by repeating 
ten times the sampling of a suspension and countinG of conidia in 30 HPF. 
The siIJilari ty or JO HPF counts was strildnr, s 
Trial No. Conidia E£r 30 HPF 
l 412 
2 437 
3 436 
4 424 
5 439 
6 416 
7 431 
8 445 
9 424 
10 431 
no other tube was so thoroughly oxn..":lin~d, but assuming homor:eni~ation of 
other tubes ~as as complete, th'3se data are reason enoueh to ass1une that 
a count of conidia in 30 HPF wae representative of the number of con1dia 
in. any JO !IPF of the sa.'!!B SU.."lpeMion, 
Clm:rping of ascospores was more serious than clu.'lpine of contdia. in 
a field, as counts of the former \1ere comparattvely lo;'• A drop o.f Terg1tol 
?lo. 1 -was added to one tube of a suspo:ision in whic~ clumps of a:Jcospores 
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appeared to be common, and samples were 'Wi t.hdrawn and exainined micro-
scopically to determine 1'hether this made homogenization more completoo 
Apparently it did, but only a few observations were made. This uso of 
detergents and wettine aeonts should bo more thorouehly investieated. 
If celluloee ia ueed as a carbon source, as it must be for eome 
marine Pyrenomycete3 until more ie known of their nutritional require-
ments (see Experiment 17), soma gr~th will be loat due to the necessity 
o! removing papers from erowth to be homogenized. Neither ascoeporea of 
!• radhta, nor ascospores and conj_din of Haloaohaeriopsis were distorted 
beyond recognition b'<J Schweitzer 1 l! reagent, if at all, but neither were 
papers completely degraded, so this technic was not inwstivated .further. 
Thou[;h 0.03 ml aamplea were withdrawn from spore suspensions, it 
is believed that a lesser volume, perhaps Oo02 ml, may bo preforable. 
Using O.OJ ml there w1s some run-out from the edges or many coverslips, 
and spores tended to concontr.ate ttomowh.at in such areas. If sufficient 
spore~ for high counts were not present in a 0.02 ml sample, the volume 
of water used· in the prep.-'lration or spore suspensions could be decreased, 
thus increasing the concentration of eporee. A few attempts ware mado 
to count spores in a haemocytometer, but the size of spores and accompanying 
hyphal dabri~ made this impractical. However, this technic was designed 
to permit raprodu~bility, not to determine the absolute number of epores 
s11pported per unit volume of mediumo Data indicated that neither the 
counting technic nor the method of preparinp, spore suspensions were 
creat deterents to precision. 
One purpose of Experiments 181 19, and 20 was to explore this rum 
technic. Not until certain of the sugr:ested refinements have been 
considered, it is believed, would statistical analysis of data be worthwhile. 
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For that reason, and ror the sako or brevity in Tables pertaining to 
more theoretical problelll31 the HPF tallys and replicate avcrar:es upon 
which Table averages were baaed have been placed in Appondixos I, II, 
and III. Data in these Appendixes need not be scrutinized for it to 
be obvio11s that the greatest source of error 1n this technic was the 
method of culture. While samples from the same suspension yielded 
similar results, counts or spores in replicate suspensions or the same 
condition varied considerably. The minimum tube value for six replicates 
or a given strenvth often overlaps the maximum tube value for siJc replicates 
of tho next lower strenr,th. This variation within replicates was attribnted 
to several ractornr slif,ht differences in tube diameter, volume of medium, 
or angle of slant; stimulating or antar:onizing substances not homogeneously 
dispersed in natural sea water; difforences in exposure to lirhtJ ll.11rjlt 
temperature differences; most significant of all, different ratoa or 
desiccation. In this exploratory initial consideration of this technic, 
no more than ordinary precautions wore taken to keep these factors constant. 
Certainly these sources of error would be reduced to a minimum by WJing 
a greater voh1me of medium in screw cap tubes, but such tubes were not 
available in sufficient nwnbers for this investigation. The use of media 
other than NS-1 and HS-7 agars should also be considered (see Experiment 22). 
Experiment 21 
This wae to determine the influence of constant hi~h pH on salinity 
optima of the marine SP3Cies at different temperaturee. 
The salinity optima for vegetative r'.l"owth or !• rad1ata on NS-1 plus 
tris, as determined by colony diameters, were the same ae salinity optima 
for fructif'ication reported from ?JS-7 plU5 tria (Table 21-A). The ealinity 
optima for vee;etative growth or Halospl1aeriopsie,as determined by colony 
di.ai:;etcrs, were the same as salinity optima for fructiftcation reported 
fran HS-7 plus tris (Table 21-.A ). Tho salinity optima for vogot.:itive 
f,l"O'l'lth of ft".lloopl1aerioP?is, as dctcrr.J.1:ed by colony dia.metero were 
strength J/8 at 20 C and 3/4 at 2$ C and JO C (Table 21-.A)o Salinity 
optima for asexual roproduction 011 liS-l plun trio were strencth J/4 
and 20 C and strcncth 1 at 25 G ar:d 30 c, but no aexual reproduction 
took place (Table 18-B)o On ?IS-7 plus trie the optimum for sexual 
reproduction was stroneth 1/2 at 20 C and 25 C (Tablo 20-.A). Tris 
inhibits sevoral activities or both of these fungi, but leas at high 
salinities than at lcmo 
!?q?eriment 22 
This was to considnr the 11til i ty of various cul tu.ro media for 
physiological, developmerital, and othor atudiefi of marine .i'\me;i. 
Hei thcr !• rad.iata nor HalosphaerioJ?3is gre...1 appreciably on AS-2E 
without Vlh.atrnan paper. rm AS-2F. wit.li tu'P0r !,o rad-ta.ta proclitccd smll, 
mature peri thecia (as cos pores observed) in the 3.f"<tr aronnd the pcl'iphary 
of the paper. Halocp!1aeriapsb erew Ylol1, but did not fruit on thio modiumo 
Fructification of the marina specios on natural aoa water ar,ars was 
generally better in the dark than in al tornating light and da.rknoss, but 
fructification on liquid media with sticks was bettor in alternating light 
and darkness. Solid media in the li!;ht doaiccated more rapidly than tubes 
o! the same media incubated in darkneos, and dnsiccation, rather than 
radiation, caused tho licht-darkness t·,1009 to support fewer pori thecia. 
Both the initial and final pH read.ines on solid media without tr1s 
were in the range 606-7 .2, and 7 .13-804 !or those with trizs. The initial 
pH of liquid media ni th sticks YJas as follOT1s: 
Iiw:lber NS J K 
-
9-10 6.2 6.2 600 
11-12 7.6 8.4 8.4 
13-14 6.4 604 604 
15-16 3.4 B.h B.4 
Final pH readlncs ta~en on s ticks and liquids were similar to initial 
readings as a rule, though sllchtly 10\ter: in some tubes ,,1tho11t triso 
The lowest pH reading made was 5.5, at Y1hich no a!lcoc:irps vmro prodncad. 
Fructification was abundant in sor.ie tn':::cs with a f.l.r.al pH of 6.2. 
Of all liq111d media containing sticks, only i\-16 from al torr.a ting 
lieht ar.d darkness supported matnre asi-;ocarps of !.• radintn after two 
months, at wM.ch tiz::;c this a.xpcrimcnt \':as terr:Unat~a. A11coc:l.J"ps oi this 
spaclea on K-16 i1ero suporficial, carbonnceous,1'ith a short neck, and were 
erowinr; in clnsters on the ::;ticks, \'lith.l.n 15 mm of tho sl11rry in the bottoill!I 
or tnbeso The eroatent n@ber or pori thacia counted on ::my 5t.ick war. 27 J 
and a few of the K-16 sticks s•1ppo.ttcd no ascoc~:::-p::;. 
Fructi ficat1on of T. rad.~nta on solld media wa:; much bott'3r th::m 
that on sticks, but still lea:; than that cm NS-7 strenrth 1/4 or 1/2 from 
Experiment 17. After one r.ionth fr1;l t~_np, bodies ..:era prodncod, (in order 
from the most ab1mdant), on th11 followine medias t;S-7 dark; NS-5 darlq 
?-.'S-7 and !IS-8 c}r,rk, and altern::i.tine; lir,ht ar.d dark; K and J numbers 7 
and 8 cL.-irk 1 and from 1 icht and dark o A vccy for. pcri the cia were produced 
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on J-6, K-6, NS-5, and :iJS-6. !!o frniting occurred on media l1i thoat cellulose 0 
Fructification of :ralos;.~acriopsis at the end of one month 1'Vae better 
on most media than that of !• radiata on i:S-71 strenr,th l, at the end of 
two months. Of the solid r.;ed5..n, NS were superior to K, and K superior to 
J of the same pE and carbon source. ifo sexual, and little asexual 
reproduction of Halosphaeriopsis took place on ?\S-2, K-2, or J-2, 11hich 
contained tris and glucose. Of the apar media, NS-71 K-7,nnd NS-1 
supported the grentest number9 of Halosphaoriop:Jis conidia and aacocarps. 
Sporulation was also fair on K-5, and perithecin could easily be counted 
due to the light backe:round ar.d lack of dark vei;etati ve hyphae. The final 
pH or K-5 nas 1.2. 
Before examinine Halosphaeriopsis on stick-liquid media it nae 
necEussary to remove sticks rrom tubos and allCM them to dry ror a fen 
minutes on paper towelinG• otherwiee an abundance of vegetative crowth 
on NS medium sticks masked perithecia a.nd made counting difficult. This 
was lea~ of a problem on K media, and no problem on J media. Pcrithecia 
on all stick-liquid media were euporficial, carbonaceou.e when mature, and 
neck lenrth varied with rnaturi ty and the medium. 
All numbers or J media supported fewer porithocia and less vef,0tative 
growth of HalosEhaeriopsis than did corresponding numbers or NS and K media. 
or the J media, number 9 appoared to be the best, and then 10, 111 and 121 
in that order. Lar[;er, more carbonaceous and mature perithecia, and greater 
number:s of ascocarps were produced on ?JS than on K media as a rule1 and 
large numbers of uniformly mature ascocar~ were produced more rapidly on 
US 14, 16, and 10 than on any other media upon which the species 11as grown. 
However, fructification on K-9 was canparable to that on the best l~S media, 
and provided the organism developed typically, K-9 may be superior to NS 
media for developmental studies. A:Jcocarp3 were less masked by vegetative 
growth on this medium, and more stageB or peri thecial developnent were 
observed than on NS mediao Media K-14 and K-16 supported fewer peritheoia 
than did K-9, and on most of these sticks structures resembling small 
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rhizamorfhs were observed (Figure 22...A. ). Many sticke in other modia were 
sheathed with ver:etntive r,l'Oftth, but K-14 and K-16 supported well dBfined, 
more hir.hly organized structu.roa, which branched and often contained 
perithecia. It was not detonnincd whether thesA structures were tr11e 
rhizomorphs, but repetition of this experir.lont with microscopic examinations 
may prove interesting. 
All structures of tho fungi that wero placed in the preservative 
describod in Experiment 22 or the Materials and Methods were well preserved 
by that eolution, and remained attached to aticka. A similar technic may 
be useful in taxonomio and developr.lental studies, in which it is desirable 
to preserve material. 
Fresh sticks or Halo3Ehaeriopsis were plnced in a marine aquarium 
primarily to consider their utility in ecological studies, in particular• 
studies of the role of animals in the (feoal) dissemination of marino 
f'unr,us ascospores. Of the four fi:'lhes in the aquarium, a juvenile 
Rhinichthys atratulu:s was most voracio11a, and atripped pine sticks or 
ascocarps in preference to vegetati vc hyphae. Semotilis atromaculatua 
juveniles were also very active, but ate both aacocarpa and vegetative 
hyphae from a balsa stick at the surfaco of the water. Hybopsis 
leptocephalus juveniles fed more on veeetativa hyphae than on ascocarps. 
Young Uoxostoma rhotheaca uere not obaerved to feedo 
These fishes were quite hunery-, being fed only occasionally on dog 
food, which they would eat in preference to fungi 'flhen both were present. 
However, it is significant that after three weeks of feeding on the fungus 
none or these fishes ohowed arry outward siens or poisoning or disease, and 
continued to eat ravenously whenever the fungus was supplied. 
Disadvantages of thirs technic are the rersidual peptona and the 
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superficial location of ascocarps on stickn which might make m.:i.rinc f1mgi 
more available to fishes than they are in nature. 
DISCUSSIOl~ 
While aspocts or tho Phona pcittern ho.ve bean tho central theme of 
this investir;ation, a r.roator 11ndarst.:mdine of that. phonornonon hn• not 
been its solo objeetiveD The erporiments condnctod haw resulted in an 
accumulation of baoic tochnica.l. and physiolocical data much noeded in 
several areas of rna.rino eycoloGical researcho \'Thi.le some inwstigatione 
were thornupJi1 many were explorn.toryo Data are in some resrecta 
intentionally divorsii'icd~ Hcmevor, intoaration of those data offers 
support to discussions of tris bu.rror, nutrition and culturA of marine 
tunci1 their morphology, dctenninants of their distribution, and moans 
for distineuishine which marine isolates aro indi.Gonous. Consequently 
the following discussion is under these topic hoadinea. 
Tris and pH 
This was added in a O.l % concentration to one-ha.J.f of the units 
of media in several experiments to consider its utility as a buffer in 
f'unr,al cultures, and to 9tudy the effects of pH on activities of 
I:yrcmomycetes. 
When provided the proper ni1triont~ and oalinity, all three spacioe 
completed their life cycla3 in tris-buffered media. Dry vroiehts of 
eycelia, a f;Onerally reliable index of erowth, gave no indication that 
tria inhibits veeetative funGal crorrth throueh its antagonistic effects 
on potassiw:i. Fruiting took place on tris-bu!!ercd distilled water-0,l % 
yeast extract-celllllose media in which potassium concentration is low, 
showing that reproductive activities are not seriously affected by 
antagonistic action or the buffer. Grcmth of tho marine species on 
distilled nater media al.so disprovod a hypothesis that marine fungi 
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mif}lt be dalir:::i ted bi.r the requirement for i'ructification or n dolicntoly 
balancod K,l rrr:etal ratio. 
Tho failure or P ..alosphaeriopsi11 to fruit and produce abund:rnt conidia 
on tr19-gluco::e-yeast extract-aoa-wator rr:ay bo duo to pll. Dut why pH 13.h 
is tolerated on collulosc media and not on glucoso wan not apparent. Tho 
requirement by !• radiata. and Halosphacriopsis for colluloso sugeonts 
that cellobiose may be utilized duri.nr, f'ructificntion. 
It is perhaps fortunate thnt the marine specioa did not fruit in 
artificial sea water-c;lucoso-trio modiao Nutritionlll and biochomictl 
data gathered f"ror.t sporulatinr: cultures are often dif.forent f'rom those 
obtained fron vogctati ve nucali•, and nrc loss roproduciblo. If sovoral 
marine f'unV. will r;rcm only vcr,ctntively i1r1dcr theso conditio11.9, such 
media will be useful in phy:iiolocical and biochomical st11dios. 
l~ny advantar,es of tris buffer mny be citeds it does not f'orm 
precipitates 'When autoclavcdJ it docn not provide a aubstraturu, as do 
insoluble buffers, for the accumulation of nubstancos which innu.onco c;rO'RthJ 
it docs not require special trcatr.cnt prior to the harvent of mycelia, 
as does CaC03; apparently it is not utilized ari Cl nutrient,and may1 thorerorc, 
be considered an inert conponont of media1·it docs not intorfore with 
vitamin S".{Ilthesis, except through its effect on pH; it can bo obtainod in 
hiejl purity. As a buffer for f1.U1r,uo cultures in liquid media, O.l % tria 
was comparable to an excess of Caco3• provided ho.rvests 17cro made a.i'tor 
two to three weeks of growth. After longer poriod.s of incubation, pH in 
many tris-buffcred cultures became limitine. This wan especially true of 
lmi vitanin level cultures in which various µroducts accumulated due to 
the blockaGe of metnbolic patln'lays. 
The high initial pH of O.l % tris media may be a disadvantar,e in 
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Btudies or some species, but c. dobomun, which ia usually cultured in 
neutral to slichtly acid media, r:row woll and completed its life cycle 
in liquid and solid media containing this concentration of tho buffor. 
Some mature ascocarps developed oven in a 0.2 ~ oonoontration. Initial 
pH was lcmored by ll3inc 0.075 % tris1 and approximately 100 mg of dry 
!• radiata Icy"Celium wa::; obtained from so::1c flasks containine this 
concentration before pH and othor ractora bccar.ic 11.ml tine. The hir;h initial 
pH of 8.4 and the early liI:litinc p!! of ::;one trio-buffered liquid modia 
could be alleviated by usine a 0.075 'f, concontr.:ition initially, and 
aseptically addine naro buffer after a period of incubation. Hiehl,y 
concentrated solutions or tris cnn be proparod, but whothor these can 
be autoclavod without appreciable chcn:..cal chaneo wao not invooticntod. 
In solid media a less-than-Col f concor.tration of tri:J can ba used 
successfully, as acids diffuse throneh ar~aro 
BecaU!3o of its apparent inertne~rn, with respect to func11n nutrition, 
tr is buffer may help rosol vc some of tho problcma of mil t3 of organic 
acids in am:nonium nitrocen cul turcs, (see Lilly cc Barnott, 1951). For 
salinity tolcra.nco studies, it I:l.1Y ia some oa!JCD be advantaCTcous to use 
a substance which p-O:Jsc:rne::; the other merits of trin, b11t which baffors 
in a slir,htly lower p!i range 1 perhaps 7 .4 to 7 .8. 
A pH gradient exist:J between sor.ic ri ·rcrs and tho sea, and species 
would be expected to varJ in their response to such a gradient. Even 
from this proli.mina.rJ study, it is evident that the optir.nm pH for erorrth 
oi some funei is not the same under -mr-Jine conditions of salinity and 
temperature. The extreme lcm pH of ri vcr water is 6.6, and the oxtrome 
hieh pH of most sea r1atcr is 8.60 An ir.ter::iediate pH of 7 .6 may not be 
optimum in either hir-J1 or low salinity \'later, but nay be more noarly 
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optir.rum for a ereat ranr,o of so.lini tics and tenporatnro:l thnn ~ould 
either of the extremes citod. Using colony dlll::otors as an index of 
~h on artificial sea wator-gluconc-nitrate-vita..-nin oodia, a survey 
should bo conducted to doternino tho hydroeer'l-ion raquirer:lunts or sev1~ral 
Sf€Cios at throo or moro nalini tios and tompcratiiros. Data on tho individual 
species \1011ld be pcrtir.cnt to ::;ovoral problems, but tho diocovcry of trends, 
and the dctonnination of a "i;eneral purpo::ie" pH for studios of marine 
lignicolou::> Pyreno~cetos and DoutcrO?eycotc3, would be of Broo.tor thoorotical 
and technical value. A similar :n1rvey of trace metals requirements nould 
also be a contribution toward tho l!Gvelopaent of a Genoral purpose eyuthetlc 
sea wator medium for these.: orcanisns. Hcmavor, llntil such survoya are 
completed, it is believed that. 0.1 % trio and the otronrrth 1 AS-1 cholated 
metalo oixture are adequate for studies of oomo marine lienieolons Bpecies. 
Fortunately 1 tho r,rOVJth rosponse of !• radiata and £0 globom.nn to 
salt concentration wan measurably r,rcater t!1an rospon::rn to pH :md trace 
metals concentration, but bccaU3e the latter do affect growth, U1ey 
should oo hold coustant in sallni ty tolerance st11d.ics. If tho optimum 
p:r at 35 C and a salinity between 26 o/ oo and J4 o/ oo is hlr;hcr than the 
p:i optimum at lom;r tenpornt-.iros acid salinities, response to a pH gradient 
mirrht be .falsely interpreted as a P.1oma pattern response to a salt erndient. 
Also,, a pH eradic;,t micht 30 nod.ii"J gr0\1th response to oalt concentration 
that a Ihor.-.a pattcr!"l TIOuld oi thor GO undo l:.ectocl, or bo Greatly accontuated. 
The concor1tration of trace metals availa.:Jle to funei, through water and 
food naterials, may be nc.:irly the sat"ia in fresh, 'urackish, and sea -aater. 
In the future, the basal syuthetic sea uater r.iedium, for Phoma pattern 
detcctior. ar .. d other purposes, shonld contain only major and minor aalt.a. 
This base should be diluted to the desired atren5ths1 and the most generally 
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f'nvorable concentrations or buffer and chelated trace metals added to each 
dilution of tho base, rather than diluting all four syntems proportionally. 
The hich pH affordod by O.l % trl3 wns not !'cquircd by the funei 
cultured in stic'r:-liquid and othnr n:itural sea-"Watcr ruccUa. Hoac"Vor, 
a pH hicher than that of :rntocl:rmci,, forti ficd natnr:i.1 ~o.:i \'l.'lter m:iy 
favor sexual reproduction of sono r.iarinc fimr,i, anct a11toclnvinr; cortnin 
woods and \'rood products in liq11id m11din lowers pH con!rld.orably (l.ieyors 
& Reynolds, 1959a ). In t:-tis stndy, p.':1 w.i.:> loworod more by pine than by 
balsa. Experinent 22 demon::;tratcd thnt O.l % trio roy be a suitable 
't1uffer for natural sea \'later cult~ircs of mnrino funr,t,, when a. buffor is 
neededo 
The unc or trio ln culturo rr.edia is discussod by Provasoli et al. (l9S7)o 
Funei '1'1cre cultured in the ASP2 modi um of Provasoli ~! R1.tchio (l?.57) and by 
?.!eyers and Reynolds (19590. )o From these, and the presont investiGatlon1 
it appears that the only marked affects of 0.1 % tris on tho grcmth o.nd 
reproduction of several lignicolous Pyrenor.zy-cetes and Dout.er~,-cetas 
results from the canpound's buffering action. 
Nutritional Requirements and Svnthetic t~edia 
Thia investigation demonstrated that !• radiata is lens fastidions 
than may be inferred from the ~ork or ~eyers and Reynolds (1959a) or 
:r.ooro and !/eyers (19.59 ). Substitution of coll1tlone for elncose in ASP2 
may well support ascoca.rps or the i'ungus. Perithecia of either To radiata 
or !Ialosphaeriopsia should develop on pine in ASP 2 with added nitrate, 
but Halosphaeriopsis is probably the more fastidious of the two. Loneer 
incubation or addition of more buffer to AS-1 plus cellulose J'!18.Y have 
enabled ascospores of this fw1gns to mature, but it is very doubtful 
that perithocia nould have beon as typical on the synthetic modinm as 
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wore those or T. radinta. 
Whilo tho full nutritional requiroincnts of Halonphaoriopsie wore 
not detorminod1 data do conclu:sivoly dor.lonotrate that noither or the 
marina apcoies studied roquire r:w.rino salts in soa-t'lutor proportions or 
exotic marino i;rowth ractors for i'ructification. Thus, a r,roded ser1os 
or natural sea w:iter1 supplementod 1Tith 10 mg to l r, per liter or canmon 
laboratOl'J" digests or extracts~ provides satisfactory modia for otudying 
the salinity optima for fructitication of ouryha1inc lignicolous apocies. 
Thoueh curyhaline, !• radiata and !L.tlongmorip:Jis aro obviou:ily 
halophilic1 true marine species. Thorororo1 strenr,th l As-1 may bo an 
adequate base for studies or the nutritional requiroment3 for sexual 
reproduction of sevnral enryhalino and otonohalino P'Jl"onoozy-cotes. 
Judging f'rom this inveatir;ation, and thoao of Johnson et nlo (195?) and 
l~yers and Reynolds (19.59n ), the full nutritional roquirononts or many 
marina lignicolous s~cies ir.clucline oaprophytic I~ulworthia species, 
should be sati3fiod by thiar.iin, biotin, phosphate, nitrate or nm.~oniUI:l 
nitroron, and cellulono, in a synthetic aoa wntor baoo contalninc trio 
buffer and a chelated metals mixt11re. The dovolorr.ient of porithocia froe 
f'rom wood, in the slurry of :Jorn.a stick-liquid tubes or Experi1:iont 22, 
sugge:it-3 that proViolon of a aubntratum lr/ cellulooo iB not n vital 
function or the polysaceharide1 and that it I!lll.Y be replo.cod by clncose, 
:xylose, or eellobioso, or :r.rixtnrcs of tb&so and other ltllgara. 
Fructifieation of some spccie:J r.iay be favored by1 or dependent upon, 
organic nitror,on and non-celluloaic polyncrs or plant materials. It is 
doubted, however, tha.t morphologically ada.ptod, and particularly stenohaline 
lignicolous J:yrenonvcetes require lignin of phanerogamic ori.Gin for cor;ipletion 
of the life cycle. White-ratters are most cor::imonly Baaidiooycetes and thoueh 
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some Ascorrvcctes utilize this substance efficiently after doGrcdation 
is advanced, thoy do not commonly rcquiro it. Also, thoueh wood is 
commonly used to detect and isola ta fun~ from marine environments, 
this substance of terrestrial oricin is not prosont in tho oceans in 
sufficicmt quantities to aupport the i:;reat populations or so-termed 
li~nicolous Pyronoo;ycotes proeent. IJ.:irine saprophytic funG1 undoubtedly 
perform tasks similar to those or torrestrial wood rotters but the 
"litter" of sea-wator is larp,ely or nnimals1 Monoootyledo:ls1 and 
Cryptogam.3 • 
Ba.fore procoodine further wt th tho dovelopnent or a general.-
purpose synthetic medium whicr~ will 3upport perfect ntacoa or mnrine 
?.,rrenor.trcetcs, the inhibition or sporulation by 0.1 'f, tris should be 
more thorouf.7.hlY investieated. If sexual ar:d asexual reproduction of 
Halosnhacrioosis were nlso :i.nhibi ted on inorganically-bufforcd glucose 
r..edia or pH 8.0-8oh1 it could bo assumed that trio functions as a buffer, 
and lit tlo el so, in funr,us cal ture3. The AS-1 vi taDin mixture should 
suffice for any of the riarlne li[,11icolou.a Pyrencmzy-cotes and Deuteromycetcso 
It is likely that thoso fungi are doficicnt only for biotin, thiamin,, and 
pyridoxine, but few spociea should bo inhibited by the preaonce in media 
or vitamins .for which they aro o.utotrophic. The er07lth and aporulation 
of most species studied in ci.tl ture has 1)een accomplished on O.l % yeast 
extract. For sexual reproduction, a reduced lovel of vlta.-:iins may be 
favorable in some eases. 
If AS-1 proved ad.aqua to for the task, a oon:parati vo study of the 
nutritional requirer.i.ents: for fructification of ouryhaline and etenohalina~ 
.frce-li vi.ng and parasitic species, wo1D.d provide information o.f general 
value to marine microbiolofists and ecologists. For the initial. mineral-
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nutrition studies or mari.no lienicolous funGi it is also believed that 
a medium such as AS-1 would be preferablo to one or reduced salinity and 
altered proportions of major marine salts, ns it ha.o bean damonstrated 
(Experi.:uont 14) that req11ire~ents for some ions may bo dependent upon 
the concentrations of other ions. l.fi.nernl nutrition studies so conducted 
would reveal ion antar,onisl'll3, and would crently contribute to the davolop-
mant of a medium bettor suited for biochemical studios than i:,, AS-1 • 
.ASP2 is a medium or lO'R salini tJ·, l'lith a Ca/:.t;g ratio different from 
that or natural aeo. water. Bocaune of a low concentration of snl t9 which 
form insoluble phosphates and carbonates, ASP2 has a high dei:;ree of 
reproducibility. AS-1 or strength 1/2 or i;roater form:s abundant pre-
cipitates upon autoclavinp,. The phosphate concentration or this medium 
is higher than is necessary, but ovon if this were red11cod, or elycero-
phosphate used, as in ASP2' the concentrations of Co., L~, and Sr would 
still be a source of precipitates. Experiments indicated that for 
eu.ryhaline species, tho concentrations or Ca, l~, and probably K ion~, 
tw.y be held to between 1/4 and 1/2 tho concentration of these in sea 
water, and salinity built up with NaCl. Sodium partially roplacos 
potassium for some species (Lilly and Barnett, 1951). The Hg/Cn ratio 
is also alterable, as indicated by grov1th on strength O r~S-1 and atreneth 
O NS..7. A less-than-strength 1 concentration of minor salts may ba 
adequate for fructifica.tion, if' required at all& Cobalt ma;)r be urmecessary, 
but the addition of other trace metals, ehould be inveetiGated. 
Species which requiro a high salinity probably ovolved from euryhaline 
fungi, Therefore, llicperiments 13 and 14 suggest that AS-1, ao modified, 
might also support a3coearps of 3tenohaline sea-uater Pyrenonzy-cetes, 
providing Na.Cl concentration or the medium is high enough. Properly 
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rorti!'ied1 tho ASP2 or ASP6 of Provasol1 (1957) mieht also be su!fieiont 
far several Lul~orthi~ ~PPo 
In any event, the develorxnent of l.'fYilthetic r..odia which support the 
perfect stages o! r:i.arine Pyrenomycetes will probably be laso of n problem 
than that of obtain in~ morphologically typical ascocarpa under other than 
natural conditions. 
llorpholoQ: 
One purpose or Experiment 22, and indirectly Experiments 17 through 
201 \1as to consider what types of media might be suit.able for morpholoeical 
and taxonomic studios. Several 3tick-liquid r.iedia. of Experiment 22 i'avored 
sexual reproduction or Hal.o:sphaeriop3is I:loro than did agar modia. Ex.amirw.tion 
and preservation of variously matured aacocarpis on sticko is convenient, 
and in mny respects well-adaptod to dovolop~ental studios. This atudy is 
not complete, howe~ror, until the morphology of opccios grown on sticks is 
canpared with that of fungi isolated fran natural concli tions. It is not 
known whether ascoon.rpa which developod :superficially on ~tick8 or free 
in slurry are as suitable for mvrphological stndies ae those imbodded in 
wood. The morphology of ascocarps which doveloped on the various media 
used in this investigation was not carofu.lly considered. The neck length, 
color, position on substrata, number of nocks, and fertility of ascocarps 
were noted. EXarninations were thorough enough to strongly support Moyers 
(1957) evidence that tho morphology of ascospores is consi3tont, and is a 
better taxonomic cl1aracter than tho structure of the peri thocium. When 
Halosphaeriopsis was grown under different condition,, of pH, licht 
intensity, nutrient constitution, and pliysical state of the rnodium, 
ascosporos 11ere morphologically indi~tinguisha.ble from one cond:i. ti on to 
the next1 Perithecia in which these ascospores occurred varied greatly 
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as to size, neck lenrif.h1 and nwnbor of necks on tho ventor. Tho dark 
oolor or mture peri thecia was thoir most conni::itout charactorist1o. 
It is rea3ona.blo that theso vari..:ltiona would occur in nature. Peri thocia 
of !• radiata uhich developed on l!S-7 waro qui to difforent in nppearanoe 
i'rOI!l thoso on AS-2E1 tho latter boing minuto, hro1mi!!h rathor than 
carbonaceous, and wl thout n prominent neck 1n n.11 ca~ms. AsCCl!:!poros 
from theso two nedin, howevor, wore identic:il in appoarnnco. Vnriationa 
in temporature and rJalinity in rrndia of tho srune nutrient oon~t1tution 
did not produce as groat chanr:es in the str11cturo of porithecin na did 
variations in nutrients at a constant salinity. Boiling porithecia cau.sed 
ascospore appendages to he indistinct, but theso were present on tho 
mature ascospores from all salinities and tcrnperaturoo in which theso 
occurred. Aseo:!porcs !'rom the various combinationn of tompcraturo and 
salinity were morpholor;ically indietir.r;uiohiblc. One concl141Jion drawn 
from those obsorvation3 is that aseospore app:lndae:es might better be 
tcmod adaptations to an aqMtic, ratl~er than iio a marine onvironncnt. 
Thero is no evidence that tho::;o processes daveloped only in mnrine 
em.1.ronr..Jr.ts, nor th~t their function in fresh vrator 1o r.ot tho same as 
that in sea water. Evidences indicate that stick-liquid medin m~/ be 
s11itable for taxoncmie and morpholo1;ical studies which pl.nee r.ioro omphasie 
on spore morpholoe:r than on pori tlmoium atr11cturo. Both marine ~peci..oa, 
as they appeared on sticks, were oaaily keyed to genu8 by the key or 
1~yera (1957 ). 
Cor.idia. of Halosphaeriopsis generally aro::io baoiP9tally1 but the 
possibility of othor methods was not exaludod by thi:J study. In low 
salinitie3 this species produced conidla, chlamydonporen, and oil-containing 
calls, as well as filamentous hyphae. 
no 
Torpodospora radia ta produced mny chla...'"Wdosporos in lon-etlini ty 
artificial saa water. A great diversity of undcterninod f'onns was also 
produced on thi:i medium. Under conditions or la.1 :rn.linity nnd nearly 
opti.l!lum temperature, tho Il\VCalium appo.rcntly fragmented, or tniled to 
produce filamentous hyphao. A rn.:rno of chJ.ai:vdosporos, and buddine cells 
suggesti vo or yoasts, wore present. Conidia have not been reported: for 
this specioa, and somo effort was mado to detoct those aooxu:u. spores in 
several natural and artificial aoa water I:lodia. Only a few structures 
suggestive or i:rl.croconidia noro obsarwd (Fir,uro J-F). No asexual sporos 
or any kind wero obsorvod in tho !. • r.'ldiata cultures of' Experimont 22. 
Detanninaata or Diatribntion 
or the three Pyrenomycetea studied, only !· rnd.iata pos~essod a 
Rloma pattern involving vogotativo and reproductive phases. From this 
evidenca, one wonld expect that tho f'tmgus has a Phomn pattern distributed 
in an estuary. Gold (1959 )1 hmvever, round ascocarps of this npecies in 
fresh, brackiah1 and sea water portions of the Newport Ri var in wann and 
in cold seasons. 
Sexual reproduction curvoa or T. radi.ata did not peak at 25 C and 
30 C (Figure 17-A). At these temporatu.res, the ranee of salinities at 
which fructification occurred wao ereatest. It is not undorstood1 therefore, 
why perithecia or supposed Rloma pattern i'u.ngi collected by Gold did not 
-
occur over a ~eat ranee of aalini ties -when water temperature was 25-.30 C. 
Certainly nutritional. factors, as well as temperature, affected the salinity 
optina of these species, but these factors should also have affected the 
distribution of biotin-thiamin heterotroph1c !,o radiatao There 1e no 
evidence that the epecie5 at11died by Gold are so fast1di0115 that they 
nr~st follow peaks of the production of specific organics. More likely, 
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the RlClC.'.l pattern mcchnnisn in the:!Se funei i:; more hic;hly devtiloped than 
that in !• radiata, if the ?forth Carolina !• radialn possesees.::nuch,.a 
mechanism at all. 
It is possiblo that the Horth Carolina 'f. radiata is physiolo1:ically 
distinct from the florida i~olate used in this investie;ation. While 
Johnson (1958 ) did :report some morpholo1~icnl differences, nutritional 
requirements of these wore shown to bo similar (Johnson ot al. ,,1.959 ). 
A comparati vo study of the growth pattorn in culture and the noasonal 
distrib11tion of !o radiata in Florida. and Horth C:irolina 7U\toro may 
reveal a seasonal shift in population density, though not noce:rnarily 
a ~ pattern like that of Trichocladiwn sp. (Gold, 1959). Such a 
pattern, if it does exist, sho11ld result from the combinod action of 
water temperature and the level of biotin a.nd thirunin. Othor factors 
should also be considored as influonces of distrib11tion. 
A conparison of salinity optina on !~S-1 and AS-1 civeo some cluo 
to the nature of the other determinants of distrLbut1on. The !la.Cl 
concentrations of these two media wero tho same. No assay of the 
BBL yea:Jt extract uned in NS-1 ua.s available, but it is reasonable that 
the thi.a:nin, biotin, nitrogen ,and phosphor\l.s levels of these media wore 
adequate, Yet, S{llinity optima wore highor, and the decree of Phoma 
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pattern expression was greater, on AS-1 than on t:S-1. Experinent 13 
indicated that this discrapane"J is only in part due to tho pH and trace 
metals ~radient in a sorios of AS-1 agars. It was demonstrated in 
EXperir.:ient 10 that nitrogcn-phospho:::-us level has no effect upon the 
salinity optir.um of !o ra.diata, but Exp~riI!le~t 11 and others suggest 
that the fol."1"1.s in which nitrot;en is available might ha~ a ereat effect. 
By partial replacer:ient of biotin, oreanic nitrof;en increases the salinity 
tolerance or !· radiata in biotin-free ~edia, but the effects or nitrogen 
sources on nalinity optir.i..a in hi~h-vitanin lovol media should nlso bo 
investiented. Dry we5.£hts or rnycelin from throe oalinit1os nnd throe 
temperat1ires, in the presence of NHh' uo3 or or[:anic nitroi:;en, may reveal 
a heretofore unsuspoctod dotorrainant of estuarine d.1otr1bution. 
Concentrations of inorf:a!'lic ~ubnt.'.l.nca~ other than NaCl also affect 
aalinity optimn. Requirenent~ for trnca r.ietalPJ, calcimn, nnd s1tlfu.r 
wore probably satisfied bj' 0.1 % yeast extract, but not by atraneth 1/16, 
Md porhaps not by stron3th l/U AS-1. Rei:;ardloss of tenpernt11re, maximum 
r,rowth of .!• rndiat:l, £• ~lobosum, and Halosphnoriopui~ coittd not be 
attained on AS-1 unt'\.1 the salinity wa~ increased to stron~th 1/2, and 
1rl th it tho concentrations of Ca, =~~, 5°41 and tT"ace motalo 0 These 
nutritional reqniron:onts cansorl. salinity optim.n on AS-1 to lie farther 
to the rip.ht, than thooe on NS-1. At 20 and 35 c, £• e;lobosum nnd 
Halonphacriop3is respondod r~vorahly to a r,reater-than atronr,th l/h 
concentration of a rnixt11re of Ca, t!r:, and K chloridem in sea wator 
proportioruro This indicatos 11 nutritional or an osmotic function of thoee 
salts, Torpedos,eora rad.iata responded favorably to an increased concontration 
of Ca, lff;, and K salts at 20 c, b11t unfavorably at 35 c. Thu.a, reeporuJe 
to this mixture of oalts wast ho opposito of responao to liaCl concontrat1on. 
Tho11gh the biochemicnl n:ech:misms of the ~ pattern are not undoretood, 
Experinent 14 s 11ggosta that in !• r:i.diata it is pt"inctpally an ionic 
phenomenon. 
Datn on T. rndiata. sucmost salt antagonism. The effect~ ot sodium 
and potassium ions on the peI"'neabili ty of cells are opposed b-; the t'Jffects 
of calci11m and magnesium ion~. !n this prelimin:1r-.r survey, Ca, t~, and 
K coneentrntions of media were increased or decreased simultaneously, 
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thourh1 above a certain concentration, the monovalont and the bivalent 
cationa r:.ay affect erowth difforontly. Dospite this, sane inferences 
can be drawn from Expcrioont 14. Procisoly, not only tho hir;hor calcium 
level, but also the creator Ca/t!a ratio of Ool 'f, yeast extract media rr.ay 
have caused salinity opti:oa of !o rndiatn to lia fnrthor to tho loft on 
llS-1 than on AS-1 at sub-optimal tcrnperaturcao Dilution of AS-1 lowered 
cnlcium lovel, but the Ca/Na ratio roma.inod tho same for all stronctha 
or the mediumo In nn estuary, incrca~os in the Cn/?ia ratio, brour,ht 
about by calcium-rich ri \'Or water, mir;ht fnvor the c:rowth of flH>mn 
pattern fungi in l<m nnlini ty rcr,ions d11rln13 v1inter mont:1a. 
Addi ti or.al ~incral nutrition ~t1mic:J, 11sing chjr woir,hts of r..i.:,rcelia 
a~ an index of r,rOVtth, are needed to dotcrr.:i11e the best npproo.ch to 
nil!tr;~ the ~ pattern roochani~, bnt fl:u1c photo~i:ipnF, rcspirOOY.!tr;, nnd 
other toolo of biocherr.istry w:\_ll probabl:,· be ncco~rnary to re:Jol ve th1s 
problem. 
The present nntritional nt11rJiea have indicated that tho omnorop;nlntory 
devices of T. radiata and ~· Q_obo91.lm arr. dependent upon eno::-f7 f11rnil'!had 
'b-J aerobic ~spirationo Sodium-ion tolerance incrcnned with temporature 
and thirun:in-biotin level, and pyrnvate probably acc1.ml•ll.atcd in ahoence of 
sufficient amount::> of these vitntlirus. Thi3 snggc:Jts .:ictivc tra.nsport, bnt 
does not rule out a. dif£113ion mcchaniStl. The presence of thirunin 
p:ll"ophosphate providee rapid entr-.r into the kreta cycle. As temperature 
increases so does respiration. It is poseible that the i:rontcr water 
or rcspirat~. on prod11ccd at hir,h tempera t 1l!'cs muet be accompanied oi ther 
by a more rapid entry of salts or a more rapid loss of water. The concentration 
gradient a:id Ca/Na ratio of sea-water would erJ1anco diffusion,, and U1e 
mintenance or the nroper tunicity a,nd viscosity of the protoplaGm. 
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For a PhOtJa pat.tern rnechnr.isra to be fu..'1ctionnl in an estuary, 
those conditions of t.c."nperat11.ro and s:U.inity \'fhich favor veeotati ve 
erO'i1th must a.lso favor spor.ilation and the devolop:iont or a.doqua.ta 
r.ieans of dissemination. FUI1f;113 populations Tri.11 not bocomo established 
anywhere in an estuary that sporo production, dispcrm111 nnd attnchmnt 
arc ineffective. It is, thereforo, concciva~;lo th.:it a fhoro p.J.ttorn 
collld be e.xpro~sed by!• rndiat.a, and be of definite :;urvi\':11 valuo. 
In \Tinter months, when organic product.ion is low in soa wator, a lCTR 
salinity and hic.;h Ca/ lia ratio favor cranth and reproduction. Vihon 
tcr:pcro.t1Tc ic 101'11 vitD.L11n rcquircI?:entc arc los3 and nntri.ont loYol 
grnater at lryw t!ian at hir;h :;alini t:r. When tcnpcro.turo is hit;h, hii;h 
s:ili.T1it:r favor~ g:.-cmth r.nd :-crroducti on. The 1"'1or.lll IXJ.ttcrn funf~UG in 
establ:i.ched in a rccior. wharo orr;nnic nutr~cnts are o.bundar•t, and tho 
appenda~ed ascosr.ore han a decided ndvn..'1ta~'.C. Se11sonn.lly adventitious 
ncn-r.iarine fungi therefore aro less succssflil than those h:i.vinc such 
aquatic adnptationr;. 
During wnrm sca3ons tLc le .... :ol or dis:rnl ~.;ed vi. taminn nocd not bo 
high for T. radtatc: to invnC.C the occnns, an tho level of or~anic 
nitrcr,er. is high. !litro.tc, ;m:non:!.um, ar,<l nrf~:lnic r.itroecn are utilizedo 
The latter also incre:iscs salinity tolerance by partially rcplac:l 11r; biotin. 
Cellnla~m i:::: actively produced• even in abnencc of tl.iami.no Thu:,;• entrance 
could be cair.ed into i'iOod cells nr.n other plant r..aterialc, and biotin-
thia.min requirencnts ~ore fUlly ~o.tisficd. 
:t is difficult. to o·mluatc rcsul ts of tho c::pcri.mcnts to determine 
the effects of tm:rpcrature and nitrocc:•-7'-t~~in level c>n salinity optima 
for vogotative and roproductivo activlties of Halosphaeriopsir,. This 18 
due to discrcpencies in data obtai~ed fron aolid and liquid media~ to 
as 
'9siccation or tube media, and to hieh C/N rntioe or some tube modi& or 
Experiment 19. Thus, only generalizations cnn l:e mado. Roproductive 
activities foll01Yed a pattern sooowhat tho opposite or thnt 'Which miGht 
be expected Of a~ pattern i'ung'USo Reduction Of tomporaturo or 
vitamin level cauaod salinity optima for sporulation to incroruse, rather 
than decrease, as was tho case with !• radiata. 
These data are of ecological significance ii~ th:it they indicnt.o 
determinants Of the diatribution Of thia 1\mt;\18• !ICMOVOr1 it is difficult 
to surmise, i'rom theao data, how ib.lonpl1noriopnis ie diatributod in variOU3 
marine habitats throuehout the seasons. This is partly duo to lnclc of 
knowledge of the level of rn.i trie!'lts tha. t aro n vaUablc to this i'unt.;ua. 
Data generally indicato that a mesohaline ranp,o or aalini tios vzould 
favor most activities of this species rccardlesn of soason or olimateo 
Sporulation may be favored by salinities las~ than 17 o/oo in tropical. 
estuaries, or in south temperate entua.ries durinr, eurnmor monthrh In 
north temperate estuaries or in wintor months in south temperato ostuar1cs 
a salinity greater than 17 o/oo nay favor aporulationo Though tho 
temperature optima. for activities or this funeua lie bctwoen 25 C and JO c, 
this species is a common reproser.tati vo of the northern marl no rn:,•cota 
(I,~yers and Reynolds, 19590). 
Distribution can be detormined with certainty only by distributional 
studiea. The function of laboratory atudies should not be so much to 
predict, as to explain tho distribution ct" funei. l!oro conclu.si va ~sults 
wouli have been obtained had fUngi been used which di.splayed the Pnana 
pattern undor natural conditions. !Juch mors distributional data is n~ 
and in the light of present da.ta, field studies of !· rad1ata and 
Halos'P''i.aeriopsis may be of valueo 
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For prediction or explanation codia moro closely sirnulatine natural 
conditions might be propa.red, and field and laboratory findings more 
closely correlated. Some or tho stick-liquid media or Expori.mont 22 
may be useful in this respect. Alao, on theso media porithecia could 
be counted easily even if vor,etati vo hyphno were carbonaoeoun. It hne 
been demonntratcd with !· radiata and Halosphacriopsie that a count or 
carbonaceous pcrithocia is an accurn.to index or ascoapore production. 
The nzy-celium, which r.raaa predominantly on tho surfaco of stacks and in 
the liquid, could be harvested T1i th 1 it tle loaa, and either dry wciehts 
of Il\Ycelia or conidia per HPF, could be dot.ermined. 
The ecoloeical sirnificanca of a Phoma pattern in £• Globo8wn ia not 
apparento It is very doubtful that £• iQ.obosum inwdoa even olicohaline 
sectors of estuaries, axcopt tonporarUy on flon.tinG debris or otructuros 
above water levol. Data indicated that oxygen content ancl apocific gravity 
or sea water, not salinity and pH,oxcludo .£• clobosum from mnrlno envirorunents 
(Experiment 15 and Table 1-B). However, tho offects of vitamin level and 
temperature on salinity tolerance of thi3 oreanism :ire 11ndoubtodly exemplary 
of several other non-marine fungi which a.re J'l!Ore marine-flt than this 
P.frenonzy-cetc. This is evidenced by tho invasion or estuaries, enpccinlly 
during sur.rner months, of a hoard of variously dcsie;natod fl!ne;i. 
Delirnitim; the Marine r7cota 
The number of prosur.iably non-n-u"lrino spocies that can survive in 
marine environments is so great that some ha.ve reasonably questioned the 
use of habitat dcsir,nations such as "terrestrial n and ".fresh "later" 
fungus as opposed to "marine11 fungus (Ritchie, 1954; TeStrake, 19591 
Siepnann and Johnson, 1960; Wolf, 1960). It is conceded that "lignicolous" 
docs not allude to tha actual and potential r.utriont aourcvs of many fungi 
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as inclusively as would"hyllytic", (Gro hylos - t1ood, rnattorJ lysos - to 
dissol vo) o Also, criteria for delir.U tine r.iarino Sp:lcion 1nay bo p.:i.rticuln.rly 
difficult to recognize. if there is ru.y distinction at all, in the caso Gf 
some yeasts (Fall et alo 1960) and Deutoror:ycctos (1'.cyorB and Reynolds, 
1959bJ ?.~e:rern and 1.!oore, 1960). HOV/Over, desptto forI!l!J that apparently 
are pre-adapted or adaped to tho oxtont thnt ubiquity io poseiblo, in 
the Mj ori ty of cades it see;:is mmocessary to revert to cnllins a f'ur.£;ua 
a fungus. 
'l'he definition of a mnrine flmcus io a pToblcm in biol ot.'.Y and ocmnntica. 
The bi olofical problcw is that of dctcrminir.fi nhcthar a particulnr n'lrine 
isolate is: (1) actually· marine, (2) an opportunist Tlhi ch conlcl lef'.iti.mtoly 
be desienated "terrestrial" or "i'rcDh-"lfntor," (3) n transition.ll form which 
requires both marine and non-marine habi tatE:, or (4) n r,encral ized funcus 
whose genetically identical rcproseutati vcs arc ndaptcd to both marine and 
non-'1\ari ne e~vironI:'.er.ts 1 though not <l.~pcr.dcnt upon both ror completion of 
the life cycle, Some features of r..arine Pyrenotf\)-'cetas were set forth by 
Ucyers, (1957) "(1) the aontinuons and recular occurronca of thQso i'u::it;i 
in oceanic arc:J.s; (2) their association \Vi tl-i marine alt:® and hit.:her plantn, 
so=etir.lcs as par~sitcs; (J) morphological ad.~ptation and vnrioiis erOl'lth 
responses in cul tHro." To this liot or.a may add,, their :ibEJence from 
environments other than oce~nic and estu.nrinc. The follooin13 d.efini tion 
is nO'll proposed in an effort to rostrlct tr.a r.:eanine of tho term "marine 
fungus", ( 11 '1'halassio:nyceta?" see ~~ooro and ?leyero, 1959) and thereby make 
that designation more rr.eaninr,.tul. 
A marine fungus ia a morphologically and physiologically distinct 
species, variety, or forma of funeus to which tho most favorable natural 
conditions for perpetuation are provided b'; br~ckish and sea-water habitats, 
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to which it is restricted except under condi tiorus fnvorable rar 
tacultatiw invasion of adjacent f'resh-water and shore habitats. 
Opportunists may be distinr,uishad by poor or poriodic reprosentation 
in marine onviroru:ienta, greater rcprosontntion in lorr than in hir,h 
salinity regions, c;reater reprcsontation in non-marine environmentn, 
and by lack of morphological and physiological featuros of potontial 
marine survival value. Tho so r,onoral rea tures 1 of course 1 o.re difficult 
to evaluate. Some eharactaristics aro unlioubtodly of greater survival 
value than others, but no one of thaae wmlld be held in cor.unon by all 
fungi which are indigenous to the sea, yot.· absent .from all other funGi• 
The oceans and estuariee provide a number or environmental ai tuations, 
all of which must be eonsidered mar1na, but none or which are optimum 
in all respects for any particular funS118 species. Several spocios 
must be either marina-fit or unfit to comparable doGI"oos, but for 
different reasons, Some non-rnarine i'un6i may be fit far survival 1n 
certain marine situations from which they are coor,raphically isolated. 
This study has indicated that neither the demonstration or ealine-
tolerant vegetative roycelia nor of veeetative growth in a ~ pattern 
in culture are necessarily indiea.tivu of marine fitneeoo It is prediotod 
that future exploration will fail to isolate £• 4lobo3um from natural 
marine situztions, and that pure cultures, started on sterile wood panel 
traps and submerged in estuaries, would either pariah or fail to bccane 
established on other panels placed in the i.mr.J.ecti.ate vicinity or tho 
initially pure culture panels. Sane da~ae of!.!:!, vitro vegetative Phoma 
pattern expression ts apparently a characteristic of several funei from 
different habitats. Affinities to this pattern have been demonstrated 
in threo or five marine isolatos, and in or.a or two torrostrial isolate• 
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by Ritchie (1957, 1959 ), and in two marine and one terrestrial speciea 
used in this invastigationo All of theae funci were selected at random • 
Terminology might be revised, however, to indicate the d.1at1nction 
between the vegetative ~ patterns of undetermined function 1n funei 
such as £0 globostun, and the ~ patterns of marine-fit fungi, v1hich 
involve both-vegetati'Vl3 and reproductive phases. The present study 
indicates that salinity optima. for fructification may be a reliable 1.ndas 
of marine-fitness. For the purpose of assignine descriptive habitat 
designations to fungi, saline tolerance data are most tUJeful if obtctined 
through field studies. Cultures in r,raded series or nutrient soa water 
media determine barriers created sololy by salinity, and are mcasure8 of 
salinity tolerance under a particular, (usually favorablo)~ sot or conditions. 
Field studies reveal actual boundaries which aro merely dofined in terms 
or salinity. Survival and dissemination tosts, using continual-now, or 
using panel trap cultures in estuaries, might,provicle a practical index 
or marine-fitness. 
Transitional forms, if they exist at al.11 may be of two type.s. Ona 
may be a species extremely sensitive to temperature cha.ng&, v1hich can be 
compensated tor only by a shift in the oreanism's reaction to salinity. 
This would be a Phom.a pattern fangus which, in tem?Grate clirnatezi cnn only 
-
exist in fresh-water during winter months, and oan only exist in saa w11tor 
during the summer month8o The only evidence that eueh & fungll!j exists 
was round by Gold (1959 ), "the absence or reproductive structures under 
certain conditions does not indicate that specific fungi were absent but 
rather that they may have railed to reach reproductive maturit;y; ••• " The 
other type of transitional form may require that physical condition3, 
chemical constituents, or hosts frQlll sea water for one stage of its life 
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cycle, and from fresh water for the other stageao However, tho extensive 
It 
works o:f Hbhnk (1939, l952a and b, l953a and b, 19.55, 1956) hava not indicated 
that such a condition exists in the Hlyoomycete~, in which it would be 
most likely to occur. 
The term, "terraciUa.tic", might bo applied to those fungi nhich nra 
permanent inhabitants of marine and non-marine habitats, thoueh are not 
transitional i'ormso Somo fungi have been found to occur in sovoral 
habitats, and the marine and non-marine isolatos appear mol"pholo('.;ically 
to be the same species (Foll et al. 1960; Ueyers and Reynolds, 195~; 
Siepmann, l959a and b; Siepmann and Johnson, 1960). In some ca.so31 
legitimate :species or lov1er tax.a may have been distinguishable by 
features other than the morphology or mature reproductive structures. 
Developmental morphology will likely bo a profitable approach to this 
problem in some groups of fungi. Howa"il-ar, in this investi{~a.tion, e£fort:1 
have beenldirected more toward the discovery of physioloeical criteria 
for delimiting the marine l!WCotao To distinguish between two differont, 
but morphologically similar funei, one a marine isolate and the othor not, 
and to indicate whether a marine isolate might be indir,anous to that 
anvironment, the following experimental approaches are suggested1 
(1) determinations of the specific gravities, and the amounts and types 
or oil in conidia; (2) salinity opt:i..rna for asoxual reproduction on 
low-thiamin level media; (3) study of nutrition on a reproducible 
artificial sea water; (4) determinations of cellulolytic activity, as 
suggested by Meyers and Reynolds (1959·b)J (5) evaluation or the abilities 
of species to disseminate in nature or in simulated natural condition~J 
(6) respiromatrio studies. On consideration of tha last approach the 
follmring obaervations were made. Growth of Halosphaeriopsis, but not 
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Co elobOSUil!J in the continual fiOIY device of Experiment 15', the "stacking" 
-
phenomenon of £• ~lobosum, and the shift to the right or aalini ty optima 
for some activities of Halosphaeriopsis on lCM-thiamin level r:i.ed1e., all 
suggest that the fermentative abilities and oxyeen requirements of marine 
fungi are different from those of f'unci which cam.ot be indii~cnoUB to 
marine environments. The aerobic, and particul..9.rly anaerobic respiration 
of filamentous fungi has nevor been thoroughly investir,ated, but :rospirametry 
may ~ell become a valuable tool in several nreas of marine mycolor,y. 
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SUHHARY 
Terrestrial Chaetomiu.m globo!'Jum and two marina Pyrano~'cetoa. 
Torpedospora radiata and a species of Hnlosphaeriopsis, wero subjects 
or e.."ttensi ve laboratory investigations. Topic~ eor1sidored ware a 
rru.tri ti on and Culture of fruiting marine PyrenOI!\)'CCteSJ technica for 
precise Elvaluation ot sporula.tiOUJ utility 0£ trizs (hydr~oothyl) 
amino methane as a buffer for fungus cultures J effects of temperature 
and levels of nitrogen and vitamins on salinity optimll for r,ronth and 
sporulation; temperature-affected mineral salts requirements which 
result in a Fhoma pattern (Ritchie, 1957 and 1959); chnractoristics 
of Chaetomium globosum which mal>c it unfit for aarine environments. 
1. When cultured on eraded series of sea-water agars at four temperaturos, 
Phom.a. pattern affinities were displayed by Torpedospora and Chactomium, 
and were weakly indicated in HnlosphaoriopSis. 
2. At 35 C Torpedospora required Na, and was inhibitod by a high 
concentration of a mi.Xture of Ca, r.rc, and Ko At 35 C the othor 
species responded favorably to No. or to the mixttire. At 20 C nll 
species wore inhibited by a high concentration of r;a, and stimulated 
by the mixture. This suggests involvement of aalt e.atagon1am in the 
Phoma pattern of Torpedoapora. 
3. Chaetomium grew poorly on vitamin free media if ealini ty was high mi4 
tempera tu.re low. Torpedoapora. was deficient for thianin and biotin. 
Casein hydrolysate partially replaced biotin. Vitamin roqu1roments were 
least when temperature and salinity were l<m. Inoreanio nitrogens 
phosphorus level did not affect salinity optima. Halospl1aeriopaia 
was thiamin deficiento Hieh thiamin level favored growth in lcm 
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salinity, as determined by dry weight3 of Iey"calia. 
4. Chaetanium fruited on sea-water agar, but not in a marine aquarium. 
This, and buoyancy of mycelia in sea water, indicated that axyeen 
content and specific gravity of sea nater, not salinity and al.k:ilinity, 
exclude Chaetomium from marine environments. This demonstrated that 
a vegetative :Fhoma pattern is not a reliabla index of marine-fitness• 
-
5. Growth and rructification of Torpedospora were favored by similar 
conditions or temperature, salinity, and nutrient level. This fungus 
fruited in arti~icial sea water containing chelated trace metals, 
ammonium nitrate and phosphate, biotin and thiamin, cellulose, and 
tris buffer. In this artificial sea water Halosphaariopsis required 
wood for sexual reproduction. 
60 Tris satisfactorily buffered fungus oultixres, but inhibited sporu.l.ation 
if glucose was the sole carbon source. Torpedoopora required cellulose 
whether the buffer was present or not. 
7. A potentially precise technic for evaluation or sporulation was devised. 
Agar was removed .f'rom tube cultures with boiling wash waters and 
centrifugation. Mycelia were ground in 2 ml of water in a Corning 
7725 tissue homogenizer. Three O.OJ ml samples were taken from 
each spore suspension so prepared, and three coverslip preparations 
were made. Counts of spores in ten HPF cf each of three orunple:;, 
were averaged, and "spores per HPF" ware reported. Reproducible 
spore counts proved the effectiveness of the method. 
8. Asexual reproduction of }l'.a.losphaeriopsis decreased as salinit~·· increased 
on l g/J.iter yeast extract, but increased with salinity on 10 me/litero 
In lOO mg/liter asexual reproducation was similar in all salinities 8.5 
to 34 o/oo. Salinity optima for fructification apparently increased 
slightly as temperature and nutrient level decraasedo As :salinity 
tolerance of the other tmo species was a function of respiration 
rate, in turn dependent upon tomperaturo and this.min pyrophosp11ate, 
it was sur,gested that Halosphaeriopsia may have greater fereentative 
powers. 
9. Operating in an estuary, a P.10ma pattorn would function to establish 
a fungus in regione whore vitamin efficioncy and orcunic produot1on 
were greatest; that is, in low salinity in winter, and hich nalinity 
in summer. 
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Table 1-A 
Colony diameters (mm) of £. globosym D.fter six days on seven strengths of 
lt>-1 at four temperatures; o.vora.ges far each or three runs, and nvoro.ge 
of three runs. 
Temperature (C) 
Sj;repgth NS-1 20 ~ lQ Ji 
-
(avg} (avg) (avg) (avg) 
0 29 42 26 
.& 50 54 48 2Q 50 ~6 48 a 3 0 7 .l 
1/4 49 50 48 A2 70 70 67 £2 78 76 80 .zg 5 4 8 ~ 
1/2 47 50 46 !a1. 60 70 58 ~ 70 70 65 ~ 11 12 11 ll 
3/4 44 46 43 ~ 56 68 51 ~ 64 68 58 SJ. 22 30 J2 il 
1 38 42 36 Jii 51 53 46 ~ 51 53 48 .il 17 35 J2 il 
it 28 JO 25 28 37 42 ,38 12 42 42 38 ltl 12 24 14 12 
-
2 18 18 19 J& 31 32 29 ll 32 32 30 ll 9 10 6 ~ 
Table 1-B 
Colony di8lll8ters (mm) of Q.. globosumJ individual replicates of 35 C run 
number three of Table 1-A. Plates vera stacked three high. 
Strength ID-1 Top P.l.p. te Middle Plate B2ttom Plato 
0 9 6 5 
1/4 11 7 6 
1/2 14 ll 8 
3/4 16 ll 9 
l 15 11 8 
it 19 l4 9 
2 ll 5 3 
100 
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Table 1-C 
Relative abundance or Q. globoENJ!l perithacia after 12 days on ~even 
strengths or NS-1 at four temperatures; average of three runs. 
T~mperature (C) 
Strength ?S-1 aQ ~ JQ ll 
0 4 6 J 0 
1/4 .3 5 2 0 
1/2 2 5 2 0 
3/4 1 2 1 0 
1 ? 1 0 0 
it 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
Table 1-D 
Colony diameters of !. ra.diata after 12 days on seven strengths of NS-1 
at .four temperatures; averages for each of three runs, and average of 
three runa. 
Temporutµro (C} 
Strength M5-l ~ ~ 1Q Ji 
(avg) (avg) (avg) (avg) 
0 4 J 3 l 8 6 6 'l 8 8 8 ~ 0 0 0 Q 
1/4 5 J 4 
"' 
10 8 8 2 10 12 ]2 ll 0 1 2 1 
1/2 6 5 5 2 10 13 14 1i 19 17 16 12 5 4 5 .i 
3/4 4 5 4 Ii: 10 12 14 g 20 18 18 12 10 9 9 2 
1 3 4 4 It. 11 13 l2 ll 20 18 19 12 7 7 6 1 
1t J 2 .2 g, 11 9 9 .!Q 16 13 14 ~ 4 3 J .l 
2 1 2 1 1 4 1 2 l 6 5 5 2 0 1 1 l 
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Table 1-E 
Torpedgspora tadiatA colony diameters (mm); first run of Table 1-D after 
14 days growth. 
Temwraturg (C} 
Strength R)-1 gg a2 -22 .ll 
0 5 ll 10 0 
1/4 8 12 12 2 
1/2 10 1) 25 8 
3/4 6 13 26 12 
l 5 13 24 9 
it 3 14 20 4 
2 2 5 9 1 
Table 1-F 
Hg.lpsphaeriopsis colony diameters (mm) after l2 days on seven strengths 
or lE-1 at four temperatures; averages for each of three runs, and 
average of three runs. 
Ternperatty=e (C} 
Strength ~-1 ill2 ~ JQ ~ 
(avg) {avg) (avg) (avg) 
0 7 7 8 1. lJ 15 10 lJ 14 1.3 11 .ll 9 3 6 2 
1/4 10 10 10 ll 15 18 14 lS 22 24 17 ~ 9 4 6 2 
1/2 9 10 7 
.2 15 18 15 ~ 20 22 20 61 12 10 9 !Q 
3/4 10 10 8 
.2 14 18 15 ~ 18 20 19 l.2 8 6 4 2 
1 6 9 5 1 11 13 13 ~ 14 13 17 ll 7 2 3 A. 
it 4 7 4 2 7 8 9 ~ 7 6 10 8 
-
2 2 1 ~ 
2 2 2 4 .l 4 2 5 
' 
3 3 5 
"' 
1 1 0 l 
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Table 2-A 
Colony diameters (mm) of Q. globosu..~ after six days on seven strengths 
of AS-1 at four temperatures; average of three runs. 
Temperatu,re (C) 
Strene:!ih .AS-1 g.Q ~ lQ ll 
1/16 JO 40 42 10 
1/4 47 57 60 23 
1/2 48 60 70 30 
3/4 45 60 70 48 
1 38 51 65 49 
it 22 38 43 35 
2 17 30 Jl 21 
Table 2-B 
Relative abundance of Q. globoBUD! perithecia after 12 days on seven 
strengths of AS-1 at four temperatures; average of three runs. 
Temperature (C} 
strenfilh AS-1 gQ ~ JQ 12 
1/16 3 6 3 0 
1/4 2 5 2 0 
1/2 1 3 1 0 
3/4 0 2 1 0 
1 0 1 0 0 
1t 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
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Table 2-C 
Colony diameters (mm) of I· re.di.at!\ after l2 da~rs on seven strengths of 
AS-1 at four temperatures; averages for each of three runs, and average 
of three runs. 
Temperature (C} 
Strezwth AS-1 Bae! Z.Q ~ Jg Jj 
(avg) (avg) (avg) (avg) 
1/16 2 3 3 l 4 4 3 "- 4 5 4 It. 2 3 0 ~ 
1/4 6 8 9 ~ 11 l2 12 ]d 14 11 11 g 7 4 2 
' 1/2 10 11 12 11 17 18 16 11 20 16 18 !a 8 7 4 2 
3/4 11 9 10 12 18 17 15 ll 24 22 23 ll 12 12 11 g 
1 9 6 6 'l l4 14 13 Ma. 20 20 16 12 l4 12 10 ~ 
it 4 5 3 
"' 
8 7 8 ~ 12 10 9 lQ 4 4 ) I. 
2 l 0 1 1 3 4 4 It 4 5 5 .i 3 2 2 g 
-
Table 2-D 
Torpedospora radiat~ colony diameters (mm)J third run of Table 2-C after 
14 dayso 
Temperature (C) 
Strength AS-1 Base ~ ~ JQ J5. 
1/16 4 4 4 0 
1/4 10 12 12 3 
1/2 14 20 24 5 
3/4 12 21 26 12 
1 10 17 24 11 
1t . 5 10 14 3 
2 3 4 5 2 
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Table 2-E 
Colony diameters (mm) of Balosphaericpsie after 12 days on seven strengths 
of AS-1 at four temperatures; averages for each of three runs, and average 
of three runs. 
Temperature (C) 
Strenrlh AS-1 gQ ~ JQ li 
(avg) (avg) (avg} {avg) 
1/16 5 5 6 
"' 
5 6 6 ~ 9 6 6 1 5 4 3 &. 
1/4 8 11 9 1Q 10 13 10 ll lJ 12 12 g 9 6 B 8 
-
1/2 9 13 10 ll 17 17 17 u 21 18 16 ~ 6 2 J It. 
3/4 11 12 10 ll 16 lS ll ll 18 20 19 11 15 8 l2 16. 
1 7 10 8 g 16 14 1) M 13 16 14 Y: 17 13 13 lit 
it 5 5 6 2 10 e 8 C) 8 l2 ll 1Q 10 6 9 .§. ... 
2 
.3 2 2 ~ 6 5 5 2. 5 5 6 2 J 1 2 ~ 
Table 2-F 
Halosphaeriopsis eolony diameters (mm); third run of Table 2-E after 14 
days. 
Temperature (C} 
StreMth AS-1 ~ ~ 1Q .l5. 
1/16 5 7 7 4 
1/4 10 ll 12 10 
1/2 14 19 21 4 
3/4 14 22 20 15 
1 12 20 19 15 
it 8 12 11 9 
2 5 6 6 2 
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Table 3-A 
Colony diametere (mm) of Q. globo@WP after six and J2 days on seven 
strengths of .AS-11 less all vitamins, at four temperatures; average of 
four replicates. 
Temooratµre (C} 
Strength AS-l ~ ~ .l2 .li 
~ ~ 2 ~ ~ _g 6 ll 
-
1/16 17 30 24 38 24 45 12 14 
1/4 19 36 31 53 39 61 17 21 
1/2 9 13 15 45 49 70 35 38 
3/4 9 15 15 33 34 54 35 39 
1 6 18 15 30 32 49 25 33 
it 2 15 15 35 22 39 20 33 
2 0 6 .3 25 16 28 11 14 
Table 3-B 
Stacking phenomenon in Q. globosum; 35 C plates of Table 3-A, after 12 
days. 
Strength AS-1 Top Plate Middle Plate Bottom Plate 
1/16 17 14 11 
1/4 23 20 20 
1/2 41 40 34 
3/4 43 40 35 
1 36 34 30 
it 36 34 28 
2 20 14 9 
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Table 3-C 
Relative abundance of Q. globoswn perithecia after 12 days on seven 
strengths or AS-1, less vitamins, at four temperatureSJ average of 
four replicates. 
Temperature (C) 
Stres~th A,g-l ~ ~ lQ Ji 
1/16 2 5 3 0 
1/4 ? .3 1 0 
1/2 0 2 1 0 
3/4 0 1 ? 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
it 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
Table 3-D 
Colony diameters (mm) of I. radiata on seven strengths of AS-1, less 
vitamins, at four temperatures; average of four replicates. 
Temperature (C) 
St~nrlh AS-1 gQ ~ lQ Ji 
1/16 2 3 1 2 
1/4 8 4 3 2 
1/2 7 3 .3 1 
3/4 4 3 2 2 
1 3 .3 .3 1 
it 2 2 4 2 
2 0 0 2 2 
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Table 3-E 
Colony diameters (mm) or &.lo?phaerioosis after 12 and 15 days on seven 
strengths of .AS-1, less vitamins, at four temperatures; average of four 
replicates., 
Temperature (C) 
Strength AS-1 ~ ~ JQ l2 
.B ~ g 12 1Z. ll ~ ll 
1/16 5 6 6 8 9 11 3 3 
1/4 10 12 13 20 17 20 7 10 
1/2 8 10 12 16 16 19 0 0 
3/4 6 8 8 11 9 12 7 8 
1 6 7 7 8 8 10 10 11 
it 3 3 3 5 5 7 4 6 
2 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 0 
Table 3-F 
Descriptions of I. raaiata. from AS-1, at various strengths and tompara-
tures, with and without vitamins, after 15 days. Each deaoription is 
the record or at least three observations. 
aQ..Q, vitamins present 
1/16 - dense white colony, eomewhat crumbly and raised in the center. 
The perimeter of the oolony vra.s compcsed primarily of thin 
vegetative hyphae, and some of these were present toward the 
center of the colony. The center of the colony was composed 
largely or a mass of thin, as well as thick stubby vegetative 
hyphae, a.nd chla.mydospores. See Figure J-F (1). 
1/4 - vhite to cream disk-shaped colony with a tough raised center. 
The periphery was composed of thin vegetative hyphae, and the 
center of chlamydospores and white to light-brown parallel 
vegetative hypha.e. 
1/2 - The periphery was as above, in 1/4, but the center was more raised, 
white, with a few dark flecks. In the centor, parallel hyphae 
and short, thicker hypha.e were more abundant than in 1/16 and 1/4. 
3/4, 1 o.Di lt - in the 'White, disk-shaped colony wac a da.rk, some'What 
raised center. Parallel hyphae in J/4 and 1 were more abundant 
than in 1/16 and 1/4. No sporaa "Were observed. 
2 - white colony with dark center, composed of fine vegetative hyphae, 
none of which grew parallel. 
aQ..9.1 vitamins absent 
1/16 through 2 - all colonies white and very sparseJ 1/4 vatJ probably 
the heaviest, and 1/16 the second heaviest colony. Only l/lb and 
1/4 contained chlamydospores. 
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Table 3-F (continued) 
2 "i C, vitamins pre sent 
1/16 - cream colored colony, somewhat raised and irregular 
1/4 - low, white, disk-shaped colony; dense 
1/2 - as 1/4 25 C, above, but dark flecks wre in the center of the 
colony. 
3/4, 1, and lt - 'White disk, dense, and a dark-brown center comprised 
1/2, 2/J, and 1/.2 of the diameter of 3/4, 1, .'.llld it colonies, resp. 
1/16 - raised, cream colored colonyi second heaviest of the serieso 
1/4 - fairly dense cream center and sparse white periphery; heaviest 
of this series. 
1/2 through 2 - sparse, with occasional dark fleck in the eentero 
JQ..Q, vi tarr.ins pre sent 
1/16 - white, irregular, and raised; composed of a mass of chlamydospores 
and perhaps other asexual spore~. Filamentous hyphae were rare 
in some colonies arrl ~bsent in others. The proportion of the 
rrrycelium devoted to sporulation, or fragment~tion was greatest 
in this series. See Figure 3-F (J). 
1/4 - disk-shaped; dense white periphery alrl raised white center. 
Some thin filamentous hyphae were in the center, and cells became 
shorter and thicker towurd the peri!Jhery. Sporulation or 
fragmentation was second greatest in this series. A mass of 
chlan:.ydospores was present. See Figure J-F (4). 
1/2 - flat 'White colony with raised eenter; center composed of thin 
filamentous hyphae, becoming somewhat shorter and thicker 
tcn.rord the periphery; a few parallel hyphae and chlamydospores 
were in the periphery. See Figure J-F (5 ) • 
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Table 3-F (continued) 
3/4 through 2 - a white disk with dark-brown center comprising, resp., 
1/3, 1/2, 1/2, and l/J of the diameter of 3/4, l, it, and 2 
colonies; 3/4 contained the greatest number of parallel hyphae 
in this aeries. These diminished in number in l! nnd wre not 
present in 2. 
.1Q..9.,. vitamin~ absent 
1/16 through 2 - sparse growth; somewhat orange in 1/4. Production of 
chlamydospores ws greatest in 1/16 and 1. Spores resembling 
microconidia. wre present. See Figure 3-F (2). 
J2..Q.. vitamins absent 
it - apparently heaviest colony in this series; pink to pea.ch, and 
raised. 
Table J-G 
Descriptions of !!aloopha.eriop:!iS on AS-1 at various strengths and tem-
peratures, with and vithcut vitamins, after 15 days growth. Ea.ch 
description is the record of at least three observations. 
20 C, vitamins present 
1/16 through 2 - dark, dense colony \lith aerial hyphae most abundant in 
the centerJ gray to white at the periphery and gray to black in 
the center; abundance or conidia in 1/16 and l/4J the mimber of 
conidia decreased as salinity increased. 
~ vitru:rl.ns absent 
1/16 - abundance of conidia in dark oenter of spnrse colony; light 
brow sparse periphery. 
1/4 - as 20 C 1/16 above, but more sparse. 
lll 
Table 3-G (continued) 
~' vi tam ins absent (continued) 
1/2 through 2 - very sparse, light brown to vhite 
~ vitamins present 
1/16 through 2 - dense, dark green in lover salinities, light green in 
middle range, and dark gray at highest sa.linitieBJ aerial hyphae 
and conidia abundantJ number of conidia decreased as salinity 
increased. 
~ vitamins absent 
1/16 - dark gray-green, somewhat ro.ised; heaviest in this serieso 
1/4 through 2 - sparse, with brownish center and lighter periphery • 
.lQ._£... vita.mine present 
1/16 through 2 - dense, with many aerial hyphae; periphery light green 
to dark green; center gray to blacks little to no green coloration 
a.t highest salinities; high enlinity colonies were less dense, 
almost black-centered, Yith gray to white periphery. Number of 
spores decreased as salinity increased; 1/16 contained a number of 
asexual cellsi conidia, ch.lamydospores, and perhaps others. 
~ vitamins absent 
1/16 - dense black colony composed of dark vegetative hyphaa and conidia.. 
1/4 - dark center; sparse peripheryJ fever conidia than 1/16 above. 
1/2 through 2 - number of conidia decreased as salinity increased; dark 
center and sparse periphery. 
35 C. vitamins present 
1/16 through 2 - dark green to black center, and lighter periphery. 
Conidia decreased as salinity increased. 
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Table J-G (continued) 
~ vitamins absent 
1/16 - dense black aolcny composed of short, dark hyphae and conidia. 
1/4 - black center and sparse periphery; henviest of this series. 
1/2 through 2 - dark center and sparse periphery. 
Table 4-A 
Colony diameters (mm) of !. radiata a.f ter lJ days on AS-1 strengths 1/4 
and J/4, at four temperatures; single vitamin deletions; averages of four 
replicates; S denotes sparse grovth. 
l/4 AS-1 J/4 AS-l 
Vitamin mixture ~ 25 c 10 c 
-
Jil ~ ~ lQ...Q Ji..£ 
complete 10 14 14 4 10 18 25 8 
no pyridoxine 8 15 15 5 9 19 24 7 
no nieotinia acid 10 14 14 J 9 18 24 6 
no inositol 9 14 13 4 9 lS 24 7 
no thiamin 11S 16S 155 1S 5S 15S 24$ 2S 
no biotin 8S 5s 4S 2S 5S 4S >5 2S 
no vitamins 8S 6S 4S 1S JS 2S JS 1S 
llJ 
Table 4-B 
Colony diameters (mm) of Balosphaeriopsi@ after 13 days on .AS-1 strengths 
1/4 and J/4 at four temperatures; single vitamin deletions1 averages 
of four replicates; S denotes sparse growth. 
1/4 AS-1 3/4 AS-1 
Vitamin mixture 20 c ~ .JQ..Q 1U ~ ~ lQ..Q Ji.] 
complete 12 14 14 10 13 19 20 13 
no pyridoxine 11 13 13 9 12 18 20 13 
no nicotinic acid 11 14 13 10 11 17 20 12 
no inositol 12 14 13 8 11 19 22 13 
no thiamin 12S 14S l6S 9S 100 l2S 14S 8S 
no biotin 10 13 12 7 10 15 20 12 
no vitamins 6S 100 100 5s 2S JS 2S 2S 
Table 5-A 
Colony dirur.eters (mm) of Halosphaeriopsis after 13 days on 1/4 and 3/4 
AS-1 at 30 C; vitamin content variable; averages of four replicates. 
Vitgmins in medium 1/4 AS-1 
thiamin, biotin 12 gray aerial, dark green beneath 
thia.min 
complete 
13 white to gray aerial, most abundant; 
dark green beneath 
13 gra.y aerial; dark green beneath 
lJS 
3/1. AS-i 
20 
19 
20 
7S 
114 
no vitamins 
biotin 
inositol 
nicotinic e.oid 
pyridoxine 
19 very sparse 
16S 
14 very sparse 
6S 
17S 100 
200 100 
no thirunin 165 l?S 
no thiamin or biotin 2C:S 168 
ll5 
Table 6-A 
Torpedospora radiat~ cross inoculation test; diameters (mm); S denotes 
sparse growth. 
Temperature Strength AS-1 Inoculum Medium 
no vitamins vitg.mtns no vitamins yitamipq 
20 1/4 x 8S 10 
20 1/4 x 0 10 
20 3/4 I JS ll 
20 3/4 x 0 11 
25 1/4 I 7S 14 
25 1/4 I 0 1.3 
25 3/4 x 25 18 
25 3/4 x 0 17 
30 1/4 I 4S 12 
.30 1/4 x 0 ll 
.30 3/4 x 4S 25 
JO 3/4 x 0 2.3 
.35 1/4 x lS 4 
35 1/4 x 0 .3 
.35 3/4 x 2S ll 
35 3/4 x 0 10 
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Table 6-B 
ffalosphaeriopsis cross inoculation test; diameters (mm)J S denotes 
sparse growth. 
Temperatm:e Strength AS-1 Inoculum ¥.cdium 
no vitamins vitamins no vitamins vitqmins 
20 1/4 x 8S 12 
20 1/4 x 6S 12 
20 3/4 x 4S 13 
20 3/4 x 25 12 
25 1/4 x l4S ll 
25 1/4 x 100 10 
2c: J 3/4 x 14S 15 
25 J/4 x lS 12 
30 1/4 x llS 14 
30 1/4 I 1lS 14 
30 3/4 x 8S 22 
30 3/4 x JS 20 
35 1/4 x 55 10 
35 1/4 x JS 9 
35 3/4 x 5S 17 
35 3/4 x 1S 15 
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Table 7-A 
Dry wights (mg) of I. radiata, from liquid fiS-1, 1/4 and 3/4 strengths, 
vitamins variable, at 20 C and 30 C, after two, four, and six weeks; 
averages of four replicates. (When present, biotin 5 ug, thiamin 100 
ug/litero 
Vita+llin Mix ill ~ ~ .1Q..Q. ~ ~ 6wks 
none x :x 0.2 0.3 0.2 
none x I 0.5 0.3 o.J 
none x I o.e 0.2 0 • .3 
none x I 0.1 0.2 0.4 
thia.m.in-biot in x x 4.6 9.7 7.8 
thia.min-biotin x x 4.1 7.2 7.1 
thiamin-biotin x x 5.0 10.0 l?.l 
thia.min-biotin x I 23.8 88.3 85.5 
biotin I I 2.7 3o2 2.0 
biotin x x J.O 2.7 1.0 
biotin I x .3.2 3.5 1.3 
biotin x x 1.8 1.2 o.s 
thiamin I I o.s 0.4 0.4 
thiamin I I 0.4 O.J 0.5 
thiam:in x x 0.7 O.J 0.2 
thiamin I 0.4 0.5 0.7 
Table 8-A 
Dry weights {mg) of!. radiata after 20 days in three strengths of AS-1 
with tris constant O.l %, thiamin constant 100 ug/liter, and biotin varied; 
25 c. Initial pH 8.4-8.6, and final pH plus or minus 0.2 recorded by 
weight. Averages of each of two runs, and average of two runs. 
Biotin ug/liter Strength AS-1 
ill 1/2 
ml l 2 avg Pl! 1 2 ave: .£tl l ~ fiY,g, 
- - -
5 4.5 28.5 33.2 30.8 5.5 31.3 39.0 35.1 4.7 18.7 15.0 16.8 
0.5 4.2 14.4 12.6 lJ.5 4.2 19.4 18.7 19.1 4.3 12.4 ll.3 11.9 
0.05 4.2 7.8 6.9 7.4 4.5 6.1 5.5 5.8 4.J 5.8 5.4 5.6 
0.005 6.0 3.9 4.6 4.2 6.8 2.3 1.5 1.9 6.J 2.0 1.8 1.9 
o.ooo 7.6 0.1 0.2 0.1 8.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 7.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Table 8-B 
As Table 8-A, but biotin constant (5 ug/liter) and thiamin varied. 
Thiamin ug/liter Strength AS-1 
li.JJ. iL2 
P!! .! ~ avg E!! ! 2 avg Pl! l 2 !!E 
- -
10 4.0 15.9 15.8 15.8 4.0 11.6 12.4 12.0 4.0 10.7 9.8 10.2 
1 .. 0 4.0 4.5 4.3 4 .. 4 4.0 3.6 3.4 J.5 4.0 3.2 4.0 3.6 
0.1 7.0 o.6 0.5 0.5 7.2 0.5 0.8 o.6 7.2 1.0 1.0 l.O 
o.o 7.0 0.5 o.6 0.,5 7.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 7.6 o.s 0.9 o.s 
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Table S-C 
Dry weights (mg) of F .. <:'1.losoh'leriopsis after 20 days in three strengths of 
.AS-1, tris const.flnt O.l %, thiamin var:i.ed, &t 25 C. Initial pH 8.4-8.6, 
final pH plus or mimui 0.2 recorded. Averages of eo.ch of two runs, and 
average of two runs. 
Thiamin ug/liter Strength AS-1 
114 ill 
ml 1 2 avg .E!i. ! 2 avr; .E!! 1 g avg 
100 6.0 32.0 23.0 27.0 5.0 16.6 18.4 17.0 5.o 15.0 17.9 16.o 
10 6.2 9.6 11.0 10.3 6.2 11.6 10.l 10.8 6.2 10.9 9.4 10.l 
1.0 7.5 1.7 2.0 1.8 7.5 1.5 1.9 1.7 7.5 1.2 1.5 lcJ 
0.1 8.0 0.2 o.o 0.1 8.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 8.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 
o.o 8.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 o.o 0.1 8.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Table 9-A 
Dry weiglit (mg) of Halosphaeriopsis and !· rad:ia.ta after 21 days in 1/4 
.AS-1, all tris replaced by CaC03, vitamins varied, at 25 C; average of 
six replics.tes. 
Torpedospora radiata Halosphaerioppie 
Thiamin 100 ug/liter Biotin 5 ug/liter 
Biotin w;/liter }L1. Thiamin ug/liter !ii .. Thia.min ug/liter ~ . 
5 .34.9 100 34.9 100 29o7 
0.5 26.,9 10 21.,6 10 15.6 
0.05 8.6 1 5.6 1 4o7 
0.005 .3 .. 0 0.1 2.J 0.1 1.) 
o.ooo 0 • .3 o.o 2.,0 o.o Oo8 
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Tabla 10-A 
Dry weights (mg) of I. tadiata from three str~ngths of AS-1, tris constant 
O.l %, initial pH 3.4 to B.6, after 20 days at 25 C, using three levels of 
nitrogen and phosphonis; final pH plus or minus 0.2 recorded; avnrage of 
each of two runs, and average of two runs. 
NsPLlite~ p.dde<i Stren~h AS-~ 
Utt lL& 1 
ml l ~ avg :eH ! ~ avg Pl! l 2 avg 
- -
7sl mg 7.0 8.4 9.5 8.9 6e6 lJ.O 11.8 12.5 6.6 12.7 11,0 11.8 
1011 ug 7.4 2.8 2.4 2.6 7.1 5.9 6.5 6.2 7.1 3.6 2.5 3o0 
none 7.6 1.2 1.7 1.5 7.3 2.0 1.8 1.9 7.3 2.2 2.4 2.3 
Table 11-A 
Dry veights (mg) of I. r'ldiata from AS-1 strength 1, after 20 days at 
25 C; thiaJnin and nitrogen levels constant at 100 ug and 140 mg per 
liter, resp.; nitrogen sources and biotin level varied. Averages for 
each of two runs, and average of two rune. 
Nitrogen Soyrcee 
all N03 N03-ns mtt ic N03-ea~ein hzdrol. 
Biotin ug/li ter 
.! 2 avg 1 2 n.vr; 1 ~ avg 
-
0.5 40.6 44.7 45.6 39.1 33.6 36.3 45.3 46.7 46.o 
0.05 30.2 24.1 27.1 llo4 7.2 9.J 17.0 19 • .3 18.1 
0.005 
.3.9 3.2 3.5 J.6 3.8 3.7 6.2 5.1 5.6 
o.ooo o.o 0.1 0.1 0.5 0 • .3 0.4 J. 9 .3.0 .304 
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Table 12-A 
Relative amounts of growth of !,. radiatQ and lialosffiaeriopsis (in paren-
theses) in strength 1 AS-1 liquid after 20 days at 25 C, using various 
vita.min contents and carbon sources; average of ten replicates from two 
runs. S denotes sparse growth. N denotes no growth. 
Vitamins Added 
Carbon Sourc~ Biotin-thiamin Biotin Thi~iJl ~ 
balsa 2 2 2 (2) 2 (2) 
pine 3 3 3 (3) 3 (3) 
Whatma.n paper 2 s s (3) N (S} 
Whatma.n cellulose 2 s N (2) N (N) 
glucose 5 g/liter 4 s N (4) N (N) 
Table 13-A 
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Diameters (Illlll) of three Pyreno.mycetes on altered .AS-1 base; AS-1 nutrients const. 
Strength of System C, globoswn T, radig.ta Halosphaeriopsi,s 
!!.!! ~tals Minor ~h.iar 
.6.Q...£ .22.£ Ji.£ ~ .lQ...£ 12....£ ~~Ji_g 
1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 49 61 2.3 5 12 J 9 12 6 
1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 50 69 JO 6 18 6 10 16 4 
1 1 1 1 42 66 49 4 16 15 8 14 12 
1/4 1/2 1/2 1/2 41 59 24 5 16 9 10 14 12 
1/4 1 1 1 45 56 36 4 16 13 8 14 16 
1/2 1/4 1/2 1/2 47 67 .35 5 18 6 10 16 12 
1 1/4 l 1 4f:, 68 48 4 17 15 8 15 14 
1/2 1/2 1/4 1/2 54 68 22 6 18 6 10 16 4 
1 l 1/4 1 49 60 48 5 15 15 8 15 10 
1/2 1/2 1/2 1/4 40 71 25 5 14 7 ll 15 ll 
1 1 l 1/4 51 58 4 5 12 J 10 15 10 
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Table 14-A 
Diameters (mm) of three Pyrenomycetes on strength l/4 AS-1 base ma.de 
strength 1 in major system ingredients only. See experiment 14, 
M:iterials and Methods section, for key to additives 1-6. 
c. globoswn T, radiat~ lh,lqsPbGeriopsis 
Agditivea 20 c JU ~ Ji.£ ~ JU 
l, 46 22 9 6 8 8 
2, 45 47 7 ll 8 14 
J. 36 49 7 12 6 13 
4. JS 45 7 ll 8 lJ 
5. 9 10 3 7 7 ll 
6. 52 .36 10 J 9 12 
Table 15-A 
Ascoca.rps of g, globosµm per plate on three natural sea water (salinity 
.26 o/oo) media containing seven concentrations of 'tris buffer, after 
four weeks. 
% tria II A (?E-1) B(l{)-7) Q!inorg. NsPn)fl.wr) 
ml ascocwps Jill ascocarp:s ml aSCOCafOS 
o.ooo 1 5.9 245 7.2 1620 6.7 ll88 
0,007 2 6.3 221 7.7 1260 7,0 1224 
0.013 .3 6,4 270 7.8 1280 7.5 ll.88 
0,025 4 6.8 419 8,0 1080 7.7 1224 
0,05 5 7.3 764 8,2 1044 7.9 1264 
0,1 6 7.7 85 8,4 1080 8,J 1620 
0,2 7 7,9 55 8,5 ···864 8,5 1224 
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Table 16-A 
Dry weights (mg) of~. globosum and fJ&losphaeriopsis from strengths 1/4 
and 1 AS-1, potassiUI:l variable; buffer CaC03 or CaC03 plus O.l % triso 
C, globoswn Halosphaeriopais 
1/4 AS-1 1 AS-1 K±mg/liter CaC03-tris CaC03 CaC03-tris CaC03 
x 1000 JJ.6 .36.5 27.2 24.3 
I 100 .35.l .36.5 29o4 19.2 
x 10 27 • .3 .31.3 24.8 14.7 
x 1 25.0 20.6 7.1 7.6 
x 0 ll.4 7.7 .300 108 
x 400 29.1 9.8 
x 100 J0.9 8.9 
x 40 29,8 7.6 
Table 17-A 
Relative lUlillbers of I. raqiata ascocarps on seven strengths of RJ-7 at 
three temperatures; pH 6,6-7.2 and pH 8.2-8.4 (O.l % tris). 
pH 6,6 - 7,2 pH 8,2 - 8,ft 
Strength ~-7 20 c ~ .lQ..Q ~ 6-Ll 1Q_Q 
0 2.5 4,0 4,0 0,5 J.O 1.0 
1/4 5.0 6,0 7,0 2.5 .3.0 2,0 
1/2 4.0 6.o 7.0 2.5 3 • .3 2,0 
3/4 2,0 4.5 5.5 2.5 4.0 2,8 
1 1.5 4.0 .3.0 2,0 3.0 1.0 
it o.o 2.3 2,5 o.o o.o OoO 
2 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 
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Table 18-A 
Halos~haeriopsis ccnidia (cnda) and ascospores {asco) per BIF from seven 
strengths of NS-1 at three temperatures; average of 6 tubes, 
Strength NS-1 ~ ~ JQ_Q 
cnda rul£.2 ~ ~ ~ rul2.2 
0 22.6 0.12 16.5 0.32 21 •• 1 O,OJ3 
1/4 19.7 0.27 13.2 1.6 19.0 0.13 
1/2 13.8 0.,83 15.2 1.4 13.5 OoOll 
3/4 12 .. 7 O.,Oll 8.7 0.022 10.6 o.o 
1 7 .. 5 0 .. 0 7.3 0.011 5.9 o.o 
it 1.5 o.o 0.5 o.o 0.1 o.o 
2 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.03 o.o 
Table 18-B 
lialosphaeriopsip eonidia (no ascospores observed) per HI¥ from seven 
strengths of 15-1 plus o.i % tris at three temperatures; average of six 
tubes. 
Strength ?f>-1 6.Q..Q ~ lQ_Q 
0 o.rn o.o OaO 
1/4 0.17 o.o o.o 
1/2 0.22 o.o o.o 
3/4 1.0 0,,9 0.41 
1 0.77 1.5 0.10 
it 0 .. 1.3 1.1 0.35 
2 o .. o 0.,0 0.,01 
Table 19-A 
Halosphaeriopsia conidia (onda) and ascospores (asco) per HPF from four 
strengths of NS-1, modif'ied to contain yeast extract 100, 10, and 
o.o mg/liter; glucose constant at 5 g/liter; averages of six tubes. 
yeast, mg/liter ill 1/2 ill 1 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
100 14.3 0.,16 13.6 0.33 1403 0.12 1.3.4 Oo05 
10 6.3 o.o 5.9 o.o 5.7 o.o n.2 o.o 
o.o 0.,68 o.o 1.4 o.o 1.1 o.o 1.1 o.o 
Table 20-A 
Ha,losphaeriopsis conidia (cnda) and ascospores (asco) per HFF and 
carbonous perithecia (prth) per tube from four strengths NS-7, with and 
\vithout O.l % tris, at 20 C and 25 C; averages six tubes. 
No tris 0,1 % tris 
~ gj_Q 20 c ~ 
-
Ie-7 cnda ™ Wh cnda m prth ~ asco prth ~~m:Yl 
1/4 .78 .006 61 .94 .34 88 .82 none 13 .45 .o; 2.7 
1/2 .61 .on 49 .63 .,29 71 .61 none 18 .45 .10 41 
3/4 .57 none 37 .58 .ou 29 .42 none 9 • .3.3 .011 31 
1 .24 none ll .JO none 12 .Oil none 1 .22 .005 16 
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Table 20-B 
Comparison of NS-1 and NS-7 conidia (cnda), ascospore (asco), and 
carbonous perithecia (prth) ratios. 
gQ_Q ~ 
R3-l NS-7 NS-1 NS-7 
Ratio cnda/HW 1/4:1/2 104 l.J .87 1.5 
1/2:3/4 1.1 1.1 1.7 1.1 
3/4: 1 1.7 2.4 1.2 1.9 
Ratio aseo/HFF 1/4:1/2 .33 .5 1.1 1.2 
1/213/4 75 Large? 64 26 
3/4: 1 Large? 2.0 I.ara-e? 
(Larger?} l? 
Ratio prth/tube 1/4tl/2 1.2 1.2 
1/2s3/4 1.3 2.4 
3/4: 1 J.4 2.4 
Table 21-A 
Diameters (mm) I. radiat~ and l!alosuhaeriopsis (in parentheses) on seven 
strengths NS-1 at three temperatures; tris constant O.l %. 
I~mperature (Cl 
Strength NS-! ~ ~ .lQ 
0 3 (7) 5 (8) 7 (9) 
1/4 5 (8} 8 (10) 14 (12) 
1/2 ; (8) 12 (11) 18 (13) 
3/4 5 (7) 12 (13) 19 (14) 
l 3 (5) 11 (11) 18 (12) 
it 2 (2) 7 (8) 10 (9) 
2 1 2 (4) J (4) 
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Figure 1-A 
Colony diameter• (mm) ot £.• &lobosum after six days on seven strengths 
ot J1S-l at tour temperatures J average ot three run.a. 
1/4 1/2 3/4 1 a 
Strength of NS·h strength l equals l'Jalinity 34 o/oo 
Figure 1-C 
Relative abundance or£.• ~loboaum. perithocia after 12 days on aoven 
atrengths of NS-1 at tour temperatureai aTerage of three runs. 
7 
0 '1/4 ~·. 3/4 
SV8ngth ~ NS·b atrongth 1 equals salinity 3'4 o/oo 
Figure 1-D 
Colony diametern (mm) of !.• radinta a.fter 12 days on ~even stre!lf"ths of 
NS~l at four temperatur68; average of throe ruM o 
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Figura l•F 
Halosphaoriopui8 colony diameters (nm) e.f'ter 12 da.ys on seven strengths 
of NS-1 at tour tempera.turee: average of three runs. 
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Strength of AS-1; strength 1 equals salinity 3~ o/oo 
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Figure 2-A 
Colony dirunetar8 (nm) of .£• globosuro a.f'ter six days on seven strength:! 
of AS-1 at four temperatures; average of three runtJ. 
80 
li/1.6 1/4 1/2 3/4 l l~ I 
Strength of AS-1; strength 1 equals salinity 34 o/oo 
Figure 2-C 
Colony diameters of !.• radiata (mm) a:rter 12 d~ys on seven strengths of 
.AS-1 e.t four temperatures; avorage of three runBe 
25 
Strength of AS-1; strength 1 equals salinity 34 o/oo 
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Figure 2-E 
Colony diameters (nn) of Halosphaeriopsi8 after 12 days on seven stren~ths 
ot AS-1 ·a.t four temperatures; average of three runs• 
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Figure 3-A 
Colony diameters (mm) of £• globoaum. a.rter six days on seven strengths 
of AS-1, less all vitwnin:l 1 at four temperatures; average of four replioatea. 
50 
1/16 1/4 1/2 3/4 l 2 
Strength of AS-lJ strength 1 equals salinity 34 o/oo 
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Fir,ure 3-D -
; 
Colony di!l.."licters (rrm) of!~ :i;ad:atn o::o, sever: stronr;ths of AS-1, less 
vita:'l:ns, at fm.:r terr.:xn·nt Jres; avernr:e of four r• 0licates a~ter 12 days. 
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Figure 3-F 
Torpedospora ra.diata from various strengths or AS-l at 20 and 30 C, vitamins variod 
1. Strength 1/16, vitamins present, 20 C 
2. strength 1/16, vitamins absent, 30 C 
s. strength 1/16, vitumins present, 30 C 
4. strength 1/4, vitamins present, so c 
5. strength 1/2, vitamins present, soc 
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Figure 4-A 
Colortr diameters (mm) of T. radiata after 13 days on 1/4 and 3/4 .A.S-1 at 
- . 
four tc:rr.peratures; average of four replicates; T-bar denotes sparse growth. 
Single vitamin deletiontJ ares 1) 0001plete, no deletionJ' 2) pyridaxinBJ 3) 
nicotinic acid; 4) inositolJ 5) thiaminJ 6) biotint 7) no vitamins added. 
25-
20-
15-
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1 ~ 12~1~7 12~~7 i!~.] t~nr 12~ r 1 ~lJ 2~ill 12~Il1 
2o<>c 2,5°c JS°c 20°c J5°c 
Strength 1/4 AS-1 Strength 3/4 AS-1 
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Fieure 4-B 
Coloey diameters (mn) of Halosphneriopsi~ after 13 cL1.y:J on l/h and 3/4 AS-1 
at frur temperatures; aver~fe of four replicates; T-bar denotes sp.1.rse grooth .. 
Singlo vitamin d.eletion.<J ares l) canplete, no deletion~2) pyridoxine,; 3) 
nicotinic acid; l.i) inositol; 5') thiamint 6) biotin; 7) no vitamin.ci addede 
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Figure 8-A 
Dry weights (mg) of T. radiata from three strengths AS-1, biotin variable. 
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Figure 8-B 
Dry weights (mt;) of T • radiata from three strengths AS-1, thiamin variable. 
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Fip;ure 8-C 
Dr~· weichts (mr,) of Ifalos :iho.eriops ~-5 from three stren,''ths AS-1, thiamin varied. 
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StrenrtI: of A.S-1; strencth 1 oqun.l:; salinity 34 o/oo 
Dry woi[htc; (mg) of T. ra.diata from three strel1{"tha AS•l, nitrof;en .. 
phosphorus level varia.blo. 
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.r IGUFtE 12- .A. 
"·orpodos11cra. radiata in . "-1, ..:'.'rom eft to ri ht; ,,. ucose - iotin-thiamin; 
lucose- iotin; lu·ose-thiarnin; lucose -no vi~runins a ded . 
39 
FI UF.E 12-B 
Tor adospora radinta in . -1, from loft to r · ht : hatman a er- iotin-
thia.11in ; "natr-'8.n pa er- biotin; . atoa.n a:per- .. hiamin; ,, e.tr:ui.n Da.per- no 
vitamins added. 
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FIGURE 12- C 
TorpedosT.>ora re.diata in AS - 1 , from l eft to r·ght: s.1 sa - 1- i otin- thiamin ; 
ba sa- io ,in; alrn-thi~ in; lsa- no vi~ ins a ded. 
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FIGURE 12- D 
iata in . -1, .:'rom fl; to 
·.t:pi.e-
i e -?~ ·'n; 
"'-+:1' i a n; pi - o \it ·ins 
F IG th-i.E 12 - E 
llulosphaer.i.opsi~ in AS - 1, frot'1 left to right: bF,lsa.- thi a.min; btilsa- no 
thiamin; 1ine~ thiaroin; pine - no thiainin (no i::e oerit eoia. at lit.Pe ~.nd a.t 
top o.:f' stick). 
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1' IGOR' 12-F 
Hnlos luc ..,..,e - tl.iumin; luoose -
no ttiarnn ; .1 a. ~man paper- thiamin; \'ih tman er-no ,_hiruT?.in . 
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Figure· 13-A, Parts l - 3 
Colony diameters (nnn) of c. 5lobo1.rnm after six da.ys on altered AS-1 media 
Part 1 - 20°c Part 2 - :50°C Pa.rt 3 - 35 °c 
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Figure 13-A. Parts 4 - 6 
Colony diruneten (mm) of T. radiate. after twelve days on altered AS-1 media.. 
P"l.rt 4 - 20°c Pa.rt 5 - 30°C Part 6 - 35°c 
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1/4 1/2 l 1/4 1/2 l 1/4 1/2 l 
Strength of variable system; Strength of variable system; Strength of variable system; 
strength 1 equals salinity strength l equals salinity strength 1 equals sa:inity 
34 o/oo 34 o/oo 34 o/oo 
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Fig~re 13-A, Parts 7 - 9 
. Colony diamotera (nun) of Ro.lr:)llE_ha~riop8i8 11~sr twelve da:n; 'on a.lterod AS;..l media 
Part 7 -- 2·0°c Pa.rt 8 - 30°G Part 9 - 35°C 
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Strength of variable system; Strength of variable system; Strongth of variable system; 
strength 1 equals $alin1ty strength 1 equals salinity stre:ngi:.h l eq·-.ials salinity 
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Figure 1.3-A, l«planation -
This figure is a graphic representation, in nine parts, of the data in 
Table 13-A. 
The ordinates or all points are colony diameters in millimeters, and the 
horizontal scale of all graphs is in strengths of variable systems of altered 
AS-1., The long solid line connecting strengths 1/4, 1/2, and l points is the 
control curve. The short solid line oonnecta diametere ot colonies which g:nn1 
in strengths 1/2 and ·1 media with strengt..'1 l/4 major salts cO!l3tanto Tha dash 
line connects diameters from media with a constant strength l/4 buffer. The 
dot line cormeats diameters from oonotant metale-ehelator media, a.nd the dash-d.ot-
dash line 1a that of the constant minor salts media. 
Parts 1-3 a.re for£• globoslJ! at 20, 30, and 35 c, respectively. Part.a 
4-6 and 7-9 are for!• ltadiata and Haloaphaeriopsis, respectively. 
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Figure 17-A-
Fruotification of T. radiata on seven strengths NS-7 at three temperatures. 
8 
Strength of NS-7 J strength l eq:1alf; .salinity 34 o/oo 
Figure 18-A 
Halosphaeriopsis e.scosrores per HFF from sovon strengths NS-1 at three 
tem!Jeratures, and from fou: strengths with reduced nutrient level at 25°c. 
• - data Table 19-A 
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Figure 18-<: 
Halosphaeriopsis conidia per HPF from seven strengthn NS-1 at three 
temperatures, and four strengths with reducod nutrient levels at 250c. 
25 
• - Data Tablo 19-A 
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figure 18-8 
Conidia of Ha)os.J;>bae_ci2Q£.1..s. 
I . ' 
Figure 22-A 
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Rh;z.oYNrph-1 Ike; H1llo$42ha1?r:J..Q.QS~!.2. on balsa 
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VITA 
Paul WI) Kirk, Jr. was born February 23, 1931, in Jacksonville, Florida. 
He attended the College of William and Mary - VoP.I. in Norfolk, Virginia 
ror t-wo years on scholarship, and there acquired an interest in biology and 
chemistry. He transferred to the University of Richmond in September, 19$11 
and there majored in chemistry and minored in biology. His undergraduate 
education was interrupted by service in the UoS• Army in Verdun, Franca, 
where he functioned as a medical laboratory technician, medical bacteriologist, 
and veterinary bacteriologist. Upon honorable discharge from the armed 
service he continued to pursue his Bachelor of Science Degree in Chemistry, 
which he received from the University or Richmond in August, 1957. 
Prior to 19$7 he had worked several summers and after classes as a 
public health bacteriologist, medical laboratory technician, and blood.bank 
technician for the Medical College of Virginia, and both Norfolk and Richmond, 
Virginia City Pi1blic Health Laboratories. After receiving his Bachelor's 
degree• he completed his major in biology and taught this, and other subjects, 
in Thomas Jefferson Hieh School of Richmond, Virginia. 
He re-entered the University or Richmond in September, 1959, as an 
A.D. Williama Fellon, to begin work on the Master or Science Degree in 
Biology. From a course in general mycology taught by Dr. Wilton Ro Tenney, 
the author became interested in the physiology of fungi. He became interested 
in the physiology and ecology of marine lignicolous fungi from the publications of 
Dr. Terry W. Johnson, Jro 1 of the Duke University, and later those of Dr 0 
Samuel P. Meyers of the University of Miami and Dr. Don Ritchie of Barnard 
College. Mr. Kirk will enter Duke University in September, 1961, to begin 
work on the Doctor of Fhilosophy Degree in Botaey, with specialization in 
marine microbiology. 
APl'E~IDIX I 
HFF tabulations from whic'!.", averaeP.s, TablE:' 18-:~, were derived; 20 C 
cultures only; six tubes per salinity-temperature combination; three 
cover-glass preparations per tube; ten HFF per cover-glass for a total 
of 180 HFF per recorded average, 
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3a1init:z "011 ~~ fi.2 Tube I. 6 Tube II. 1 lube If. g Tube Ii. J ~be fl. It 
15 29 16 18 49 25 45 40 22 33-1 25-1 8 23 24 17 27 24 8 
24 10 27 25 50 48 23 34 31 6 11 17 21 18 9 19 2J 15 
30 18 27 19-1 41 19 22 13 20 28 21 10 29 15 21 18 19 J2 
25 40 21 13 36 17-1 21 21 21 43 24 9 29 36 17 15 17 15 
20 25 36 29 20 22 24 19 15 29 18 20-1 19 )2 12 29 18 16 
8 21 16 23 21 10 25 29 24 27 28 15-l 21 17 11 46 15 18 
26 25 18 JO 34-1 31 J0-122 .38 J2 27-120 35 10 13-l 10 31 25-1 
25 7 13 18 30 45 l; 29 11-1 27 10 24 27 15 19 1110 18 
25 21-1 20 46 26 46 23 11-1 28 Jl 17 11 23 24-123 35 .20 11 
21 20 18 40 4l 10 JO 28 25 
Tot avg Tot avg Tot avg 
647 21.5 8S2 29.4 734 24.4 
Total Conidia - 4084 Average - 22.6 
Total ascospores - 21 Average - o.12 
10 15 15 23-725 
Tot •avg Tot 
611 20.3 609 
Salinity S.5 . 
Tube It 1 Tube I! 2 Tu~ I! 3 Tube I! 4 Tube II ; 
22 17 17 28 20 15 19 17 14 15-1 14 15 18 23 17-1 
18 17 17 29 6 18 25 14 19 20-1 14-.3 15 23 19 11 
30 35 27 28 40 8 17 18 20 16 15-1 19-2 lJ 15 28 
25 17 17 35 36 13 29 23 15 13-1 18-2 15 17 21 25 
26 16 12 22 lS 24 14 2J 13 7 18 17 7-111 14 
14 20 20 21 27 23 22 45 18 1()..2 25 18 9 22 11 
16 10-ll7 18 30 21 18 14 21 18-2 21-1 10-3 31 21-121-1 
15 20 16 18 7 31-127 18-130 15-1 15 21-2 13 31 18 
24 40-2 8 27 16 20 20-115 23 15-1 19-1 19 18 21 21-1 
12 25 17 25 26 21 9 25 18 17-1 17-1 21-1 20 31 18 
Tot avg Tot avg Tot avg Tot avg Tot avg 
587 19.5 666 22.2 603 20.1 492 16.4 567 18.9 
Total Conidia - 3558 Average - 19.7 
Total ascospores 49 Average - o.27 
21 21 20 15 
avg Tot avg 
20.J 601 20.0 
Tube II 6 
42 .36-1 28-1 
lJ-1 31 18 
15 21 19-1 
13-1 26-1 20 
13 24 16 
32 27 8 
29-2 21 18-l 
25-1 24 16 
10 17-1 23 
21 13 24 
Tot avg 
643 21.4 
Salinity 17 
Tube]' 1 ~ Ii 2 'fube Ii 3 Tube Ii 4 T,ube II 5 
10-1 19-1 15-1 10-1 11-3 18-l 12 17 9 2~ 17-1 lJ 25-1 22-3 21 
7-1 14-2 10 10-1 12.-7 7-2 19-1 14-1 10 23-1 14 12 12 22-1 17-1 
19-1 15-2 9 6-4 6~1 14-2 14-1 9 11 21-1 11 17 22 15-1 17 
20-1 6-1 9-1 8 23 12 15 9-1 18-1 19-1 14 27-3 12-2 18 16-3 
10-1 10-2 8-2. 16-1 8 10-1 8-3 14 12-1 11 12-2. 25 15-2 22 24-1 
13-1 11-1 8 8 11-2 7 18 11 18-1 16-2 14-1 12 12-4 25 17-1 
10 9-1 10-l 17-1 12-2 8-1 8 13-2 12 16-1 16 17-2 13-J 18-1 23-1 
4 12 12 12-3 8 12 11-1 17 15 15-1 16 22-1 16-1 17-4 19-4 
5 15 15 14-2 12 4 10 18 7 19-J 19-1 21-1 19-1 18-1 14 
9 7 10-1 7 12 13 10 10 11-1 21 9-1 10 16-1 17 
Tot avg Tot ~vg Tot avg Tot ave Tot avg 
326 10.8 351 11.7 382 12.7 503 16.7 534 17.8 
Tube I. 6 
10-1 20 9 
13-1 14-2 12 
14-1 16 9-1 
12 11-1 12 
8 9 11 
11-1 23-1 17-2 
15 17 8 
10-1 16 24 
18 17 20 
8 9-1 16-2 
Tot avg 
409 13.6 
~initv 26 
'lube l]; Tube ti.. 2 
14-1 25 ? 17 20 13 
12 10 10 18 17 11 
9 23 14 7 23 19 
19 26 16 16 19 19 
15 21 18 9 9 14 
18 13 17 11 ? 18 
22 18 14 16 16 6 
18 9 6 1l 19 7 
2? 20 12 14 2t 10 
27 12 14 17 14 lJ 
Tot avg Tot avg 
486 16.2 427 14.2 
Total oonidia - 2505 
Total ascospores - 150 
Average - lJ.8 
Avera.go - 0.83 
Tu~ II. ~ Tube fl. t. Tube I. 5 Tube II. 6 
12 12 14 18 13 11 7 8 10 9 10 14 
18 14 13 21 J 3 11 10 16 11 10 15 
11 11 16 6 14 4 l2 6 11 15 11 11 
12 l2 l2 14 4 l2 2 10 lJ 9 10 14 
lJ 19 23 11 12 .... 15 15 13 J2 9 9 I 
21 9 18 9 10 15 19 5 11 10 15 13 
18 15 ]2 6 12 10 14 9 7 7 2114 
10 22 9 7 9 8 7 11 12 14 7 7 
10 lJ 15 13 6 11 15 12 14 B 9 8 
10-1 12 27 ll 6 5 a 13 9 9 18 10 
Tot avg Tot avg Tot avg Tot avg 
433 14.4 291 9.7 325 10.8 335 11.1 
Total conidin - 2297 Average - 12. 7 
Total ascospores - 2 Average - 0.011 
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Sglinity 34 
Tube # 1 ~LJ 
10 11 7 6 4 5 
7 10 8 9 12 8 
6 9 7 5 8 17 
4 511 51211 
7 6 4 4 9 11 
8 10 4 5 12 7 
8 7 6 6 13 10 
4 5 .3 19 11 13 
5 3 2 8 12 8 
5 6 6 6 9 7 
Tot avg Tot avg 
194 6.4 272 9.0 
Tµbe # ) 
9 6 7 
4 10 9 
4 12 6 
5 10 5 
10 12 3 
4 11 9 
8 10 3 
7 8 3 
8 19 6 
7 6 10 
Tot avg 
2.31 7.7 
'tube # 4 
10 7 5 
10 10 4 
7 12 10 
5 17 5 
12 20 7 
11 4 3 
7 3 8 
8 2 8 
8 6 10 
6 3 4 
Tot avg 
232 7.7 
Total conidia - 1369 Average - 7.5 
No aseospores observed. 
SalinitI 21 
Tube # Tube If 2 Tube fl. J ~be i /J; 
1 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 4 0 2 1 
0 1 0 2 1 4 0 1 6 0 4 0 
1 0 0 4 .3 4 l 0 2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 1 4 0 4 2 0 4 2 1 
0 
.3 0 4 1 4 2 1 1 l 1 0 
1 4 2 6 0 1 3 0 3 4 0 1 
0 6 1 1 3 3 l 0 0 1 0 1 
1 3 2 6 6 l 0 3 2 0 .3 2 
1 2 3 J 2 1 1 0 1 1 6 .3 
0 0 0 2 l 2 2 1 0 1 1 1 
Tot avg Tot avg Tot avg 'lot avg 
35 1.1 74 2.4 43 1.4 42 1.4 
Total eonidia - 2B6 Average - 1.5 
No aeoospores observed. 
Salinity q8 
ItJbe # 5 
7 7 5 
6 7 4 
6 5 9 
4 10 11 
4 3 5 
6 2 4 
7 6 4 
8 4 9 
8 3 10 
8 9 5 
Tot avg 
186 6.2 
!JJ;bo II. ~ 
4 l 1 
1 2 2 
1 4 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 2 
1 4 6 
2 l J 
1 3 2 
2 2 0 
1 0 1 
Tot avg 
48 1.6 
No conidia or ascospores observed in 180 fields. 
Tube II 6 
4 10 11 
8 9 12 
12 7 8 
12 4 3 
10 9 8 
4 1.3 7 
8 13 5 
6 10 4 
13 11 8 
10 4 ll 
Tot avg 
254 804 
TJ!be IJ. 6 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
4 2 3 
1 1 0 
6 0 0 
4 0 4 
0 1 ) 
0 4 ·-0 
0 4 2 
1 1 2 
Tot avg 
46 1.5 
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APPENDIX II 
Tube averages, conidia per HIF, ascospores per 30 HPF, 25 C and 30 C of 
Table 18-A. 
~ 
Tutie Humber 
Salinitz 1 ~ .l k 2 2 avg 
0 21.7-19 18.9-1 16.7-8 ll.3-15 14.6-6 15.9-9 16.5- .32 
8.,5 lJ.8-70 14.7-64 1L6-57 15.2-40 10.4-28 lJ.6-45 13.2 ... 1.6 
17 15.4-55 13.8-35 15.9-59 13 .9-.31 17.9-34 1404-43 15.2-1.4 
26 7.8-1 7.2 ll.0-1 8.6 8.9-1 8.7-1 8.7- .022 
34 6.1 9.5-1 B.3 s.o 5.2 6.7-1 7.J- .011 
51 .,63 .6.3 .36 • .36 .6J 
.33 .5-0 
68 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
.1Q..Q 
Tube Numbet 
Salinit1 1 6. .l Ii. 2 2 avg 
0 29.7 23.6-1 18.8 16.0-J 25.9 J0.6-2 24.1-.033 
8 .. 5 16.2-6 19.0-5 21.6 24.9-12 16.6 15.9-2 19.0-.13 
17 16.4 7.8 12.5 16.1 12.3-1 16.2-1 13.5-.011 
26 12.2 9.8 ll.9 10.9 7.1 11.8 10.6-0 
34 s.o 6<.5 4.9 4.8 5.2 6.3 5.9 
51 1.0 .7 .9 .8 o7 
.6 
.7 
68 o.o o.o 
.03 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
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APPENDIX III 
Tube averages, conidia (cnda) per HPF and ascospores (asco) per 30 ~, 
Table 19-A. 
Yeast Extract 100 mg/liter 
Strength NS-1 ~ 1/2 ~ ! 
Tube II, ~ ~ cnda. ~ ~ ~ ~ aSCQ 
l 13.l 3 12.1 5 12.0 1 14.6 0 
2 17.4 ll 11.2 6 ll.3 15 8.2 0 
3 11.5 2 ll.5 7 15.8 1 15.3 8 
4 12.7 1 13.8 16 15.8 1 14.8 1 
5 13.9 1 21.5 18 15.9 1 14 • .3 0 
6 16.9 10 n.2 8 15.2 3 13.J 0 
(avg 14.3 - o.1€Xavgl3.6 - 0.33) ~vgl4.3 - 0.12)(avelJ.4 - 0.05) 
Yeast Extract 10 mg/liter (no ascospores mature) 
Strength NS-1 ill 1/2 Uk 1 
Tube II. ~ ~ ~ cnda 
1 5.6 4.6 6.2 15.5 
2 6.5 6.1 4.7 14.2 
3 6.o 7.5 5o7 10.0 
4 5.5 6.9 6.o 7.5 5 8.2 5.9 5.4 ·7.,s 
6 5.8 5.9 5.4 12.0 (avg 6.3) (a.vg5.9) (avg 5. 7) (avg ll.2) 
No Yeast Extract Addeg (no ascospores observed) 
S;trength ~-l ill ~ UJt 1 
-
Tube II cnda end~ ~ ~ 
1 o.83 0.96 0.7 1.3 2 1.4 1.7 1.6 
.3 0,.73 0.66 0.93 2.0 
4 o.6 1.6 0.7 0.33 
5 0.2 1.7 1.3 1.6 
6 0.33 1.6 1.1 l.,3 (avg o.68) (avg 1.4) (avg l.l) 1.,3 (avg 1.1) 
APPENDIX IV 
Inorganic constituents of sea water, Cl 19000 o/oo, salinity 34.325 o/oo, 
total solids 34.4816 0/001 after Sverdrup et al (1942). Per kilogram basis. 
Prima!J: catione Primary anions 
sodium 10.5561 g chloride 18.9799 g 
magnesium l.2720 g sulphate 2.6486 g 
calcium 0.4001 g bromide 0.0646 g 
potassium Oo3800 g nouride 0.0013 g 
strontium Oo013J g boron as o.260 g of boric acid 
other 
silicon o.O'l-4 mg Inor~anic nitro~en ass 
aluminum 0.5 mg nitrate 1-600 ug 
lithium 0.1 mg ammonium $-50 ug 
iron 2-20 ug nitrite O.l-50 ug 
manganese 1-10 ug 
copper 1-10 ug Organic oarbon (Friday Ha.rbor) 
zinc 5 ug dissolved 1.6-3.3 mg 
molybdium o.!7 ug total 1.7-5 mg 
cobalt present 
nitrogen, inorg. 0.01-0.7 mg CtNiP ratio {by weight) 
phosphorus, inorgo 1,.100 ug approx. 4117.211 
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APPENDIX V 
Composition of stock solutions of vitamins and trace metals for medium AS-1 
A, Vitamins 
Vitamin Quantity/liter AS-1 g/.300 ml stock 
thiamin HCl 100 ug 0.03 
biotin (free acid) 5 ug (5 ug/ml) 
inositol 5 mg 1.5 
pyrido.xine HCl 40 ug Oo012 
nicotinic acid 100 ug 0.03 
Use l ml stock per liter AS-l 
B, Metals and chelator 
Cation mg/liter ,/liter Cl/liter g/liter cmpd (cation~ cmEd) stock (cmpd/ 
Fe 3.J. l 4.84 2.00 4.84 FeC13o6~0 
Zn 2/. Oo3 0.625 0.325 0.62.5 ZnG12 
Un 2./- o.5 1.78 Oo6 1.78 rlnCl2 .4H20 
Co 2./- OoOl Oo04 0.015 0.04 C0Cl2.6H 0 
2 
Mo,?Ja free 6/. 0.01 0.017 0.017 (lJH4 )6M°7024·~0 
Mo 1 Na cm.pd 6./- 0.01 OQ025 0.025 lralloo4 .2H2 O 
Cu 2/. 0.02 0.07 0.02 Oo07 CuCl2.4H20 
ED'.i'A free acid, 26 mg/liter AS-1; 26 g/liter metals stock 
Na2EDTA1 JO mg/liter AS-1; JO g/liter stock; sodium 4 mg/liter AS-1 
Metals and chelator stock, use 1 ml/liter strength l AS-1. Cl/ml is J mg. 
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APPENDIX VI 
Major and minor marine salts, for AS-1 mineral nutrition 3tudie3J strength 1 
AS-1 per liter basis. Sodium and chloride totals. 
Minor mg ion ~cm~ ~.Na ~ mg Cl ~ 
Sr 13oJ 4o.4 10.7 SrC12.6H2o ' \ 
B 4.6 26.0 H3BOJ 
: 
Si, as K 2 ii 5.5 K2Si0) 
Si, as Na 2 20.3 Jo2 Na2SiOJ .9H2o 
F, as K 1.3 4 2o7 2.5 equiv. KF 
F1 as Na. 1.3 2o9 l';.6 2.5 equiv. NaF 
Br, as K 64.6 96.1 Jlo5 28.4 equivo KBr 
Br, as Na 64.6 83.1 18.5 28.4 equiv. NaBr 
?fa.jor 
Mg,all as Cl 1272 lo6J4 3709 MgCl2.6H20 
Mg,part as 01 602 5033 1755 MgCl2.6~0 
Mg1 part as S04 670 6791 MgS<\·7~0 
so4, as Y.g 2649 6791 MgS04.7tiiO 
so4, as Na 2649 3917 1269 Na2s<\ 
K, all Cl 380 725 380 345 KCl 
K1 as F 2.7 4 2.7 2.5 equiv. KF 
K1 as Br 31.5 96.1 Jl.5 38.5 equivo KBr 
K,part as Cl 340.3 649 Jho.J 309 KCl 
K, Si 5.5 11 5.5 KSio3 
Na, all as Cl 10556.1 26837 10556.1 16281 Na.Cl 
Ca 400ol 1467 707 GaC12.2~0 
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Sodium1 not all as Cl 
!llf;-Na mP, anion mg Cl ~cmEd 
• 
~ 
1268 2699 3917 Na2so4 
1805 64.6 28.4 equiv. 83.1 Na Br 
1.6 l.J 2.5 equivo. 2.9 NaF 
3.2 20.3 Na2s103.9HiO 
4.1 26 30 Na2EDTA 
9260.7 14283.7 23544.4 NaCl 
Chloride tota.11 !Ia all as Cl Chloride,z Na not all as Cl 
Chloride cm~ mg Cl Chloride cm1?2 ~Cl 
HgCl206H20 1755 SrC12.6H20 10o7 
KOl 309 CaCl2.2H20 707 
SrC12.6f120 l0.7 NaCl 14283.7 
CaC12 o2820 707 UgC12.6~0 3709 
l~aGl 16281 KCl 345 
Vito & Metals 3 Vit. & mtals J 
1900657 o/oo 19.089 o/oo 
Br1 equivo .0284 Br, F equiv. .0309 
F, equivo 00025 Total Cl ••••••••••••• 19.089 o/oo 
Total Cl •••••••••••• 19.0966 o/oo Difference - 1.3 mg Cl 
A8-l Cl approx. 19.l o/oo 
AS-1 Salinity approx. 34.5 o/oo 
